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HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARD REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 1: OBJECTIVES

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE. Demonstrate the knowledge and skills required to

establish a compliant and functional Hazard Communication Program in accordance with
Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), Department ofDefense (DoD) and
Marine Corps Base Camp Lejcune requirements.

ENABLING LEARNING OBJECTIVES (ELO). Given an open manual examination
identify, describe, define, or otherwise explain the following:

1. Required local information prior to establishing the Hazard Communication Program.

2. The required information contained in the Hazardous Material Inventory List (HMIL).

3. How to acquire a missing MSDS.

4. Four requirements ofthe Hazard Communication Program.

5. The purpose ofthe MSDS.

6. Elements ofthe hazard information section ofthe employee information and training
requirement.

7. Elements ofthe hazard training section ofthe employee information and training
requirement.
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HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARD REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 2:

1. CHEMICALS IN THE WORKPLACE. About 32 million workers are potentially
exposed to one or more chemical hazards. There are an estimated 600,000 existing chemical
products, and hundreds ofnew ones introduced annually. This poses a serious problem for
exposed workers and their employers.

Chemical exposure may cause or contribute to many serious health effects such as heart
ailments, kidney and lung damage, sterility, cancer, bums, and rashes. Some chemicals may
also be safety hazards and have the potential to cause fires and explosions and other serious
accidents.

Because of the seriousness of these safety and health problems, and because many employers
and employees know little or nothing about them, the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) issued a rule called "Hazard Communication." The basic goal of the
standard is to be sure employers and employees know about work hazards and how to protect
themselves; this should help to reduce the incidence ofchemical source illness and injuries.

The hazard communication standard establishes uniform requirements to ensure that the hazards
of all chemicals imported into, produced, or used in the United States workplaces are evaluated,
and that this hazard information is transmitted to affected employers and exposed employees.

Chemical manufacturers and importers must convey the hazard information they learn from their
evaluations to downstream employers by means of labels on containers and MaterialSafety Data
Sheets (MSDS’s). In addition, all covered employers must have a hazard communication
program to get this information to their employees through labels on containers, MSDS’s, and
training.

This program ensures that all employers receive the information they need to inform and train
their employees properly and to design and put in place employee protection programs. It also
provides necessary hazard information to employees so they can participate in, and support, the
protective measures in place at their workplaces.

The hazard communication standard is different from other OSHA health rules in that it covers
all hazardous chemicals. The rule also incorporates a "downstream flow of information," which
means that producers of chemicals have the primary responsibility for generating and
disseminating information, whereas users of chemicals must obtain the information and transmit
it to their employees. The hazard communication program flow is designed to work in the
following manner:



HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM FLOW
Chemical Manufacturers/ Determine the hazards of each product.
Importers
Chemical Manufacturers/ Commtmicate the hazard information and associated

Importers/Distributors protective measures downstream to customers through labels
and MSDS’s.

Employers 1. Identify and list hazardous chemicals in their workplaces.
2. Obtain MSDS’s and labels for each hazardous chemical.
3. Develop and implement a written hazard communication
program including labels, MSDS’s and employee training on
the list ofchemicals in the workplace, MSDS, and label
information.
4. Communicate hazard information to their employees
through labels, MSDS’s and formal training.

PREPARATION FORESTABLISHING THE HAZARD COMMUNICATION
PROGRAM. Prior to a establishing a hazard communication program, a unit must have an

accurate inventory (Hazardous Material Inventory List) ofall the chemicals used and
maintained in the workplace (ELO 1). Once the HMIL is established in accordance with this

paragraph, the unit must ensure accurate MSDS’s are maintained for every chemical in the
workplace.

1. ESTABLISHING THE HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INVENTORY LIST (HMIL)
The HMIL will be comprehensive and must include (ELO 2):

a. Complete name ofhazardous chemical.
b. Name ofmanufacturer or distributor.
c. National Stock Number (NSN) or identification number.
d. Quantity Maintained on Hand.

2. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (MSDS) DETERMINATION. The responsible
individual should verify the list against the on-hand MSDS file. If any MSDS’s are missing, a

current MSDS should be acquired either by contacting the manufacturer directly, printing a copy
from the Hazardous Material Information System (HMIS), or by accessing the exact chemical
and manufacturer from a variety of search engines on the Intemet(R) (ELO 3).

http://siri.uvm.edu/msds/msds/

http://msds.pdc.cornell.edu/
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REQUIREMENTS OF THE HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM. A compliant
hazard communication program requiresfour essential components: labels and other forms of
warning, MSDS’S, employee training and information, and the written hazard communication
program (ELO 4).

1. LABELS AND OTHER FORMS OF WARNING. Containers of hazardous materials in
the workplace must be labeled, tagged, or marked with the following information:

a. CHEMICAL IDENTITY trade name or synonym.
b. PHYSICAL HAZARDS a brief statement ofthe hazardous effects ofthe chemical.
c. MANUFACTURER’S NAME AND ADDRESS.

The manufacturer, importer, or distributor is responsible for applying the required labels to the
containers of hazardous material. If the material is transferred from the original container
into an approved container, the responsibility falls on the using unit to label that container
with the requirements listed above. Although those containers of hazardous material, which
will be of immediate use, are subject to the portable container exemption, it is highly
recommended that every container be properly labeled, as a common inspection violation at
MCB Camp Lejeune is UNMARKED SECONDARY CHEMICAL CONTAINERS.

2. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (MSDS)

a. PURPOSE. The purpose ofthe MSDS is to provide detailed information on each
hazardous chemical, including its potential hazardous effects, its physical and chemical
characteristics, and recommendations for appropriate protective measures (ELO 5). The
manufacturer ofhazardous chemicals is required to develop and provide an MSDS for each
hazardous chemical produced at the time of initial shipment. The distributor is also responsible
for ensuring that MSDS’s are provided to the purchaser/user ofthose hazardous chemicals.
Units must have an MSDS for every chemical used in the workplace as part ofthe hazard
communication program.

b. ACCESSIBILITY. MSDS’g must be readily acceptable to employees when they are in
their work areas. Acceptable methods for retaining MSDS’s in the workplace are the MSDS File
and the HMIS.

(1) MSDS File. Generally, maintained in a common area in a highly visible protective
casing.

(2) HMIS. The HMIS although legally acceptable is not the most user-friendly method
ofmaintaining local MSDS’s.



3. EMPLOYEE INFORMATION AND TRAINING. Employers must establish an
information and training program for every employee who may be exposed to hazardous
chemicals when working. Employees must be provided information and trainedprior to initial
assignment to work with a hazardous chemical, and whenever the hazards change. Information
and training may be done either by individual chemical, or by categories ofhazards. Record of
training contents and personnel trained should be maintained by the unit Environmental
Compliance Officer or Safety Officer.

a. HAZARD INFORMATION. At a minimum the hazard information portion ofthe
unit’s written HAZCOM Program will include (ELO 6):

(1) The hazard communication standard and its requirements.
(2) The components ofthe hazard communication program in the employees’ workplace.
(3) Operations in work areas where hazardous chemicals are present.
(4) Where the employer will keep the written communication program, lists ofhazardous

chemicals, and the required MSDS’s.

b. HAZARD TRAINING. At a minimum the training portion ofthe unit’s written
HAZCOM Program will include (ELO 7):

(1) How the hazard communication program, is implemented in the workplace.
(2) How to read and interpret information on labels and the MSDS.
(3) How employees can obtain and use the available hazard information.
(4) Hazards ofchemicals in the work area.
(5) Measures employees can take to protect themselves from the hazards (PPE).
(6) Specific procedures put into effect by the employer to provide protection such as

engineered controls (exhaust hoods, climate control, etc.).
(7) Methods and. observations workers can use to detect the presence ofhazard chemicals to

which they may be exposed.

4. WRITTEN HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM. Employers must develop,
implement, and maintain at the workplace a written, comprehensive hazard communication
program that includes provisions for container labeling, collection and availability ofMSDS’s,
and an employee information and training program. The program must also contain list of
chemicals in each work area, the means the employer will use to inform employees ofthe
hazards ofnon-routine tasks, and the hazards associated with chemicals in unlabeled pipes.
Hazardous chemical information must also be made available to non-organic personnel such as

contractors conducting work at each site.



REQUIRED INFORMATION IN THE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET. The
Material Safety Data Sheet is a manufacturer produced, chemical specific technical bulletin.
The MSDS can prevent injury and harm to the handlers and to the environment. By law, MSDS’
must be posted in an accessible place to all personnel that use or handle chemicals in the
workplace. The MSDS provides specific, detailed information on the following information:

THE CHEMICAL AND COMMON NAME(S) OF all ingredients which have been
determined to present a physical hazard when present in the mixture.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS ofthe hazardous chemical (such
as vapor pressure, flash point).

TIlE PHYSICAL HAZARDS ofthe hazardous chemical, including the potential for fire,
explosion, and reactivity.

THE PRIMARY ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY. To include absorption, inhalation, ingestion,
or injection.

a. SKIN ABSORPTION/INJECTION. The skin is the body’s first line of defense against
foreign materials. Foreign material may enter the body through the skin and eyes by either
absorption or injection. Some chemicals have characteristics against which the skin provides
no barrier and can be directly absorbed. Sharp objects contaminated with harmful chemicals
may pierce the skin, injecting the material through the skin into the bloodstream. Wearing
protective clothing over exposed skin helps avoid skin exposure. If skin exposure does occur,
the affected area should be washed with water, or addressed according to manufacturers material
safety data sheet or medical guidance. Sometimes a detergent may be needed to dissolve a
chemical that normally does not dissolve in water. Care should be taken in selecting detergent
or soap if the skin has been injured since some cleaning compounds are abrasive or corrosive.

Toxic chemicals can also be absorbed through the eyes. Chemicals splashed or sprayed into the
eyes can result in blindness. The blood vessels on the eye’s surface will quickly carry these
chemicals into the bloodstream. Splashing hazardous liquids into your eyes or rubbing your
eyes after your hands have been contaminated can lead to eye absorption of hazardous
chemicals. Eye protection should always be worn when working with hazardous materials.

b. INHALATION. Inhalation is the most efficient way of transporting hazardous material
into the body. The surface area of the lungs averages 70 square meters on a human, all ofwhich
is exposed, compared to only about 2 square meters of skin surface area. Hazardous materials
may be in the air in the form ofparticulates, vapors, or gases. Even in small concentrations
there is ample opportunity for absorption. When inhaled, a hazardous chemical is transferred
into the bloodstream similarly to oxygen. In a contaminated environment, the use ofprotective
breathing equipment is the way to avoid inhalation ofhazardous materials. Airborne
contaminants result from many types of activities including cutting, sanding, cleaning, welding,
painting, sweeping and soldering. Dust, fumes, vapors, mists, and gases represent the more
common inhalation hazards.



c. INGESTION. Although less common in the workplace ingested chemicals enter the
body through the mouth and are absorbed into the bloodstream through the lining ofthe
digestive tract. Ifthe food wc cat or the liquids wc drink arc contaminated with hazardous
chemicals, they may enter the bloodstream along with digested food. In a warehouse, the
transfer ofhazardous materials to food may occur by smoking or caring foods in areas where
dusts ofhazardous materials arc in the air or by handling food with contaminated hands. Even
licking your lips may allow exposure. Good housekeeping and personal hygiene is the best way
to avoid exposure through ingestion.

OSHA PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LIMIT. ACGIH Threshold Limit Value, and any
other exposure limit used or recommended by the chemical manufacturer, importer, or employer
preparing the material safety data sheet, where available.

POTENTIAL CARCINOGEN. Whether the hazardous chemical is listed in the National
Toxicology Program (NTP) Annual Report on Carcinogens (latest edition) or has been found to
be a potential carcinogen in the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) Mono-
graphs (latest editions), or by OSHA.

SAFE HANDLING MEASURES. Any generally applicable precautions for safe handling
and which are known to the chemical manufacturer, importer or employer preparing the material
safety data sheet, including appropriate hygienic practices, protective measures during repair and
maintenance ofcontaminated equipment, and procedures for clean-up of spills and leaks.

CONTROL MEASURES. Any generally applicable control measures which are known to
the chemical manufacturer, importer or employer preparing the material safety data sheet, such
as appropriate engineering controls, work practices, or personal protective equipment.

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES.

DATE OF PREPARATION ofthe material safety data sheet or the last change to it.

NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ofthe chemical manufacturer,
importer, employer or other responsible party preparing or distributing the material safety data
sheet, who can provide additional information on the hazardous chemical and appropriate
emergency procedures, if necessary.
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UNDERSTANDING THE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET. Although 29 CFR
1910.1200 mandates the information above be included in every Material Safety Data Sheet.
The regulation does not require the information to be presented in any specific order or format.
Generally, the required information is divided into nine or more sections.

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET BREAKDOWN BY SECTION
DESCRIPTIONSECTION

1
2
3
4

8
9
10

Product Identification.
Hazardous Ingredients.
Physical Data.
Fire and Explosion Data.
Health Hazard Information.

Reactivity Data.
Spill or Leak Procedures.
Special Protection Information.

Special Precautions {
Transportation Information {

1 Note: Often Sections 9 and 10 are similar in content, i.e. hazard classification information, transportation and
storage, and handling and storage information can be located in either section.

2 See note 1.

CONCLUSION. The contents of this chapter allows for the effective management and
maintenance of the unit’s Hazard Communication Program. By following the requirements of
this chapter work related chemical illnesses and injuries will be reduced.
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HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARD REQUIREMENTS

[EXERPTED FROM BO 5100.20A]

EXAMPLE OF A WRITTEN HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

To comply with 29 CFR 1910.1200 Hazard Communication, the following written Hazard
Communication Program has been established for OVor

The written program will be available in the
employee.

(LOCATION) .for review by any interested

a. CONTAINERLABELING

The (PERSON/POSITION) shall verify that all containers received for use will:

" Be clearly labeled as to the identity ofthe hazardous chemical(s).- Note the appropriate hazard warning.

" List the name and address ofthe manufacturer.

The (PERSON/POSmON) in each section will ensure that all secondary containers
are labeled with an extra copy ofthe manufacturers label or with a generic label which identifies
the material, list the appropriate hazard warnings and identifies the target organs if appropriate.
Labels for items with National Stock Numbers (NSNs) can be acquired from the Hazardous
Material Information System (HMIS).

The (PERSON/POSITION)
as required.

will review the work place labeling system and update

b. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS (MSDS)

The (PRSON/POSmON) will be responsible for obtaining and maintaining the
data the data sheet system for the work center.

The (PERSON/POSITION) will review incoming data sheets for new and significant
health and safety information. The responsible individual will ensure that any new information
is passed on to the affected employees.

12



Copies ofMSDS’s for all hazardous chemicals to which employees may be exposed will be kept
in (LOCATION)

MSDSs will be available to all employees in their work area for review during each work shift.
If MSDSs are not available or new chemicals in use do not have MSDSs, immediately contact:
(PERSON/POSITION)

c. EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND INFORMATION

The (PERSON/POSITION) S responsible for the employee training program, SNM
will ensure that all elements specified below are carded out. Prior to starting work, each new
employee will attend a health and safety orientation and will receive information and training on
the following:

(1) An overview ofthe requirements contained in the Hazard Communication Standard.
(29 CFR 1910.1200)

(2) Chemicals present in their workplace operations.
(3) Location and availability ofunit’s written Hazard Communication Program.
(4) Physical and health effects ofthe hazardous chemicals.
(5) Observation techniques used to determine the presence or release ofhazardous

chemicals in the workplace.
(6) Mitigating exposure through work practices and protective personal protective

equipment.
(7) Emergency procedures in the event personnel are exposed to chemicals present in the

workplace.
(8) Proper interpretation ofthe MSDS and hazard warning labels.
(9) Location ofthe MSDS file and Hazardous Material Inventory List (HMIL).

(: After attending the training class, each employee will sign a form verifying their
attendance as well as understood the policies set forth.

Prior to a new chemical being introduced to the workplace, every impacted employee will be
given information as outlined above. The (PERSON/POSITION) is responsible for
ensuring that MSDSs for the new chemical(s) are available.

2. LIST OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS

A list of all known Hazardous Chemicals is located at
information on each noted chemical can be obtained by
(LOCATION)

(LOCATION) Further
reviewing the MSDS located at

13



3. HAZARDOUS NON-ROUTINE TASKS

Periodically, employees are required to perform non-routine tasks. Prior to starting work on
such projects, every employee will be given information by their supervisor about hazardous
chemicals to which they may be exposed during such activity.

This information will include:
a. Specific chemical hazards.
b. Protective/safety measures the employee can take.
c. Measures the workplace has taken to lessen the hazards, to include ventilation,

respirators, presence ofanother employee, and emergency procedures.

Examples ofnon-routine tasks performed in this workplace are:

Task Hazardous Chemical(s)

4. UNLABELED PIPES

The below listed chemicals are stored or transited through unlabeled pipes in this workplace.
In the event ofrupture, leakage or fire, the following action by personnel will be taken:

5. INFORMING OUTSIDE EMPLOYEES/CONTRACTORS

It is the responsibility of (IERSON/POSITION}
contractors the following information:

to provide outside employees/

a. Hazardous chemicals to which they may be exposed while on the job site.
b. Precautions the contractors may take to lessen the possibility of exposure by usage of

appropriate protective measures.

It is the responsibility of (PERSON/POSITION} for contacting the contractor before
work is started and to gather and disseminate information concerning chemical hazards that

the contractor is bringing into the workplace.
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EASTMAN KODAK 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER RA-4; Page 1 of4.

EASTM/=N KODAK 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER RA-4; BLEACH, PHOTOC
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
NSN: 6750013765884
Manufacturer’s CAGE: 19139
Part No. Indicator: B
Part Number/Trade Name: 158 2352 KODA/ EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER / RA-4;
P/N B

General Information

Item Name: BLEACH, PHOTOGRAgHIC

Company’s Name: EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Company’s Street: 343 STATE STREET
Company’s City: ROCHESTER
Company’s State: NY
Company’s Country: US
Company’s Zip Code: 14650
Company’s Emerg Ph #: 716-722-5151
Company’s Info Ph #: 716-477-3194 MSDS :800- 242-2424
Distributor/Vendor # I: EASTMAN KODAK COMPAPI, EASTER/ REGIONAL
Distributor/Vendor # 1 Cage: 5K871
Record No. For Safety Entry: 002
Tot Safety Entries This Stk#: 003
Status: SE
Date MSDS Prepared: 05JUN97
Safety Data Review Date: 26FEB98
Supply Item Manager: CX
MSDS Serial Number: BWRZD
Hazard Characteristic Code: C3
Unit Of Issue: BT
Unit Of Issue Container Qty: M;uKES 1 GAL
Type Of Container: UNKNOWN
Net Unit Weight: UNKNOWN

Ingredients/Identity Information

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: WATER
Ingredient Sequence Number: 01
Percent: 75-80
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: ZC0110000
CAS Number: 732-18-5
OSHA PEL: NOT ESTABLISHED
ACGIH TLV: NOT ESTA/LISHED
Other Recommended Limit: NONE RECOMMENDED

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: FERRIC AMMONIUM ETHYLENDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID
Ingredient Sequence Number: 02
Percent: 15-20
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 1001409FA
CAS Number: 21265-50-9
OSHA PEL: NOT ESTABLISHED
ACGIH TLV: NOT ESTABLISHED
Other Recommended Limit: NONE RECOMMENDED

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: ACETIC ACID (SARA III)
Ingredient Sequence Number: 03
Percent: 1-5
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: F1225000
CAS Number: 64-19-7
OSHA PEL: I0 PPM

http://msds.pdc.comell.edu/msds/siri/msds/h/q439/q160.html 7/7/00



EASTMAN KODAK 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER RA-4; Page 2 of4

ACGIH TLV: I0 PPM/15 STEL; 9394
Other Recommended Limit: NON RECOMMENDED

Physical/Chemical Characteristics

Appearance And Odor: BROWN LIQUID WITH A SLIGHT AMMONIA ODOR..
Boiling Point: >212F,>I00C
Melting Point: NOT GIVEN
Vapor Pressure (MM Hg/70 F) 18
Vapor Density (Air=l): 0.6
Specific Gravity: 1.12
Decoposition Temperature: NOT GIVEN
Evaporation Rate And Ref: NOT GIVEN
Solubility In Water: COMPLETE
Percent Volatiles By Volume: 75-80
pH: 6.2
Corrosion Rate (IPY): UNKNOWN

Fire and Explosion Hazard Data

Flash Point: NONE
Lower Explosive Limit: NOT GIVEN
Upper Explosive Limit: NOT GIVEN
Extinguishing Media: WATER SPRAY, CARBON DIOXIDE, DRY CHEMICAL, ALCOHOL
FOAM.
Special Fire Fighting Proc: WEAR SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. FIRE OR EXCESSIVE B-EAT MAY PRODUCE HAZARDOUS
DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS.
Unusual Fire And Expl Hazrds: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Reactivity Data

Stability: YES
Cond To Avoid (Stability): NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Materials To Avoid: BASES, STRONG OXIDIZING AGENTS, SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE
(BLEACH)
Hazardous Decomp Products: AMMONIA, CHLORAMINE
Hazardous Poly Occur: NO
Conditions To Avoid (Poly) NONE. WILL NOT OCCUR.

Health Hazard Data

LD50-LC50 Mixture: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Route Of Entry Inhalation: NO
Route Of Entry Skin: NO
Route Of Entry Ingestion: NO
Health Haz Acute And Chronic: INHA/ATION- LOW HAZARD FOR RECOMMENDED
HA/DLING. EYES- MAY CAUSE TRANSIENT IRRITATION. SKIN- LOW HAZARD FOR
RECOMMENDED HAIqDLING. INGESTION- EXPECTED TO BE A LOW INGESTION HAZAPd9.
Carcinogenicity NTP: NO
Carcinogenicity IARC: NO
Carcinogenicity OSHA: NO
Explanation Carcinogenicity: THIS COMPOUND CONTAINS NO INGREDIENTS AT
CONCENTRATIONS OF 0.1% OR GREATER THAT ARE CARCINOGENS OR SUSPECT
C3UCINOGENS.
Signs/Symptoms Of Overex: EYE IRRITATION.
Med Cond Aggravated By Exp: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Emergency/First Aid Proc: INHA/ATION- IF SYMPTOMATIC, MOVE TO FRESH AIR.
EYES- WASH OUT IMMEDIATELY WITH WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINLVfES. GET MEDICtL
ATTENTION. SKIN- WASH WITH SOAP AND WATER. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IF
SYMPTOMS OCCUR. INGESTION- DRINK 1-2 GLASSES OF WATER. CALL A PHYSICIAN OR
POISON CONTROL CENTER IMMEDIATELY.

Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

http://rnsds.pdc.cornell.edu/msds/siri/msds/h/q439/q160.html 7/7/00



EASTMAN KODAK 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER RA-4; Page 3 of4

Steps If Matl Released/Spill: DISCHARGE, TREATMENT, OR DISPOSAL MAY BE
SUBJECT TO NATIONAL, STATE, OR LOCAL LAWS. FLUSH TO SEWER WITH LARGE
AMOUNTS OF WATER. OTHERWISE, ABSORB SPILL WITH VERMICULITE OR OTHER INERT
MATERIAL, THEN PLACE IN A CONTAINER FOR CHEMICAL WASTE.
Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Waste Disposal Method: DISCHARGE, TREATMENT, OR DISPOSAL MAY BE SUBJECT TO
NATIONAL, STATE, OR LOCAL LAWS.
Precautions-Handling/Storing: KEEP CONTAINER TIGHTLY CLOSED. KEEP AWAY
FORM INCOMPATIBLE SUBSTANCES.
Other Precautions: USE WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION. WASH THOROUGHLY AFTER
HANDLING THIS MATERIAL.

Control Measures

Respiratory Protection: NONE NORMALLY REQUIRED.
Ventilation: GOOD GENEP3%L VENTILATION SHOULD BE USED (TYPICALLY I0 AIR
CHANGES PER HOUR). MATCH RATE TO CONDITIONS.
Protective Gloves: WEAR IMPERVIOUS GLOVES.
Eye Protection: WEAR SAFETY GLASSES WITH SIDE SHIELDS.
Other Protective Equipment: EYE BATH, WASHING FACILITIES, SAFETY SHOWER.
Work Hygienic Practices: WASH HANDS THOROUGHLY WITH SOAP AND WATER BEFORE
EATING, DRINKING, SMOKING OR USING TOILET FACILITIES.
Suppl. Safety & Health Data: KEYI:NI.

Transportation Data

Trans Data Review Date: 95109
DOT PSN Code: ZZZ
DOT Proper Shipping Name: NOT REGULATED BY THIS MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
IMO PSN Code: ZZZ
IMO Proper Shipping Name: NOT REGULATED FOR THIS MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
IATA PSN Code: ZZZ
IATA Proper Shipping Name: NOT REGULATED BY THIS MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
AFI PSN Code: ZZZ
AgI Prop. Shipping Name: NOT REGULATED BY THIS MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
MMAC Code: NR
Additional Trans Data: PSN AS SPECIFIED BY KODAK BLDES CODE 0017.

Disposal Data

Label Data

Label Required: YES
Technical Review Date: 20APR95
Label Status: F
Common Name: 158 2352 KODAK ExACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER / RA-4;
P/N B
Chronic Hazard: NO
Signal Word: NONE
Acute Health Hazard-None: X
Contact Hazard-None: X
Fire Hazard-None: X
Reactivity Hazard-None: X
Special Hazard Precautions: INHALATION- LOW HAZARD FOR RECOMMENDED
HANDLING. EYES- MAY CAUSE TRANSIENT IRRITATION. SKIN- LOW HAZARD FOR
RECOMMENDED HANDLING. INGESTION- EXPECTED TO BE A LOW INGESTION HAZA/D.
KEEP CONTAINER TIGHTLY CLOSED. KEEP AWAY FORM INCOMPATIBLE SUBSTANCES.
FIRST AID: INHALATION- IF SYMPTOMATIC, MOVE TO FRESH AIR. EYES- WASH OUT
IMMEDIATELY WITH WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.
SKIN- WASH WITH SOAP AND WATER. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IF SYMPTOMS OCCUR.
INGESTION- DRINK 1-2 GLASSES OF WATER. CALL A PHYSICIAN OR POISON CONTROL
CENTER IMMEDIATELY.

http://msds.pdc.cornell.edu/msds/siri/msds/h/q439/q160.html 7/7/00



EASTMAN KODAK 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER RA-4; Page 4 of4-

Protect Eye: Y
Label Name: EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Label Street: 343 STATE STREET
Label City: ROCHESTER
Label State: NY
Label Zip Code: 14650
Label Country: US
Label Emergency Number: 716-722-5151

http://msds.pdc.comell.edu/msds/siri/msds/h/q439/q160.html 7/7/00



Standard Operating Procedures

Silver Recovery Operations





STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

ENSURING ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AT
PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERY FACILITIES

Precious metals recovery systems recycle silver-bearing hypo-solutions generated from black-
and-white/color photo processing, dental X-my processing, and medical X-ray processing.
These hypo-solutions are collected and processed through various ionic exchange cores/
cartridges, which remove and reduce silver concentrations at or below regulatory levels (i.e. < 5
ppm) before being discharged to the sanitary sewer. Precious metals recovery systems consist of
ionic exchange cartridges (IEC’s) and their associated influent sources. These systems primarily
collect silver-bearing hypo-solutions from the aforementioned fixer and bleach fix processes.

Spent hypo-solution and recovered IEC’s are exempt from hazardous waste requirements, and
per DoD 4160.21-M are deemed as recyclable materials. Ifthese chemicals and/or materials are
mismanaged, all applicable restrictions for hazardous waste will apply. It is imperative that
Commands ensure the operation and maintenance guidelines outlined in this enclosure are
strictly adhered to. Without this oversight, silver-bearing hypo-solutions, cores, and cartridges
will be subject to handling, storage, and disposal restrictions for hazardous waste and may result
in the discharge of silver-beating hazardous wastes to MCB, Camp Lejeune’s multi-million
dollar wastewater treatment plant which is in violation ofthe NPDES permit. Thus, it is
important that operating personnel or persons having cognizance over facility usage implement
the following best management practices to comply with environmental regulatory requirements
and MCB directives.

Training. Unit commanders shall ensure that personnel are properly trained in the operation and
maintenance ofprecious metals recovery systems. Personnel shall be educated on the
environmental impact ofhazardous material spills as well as the prevention of such incidents.
This training may be accomplished by registering personnel in the Silver Recovery Training
(EM104) Course offered by EMD.

Monitoring. Establish a schedule to inspect the precious metals recovery system at the close of
each operational day. Unit personnel will ensure the following:

effluent from recovery systems is contained;
piping, hoses, and valves are connected and functioning properly;
flow-rates are established at 80-100 milliliters per minute (if applicable);
contained effluent is copper strip field-tested and below regulatory requirements;
copper strip field-test results are maintained within an established logbook;
logbooks will contain:
a) copper strip field-test results;
b) quantity ofeffluent discharged into the sanitary sewer;
c) date of discharge; and,
d) individual responsible for the discharge.



processed effluent is discharged to the sanitary sewer; and
housekeeping has been maintained prior to the close-of-business.

HousekeeDiw,. As a best management practice (BMP), housekeeping in, around, and adjacent
to the precious metals recovery site should be maintained throughout the operational day.
Foreign objects or matter that may pinch hosing, alter flow-rates or hinder/impede the operation
ofthe precious metals recovery system in any way will be stored at an appropriate distance away
from the recovery unit while still allowing access to the system.

Spill prevention reporting and clean-up. Publish and prominently post directives that set
forth unit-level policies for the control and prevention of spent silver-bearing hypo-solution and
hazardous materials. Any discharges or spills that may.occur in and around the area ofthe
precious metals recovery systems must be reported immediately to the Base Fire Protection
Division by phoning 911. Units must stock spill containment and control equipment on-site for
use ofthe operating unit in the event ofa spill.

In accordance with BO 6240.5B, emergency spill reporting phone numbers will be prominently
posted at each site. It is recommended as a BMP that the signage requirements read as follows:

IN CASE OF AN OIL OR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILL
CALL BASE FIRE PROTECTION DIVISION AT 911

NOTIFY YOUR COMMANDER/SUPERVISOR IMMEDIATELY

"No Smoking" and "Authorized Personnel Keep Only" signs are to be prominently posted as
well. Signs will be posted at the entrance of each site and will be legible from a distance of25
feet.

Defense Logistics Aeency (DLA) Defense Reutilization and Marketin Services (DRMS)
and Defense Reutilization and Marketin8 Office responsibilities (DRMO). DLA, DRMS,
and DRMO responsibilities are outlined within the Defense, Reutilization, and Marketing
Manual, DoD 4160.21-M publication. Tills manual outlines laws and regulations applying to the
disposition of excess, surplus, and foreign excess personal property, in addition to, precious
metals, silver-bearing scrap and silver-bearing hypo-solutions.

Materials acquisition. Units responsible for IEC replacement, stock replenishment, and parts
ordering are to obtain and maintain current stock listings through the DRMS-LMS, Operations
Division. Replacement stock listings may be obtained through the Command ECC office or
directly through the DRMS East, Operations Division. Such acquisition includes, but is not
limited to, IEC’s or replacement cores, copper strip field-tests, Teflon tubing, valves, clamps,
flow regulators, connectors, reducers, couplings, tee’s and adaptors.



Current point-of-contact for the DRMS-LMS Precious Metals Recovery Program is Mr. Marlow
Bums, Procurement Specialist.

DRMS-LMS
Precious Metals Recovery Program
74 North Washington
Battle Creek, Michigan 49017-3092

Phone: Comm: 616-961-7293; DSN: 932-7293
Fax: Comm: 616-961-7348; DSN: 932-7348
E-mail: mbums@mail.drms.dla.mil

Copper strip field-tests. Prior to silver-bearing effluent being discharged to the sanitary sewer,
containerized hypo-solution must be copper strip field-tested. Two, simultaneous strip-tests are
to be conducted on containerized effluent. Copper tarnish removal and twenty-second agitation
requirements apply for each test. Ifboth tests indicate no discoloration after 20 seconds, the
copper strip tests have passed. In such cases, continue to briskly agitate each strip for an
additional 40 seconds to ensure ionic exchange cartridges aren’t approaching exhaustion. If both
tests indicate discoloration prior to 20 seconds, ionic exchange cartridges must be replaced. If
the two tests are split, (i.e. one strip test discolored, the other passing) a third copper strip test
will be the determining factor with regards to core replacement. All copper strip field tests are to
be agitated an additional 40 seconds after the initial 20 second test as a precautionary measure.

Precious metals recovery system core/cartridee removal and disposal. When it is
determined that recovery cores/cartridges have been exhausted through failure of duplicate
copper strip field-tests, unit personnel should remove and/or install replacement cores/cartridges
following the cartridge installation and removal procedures outlined in the Operation and
Maintenance Manuals for ACT I, Silver-Sure 250, Silver-Sure, 590, or Tandem 200 Precious
Metals Recovery Systems.

D/ #te
Per MCO 4555.3C, .unit personnel will be responsible for the disposal of spent, silver-bearing
cores/cartridges ofremoval from the precious metals recovery systems.

Unit personnel responsible for the packaging and disposal of spent, silver-bearing recovery
cores/cartridges through the DRMO Disposal Office must ensure the following:

sufficient silver effluent has been drained from each core/cartridge;
cores/cartridges are placed in double-lined plastic bags;
cores/cartridges are packaged in the cardboard containers in which they were
shipped;
all seams for each packaged container are double-taped;
completed DD-1348 disposal forms accompany each shipment of spent
cartridges; and
DD-1348 disposal forms are archived and maintained for a minimum ofthree
years.



All spent recovery cartridges will be disposed ofthrough the DRMO Disposal Office, Bldg
TP-465, Monday through Thursday from 0730 to 1530 hours. All spent cartridges must be
accompanied with the appropriate DD-1348 disposal worksheets. Spent recovery
cores/cartridges will not be accepted at the DRMO Disposal Office iftransported in a POV.
Prior to disposal, it is requested that a courtesy phone call be provided to disposal personnel in
order to expedite the disposal process at 451-5816. A DD-1348 is provided at the end ofthis
SOP.



Your Unit
Address

Supplied by the DRMO
Disposal Office

Unit of Issue (each)

IJuitRUCNnmber

4.Digit
Julian
Date

Always
"0001" Always

"N/A" Always
"N/A"

Always
"DRMO,
Bldg 906"

Disposing
Individual

Disposing
Individual’s
Phone Ext.

Cartridge, Core, or
Recovery Unit Type

Supplied by the DRMO
Disposal Agent



Unit Evaluated:
Unit ECO:
.Phone/Fax:
Evaluation Date:
Evaluation By:

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
MARINE CORPS BASE, CAMP LEJEUNE, NC

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE EVALUATION
Type of Evaluation:
Formal Announced
Formal Unannounced
Courtesy
Follow Up

Media: Precious Metals (Silver) Recovery
Reference: (RI) BO 4555.1D, (R2) MCO P4555.3C,
(R3) BO 11090.3A, (R4) BO 5100.20A, (RS) BO 11320.1J,
(R6) BO 6240.5B, (R7) DoD 4160.21-M.

Ii
ADMINISTIATIVE/RECORDS
I. MSDS’s/HMIS and/HW Profiles missing. (R4, R6)
2. Personnel Training Records missing/inadequate/not current. (R4)
3. Applicable Base Orders and related local instructions missing. (R6)
4. HWM Standard Operating Procedures missing/inadequate. (R6)
5. Daily/weekly operational log missing/inadequate/not current. (R2)
6. Location sketch of facility showing room number, processing system,

recovery unit, capture tank, etc., missing/inadequate/not current. (R6)
7. DRMO Turn-in receipts/records of recovered materials not

maintained/inadequate. (RI, R2, RT)
8. Other.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STORAGE
9. Container is leaking, corroded, bulging, collapsed, or other structural

deficiency. (R3, R6)
10. Container is open or not secured. (R6)
I I. Inventory of hazardous materials/supplies missing. (R4)
12. 911 sign not posted/deteriorated. (R3)
13. Hazardous materials with expired shelf-life. (R6)
14. Unit Level Spill Contingency Plan missing/inadequate. (R3, R5, R6)
15. No Smoking sign not posted/deteriorated. (R5)
16. Fire control, spill control and/or safety equipment missing. (R5, R6)
17. Recovered silver/materials stored longer than 30 days. (R2)
18. Restricted access to recovered silver/materials not maintained. (RI,

19. Written Hazard Communication Plan not missing/not available. (R4)
20. Incompatible HM’s in storage.
21.[ Other.

SILVER RECOVERY SITE
22. Silver recovery equipment inoperational/malfunctioning. (R2, R7)
23. Silver Recovery Site housekeeping unkept/inadequate. (R3, RT)
24. Other

REMARKS



ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE EVALUATION

DATE:
FACILITY BEING EVALUATED:
EVALUATED BY:
EVALUATION PARTICIPANTS:
PHONE NUMBER:

DEFICIENCY REFERENCE REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION
F: FINDING D: DISCREPANCY

I: ISSUE

1. F: MSDS’s/HMIS or HW
Profiles missing.

2. D: Personal training
records missing/inadequate.

3. D: Applicable Base Orders
and related local instructions
missing.
Note: BO4555.1C, MCO
4555.3C, BO 11090.1B, BO
5100.20A, BO 11320.1 H,
BO 6240.5A.
4. D: HWM SOP for site is
missing.

5. I: Daily operational log
missing/inadequate.

BO 5100.20A
BO 6240.5B

BO 5100.20A

BO 6240.5B

BO 6240.5B

MCO 4555.3C

MSDS’s/HMIS or HW profile sheets must be
readily available to all personnel in the
workplace.
Individuals involved in the storage, usage,
and/or disposal ofHM must have Hazard
Comm,unication training on a yearly basis in
order to identify hazardous working conditions
within the workplace.
Each organization routinely handling HW/HM
is required to maintain at a minimum the noted
MCO, BO’s, and related local instructions as
part of the HWMSOP.

OIC/NCOIC’s will prepare a written HM
management standard operating procedure in
cooperation with the cognizant ECO for each
facility where greater than 5 ppm silver
effluent is generated and stored.
To ensure silver effluent that exceeds 5 ppm is
not discharged into the sanitary sewer, daily
operational logs noting quantity of discharge
and results ofcopper stripping tests must be
maintained. Effluent exceeding 5 ppm must be
containerized and reprocessed through the
individual recovery units.



DEFICIENCY REtIRENCE REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION
F: FINDING D: DISCREPANCY

I: ISSUE

BO 6240.5B6. D: Location sketches
missing/inadequate.

7. D: Turn-in receipts/
documents missing not
maintained.

8. Other

9. D: Container is not
serviceable due to leaking,
corroded, bulging, collapsed.

10. D: Container is open or
not secured.

11. D: Missing Hazardous
Material Inventory List
(HMIL).

BO 4555.1D
MCO 4555.3C
DoD
4160.21M

BO 11090.3A
BO 6240.5B

BO 6240.5B

BO 5100.2A

Each organization routinely handling
hazardous materials is required to maintain at a
minimum, a location sketch for each HM
generation, accumulation, and storage area.

Persons who store recycled silver must
maintain records of all recovered silver turned
in to the DRMO Eastern Region.

A leaking, corroded, bulging, dented, or
collapsed container must be transferred to a
DoT approved container in good condition.

Containers ofHM will be closed at all times
except when adding or removing product from
the container.

A current, complete inventory of all HM must
be maintained for each shop. The HMIL will
include the complete name ofthe product,
manufacturer or distributor, NSN or product
identification number.



12. D: 911 sign not posted or
not legible.

DEFICIENCY REFERENCE REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION
F: FINDING D: DISCREPANCY

I: ISSUE

BO 11090.1B

13.
life.

D: HM with expired shelf BO 6240.5B

Signs shall be posted at every building, tank
location, hazardous waste or hazardous
materials sites. Signs will have yellow
background with black lettering indicating the
following information:
IN CASE OF AN OIL OR HAZARDOUS

MATERIALS SPILL
CALL BASE FIRE PROTECTION

DIVISION
911

NOTIFY YOUR
COMMANDER/SUPERVISOR

IMMEDIATELY
Information to purchase the signs can be
acquired from the ECC.

If the material is type II (as determined from
the HMIS), shelf-life can be extended atter
visual inspection of container, contents, and
verifying information on the quality status list
(QSL). To receive QSL on a monthly basis
contact Lisa Prows @ (804) 279-4140.
It is recommended that the units follow shelf-
life management procedures outlined in MCO
P4450.13 material quality control standards.



DEFICIENCY
FINDING D: DISCREPANCY

!: ISSUE
14. F: Unit Level
Contingency Plan
missing/incomplete.

15. D: "No Smoking" sign
not posted or not legible.

16. D: Fire control, Spill
control, and/or Safety
equipment missing.

17. F: Recovered silver/

REFERENCE

BO 11090.3A
BO 11320.1J
BO 6240.5B

BO 11320.1J

BO 11320.1J
BO 6240.5A

MCO 4555.3C

REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION

HWMSOP shall contain procedures and
responsibilities for dealing with HW/HM spills
and related emergencies. Units will publish
and prominently post the ULCP specifically
applicable to their organization. The plan must
include:
1. Actions the facility personnel shall take in
case of an emergency.
2. Instructions to call the Base Fire Protection
Division.
3. A list of names, addresses, and phone
numbers ofthe trained facility personnel, and
the ECO and ECC.
4. A list ofall spill response equipment
available and location of this equipment or
materials.
5. An evacuation plan and an alternate
evacuation plan.
No smoking signs are required wherever there
is a HWAIM site; signs must be easily seen
when a hazard is present.

Units are required to maintain absorbents,
safety equipment, fire extinguishers, and other
supplies for dealing with HM/HW spills at
their facility.

Recovered silver from spent hyposolutions
materials stored longer than 30
days.

must be tumed in/disposed of through the
DRMO Eastern Region Office within 30 days
of removal from a recovery unit.



DEFICIENCY
F: FINDING D:DISCREPANCY

I: ISSUE
18. D: Restricted access to
recovered silver not
maintained.

19. F: Written Hazard
Communication Plan not
available.

20. D: Incompatible materials
in storage

21. Other

22. D: Silver recovery
equipment inoperational/
malfunctioning.

23. D: Silver Recovery Site

REFERENCE

BO 4555.1D
MCO 4555.3C
DoD
4160.21M

BO 5100.20

BO 6240.5B
BO 11320.1J

MCO 4555.3C
DoD
4160.21M

BO 11090.3A

REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION

Generating units will establish suitable
controls against loss of recovered silver in the
form ofa locked storage area, with limited or
restricted access.

The Commanding Officer will ensure that a
written Hazard Communication Program is
compiled and maintained for each workplace
using or handling HM.

Separate all incompatible HM to the maximum
extent possible. At a minimum "separation"
should mean the arrangement ofcompartments
separated by a wall/berm or by other means of
approved physical separation. Use the EPA
HW Compatibility System located in the EMD
CETP manual to determine compatibility.

Units will ensure that silver recovery
equipment is operational and maintained prior
to each day of silver effluent processing.

All activities shall guard against the creation of
housekeeping unkempt/
inadequate.

24. Other

DoD
4160.21M

fire and spill hazards and shall promptly report
to the Base Fire Protection Division any
hazardous conditions that exist.

Finding: A deficiency that could result in a notice ofviolation, a fine, or other enforcement action if discovered by a regulatory agency.



Discreianc: A deficiency that would not result in a notice of violation, a fine, or other enforcement action ifdiscovered by regulatory
agency. Discrepancies are normally a result ofpoor management practices or failure to follow installation standard operating procedures,
Marine Corps Orders, Department of Defense Directives.

Issues: Issues would include trends across installations/commands that may require a Marine Corps wide approach or the need for
clarification in regulation, guidance, and/or checklists. Issues include significant differences in opinion or interpretation or requirements.



Regulatory Drivers





MCO 4555.3C
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Enc!: (!) Precious Meual-Bearing Items
(2) Precious Metal Scrap Recove Percentages
(3) Precious Metal Area Representatives

i. Purpose. To establish Marine Corps policy and assign
responsibility for a program for the recovery of precious metals
contained in excess material, residual material, and scrmp
generaued by Marine Corps aczivities and for utilization of those
recovered precious metals as Government-furnished mazerial (GFM)
to reduce Uhe cost of new procurement.

2. Cancellation. MC0 4555.3B.V/

3. Summary of Revision. This revision contains a subsUantia!
number of changes and should be completely reviewed.

4. Backuround

a. The Department of Defense (DoD) Precious Metals Recovery
Program (PMRP) is assigned to the Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA). Under DLA, the Defense Propery Disposal Service
(DPDS-R), ederal Center, Battle Creek, Michigan 490!6, is
responsible for programs associated with the collection,
recovery, and processing of precious metals which include.silver,
gold, platinum, and the platinum family of noble metals
(palladium, iridium, rhodium, osmium, and ,uthenium)’. The
Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) is responsible as the
commodity integrated matria! manager (CT_MM) for supply
management of the.refined precious metals recovered under the
PMRP. The expenditure of available resources to recover these
precious metals is justified by. such factors as the criticality
of chemical properties of these metals as used in Defense items,
the limited worldwide qantity of these metals, the relative ease
of recovery procedures, and the current high prices of precious
metals on the open market.

oFno. gg
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b. A precious metal indicator code (PMIC) has been developed
and incorporated in the Defense Integrated Data System (DIDS}
Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure (MILSTRIP}
Programs. DoD item managers will assign a PMIC o every item in
Uhe supply system. Retroactive coding will be accomplished on an
iem-by-itam basis as file .maintenance is required. Effective
1 November 1983, the PMIC will be a mandatory entry on all
disposal related MILSTRIP documents. Liaison with the DoD item
manager will be required when an item hns not been assigned a
PMIC in the DIDS.

5. Policy

a. Participation inthe PME2 is mandatory for all Marine
Corps activities.

b. Reutilization of excess precious metal-bearing items will
take precedence over precious metal recovery.

c. DLA is responsible for providing silver recovery equi--ment
to generating activities for use in photographic processing
laboratories, prining planus, and microfilm and mircofiche
producing facilities, as well as base or station phoographic
laboratories and hobby shops.

d. Marine Corps funds will not be obligated or otherwise
committed for major mainzenance, replacement parts for exist_ng
equipment, or for the purchase of new or replacement ,equipment for
this program. These requirements will be funded or supplied by
DLA.

e. Marine Corps activities willoperate and maintain equipment
provided to them for use in the-PMRP and wil be responsible for
performing operator level preventive maintenance on recovery
equipment in their possession. Preventive maintenance includes
day-to-day adjustment, cleaning, rplacement of fuses and other
available minor repair parts, and any like action which can be
performed with a minimum of technical knowledge and effort and
within the limitations of reasonably available common tools and
equipment, as a safeguard against excessive equint downtime.

f. Acquisition project officers or item managers will
ascertain the availability of precious metals by interrogating the
item manager of precious meals socks a DISC before initiating a
new procurement action for precious metals or for precious medal-
bearing material and will include a provision for he use of
recovered precious metals as GFM in all such procurement requests
when it is in the best interest of the Government to do so.

g. Precious metals will not be provided as GFM on new
procurement contracts which are solely for foreign military sales
(FMS), since these customers are not paricipants in the PMRP.
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6. Procedures

a. Recovery

(I) identification of precious metal-bearing scrap is a key

element of the PMRP. Enclosure (i) provides information for use in

the identification of precious metal-bearing items. Enclosure (2)

provides data to convert the known precious metal content to

troy ounces and to determine a reasonable estimate of recovery

potential in troy ounces- Activities should also consult the

precious metals master file to identify items or components
containing recoverable amounts of precious metals. The precious

metals masZer file may be ordered from Defense Logistics Services

Center (DLSC-AP), Federal Center, Battle Creek, MI49016.

(2) Precious metals and precious mezal-bearing scrap will

be segregated from ncnprecious material by generic category;

i.e., silver, gold, platinLm, etc. Suitable controls against loss

by theft will be established; and a locked storage area,, with

limited access for authorized personnel only, will be provided.

Safeguards w__l be established to ensure accountability and

conurol of precious metals between pickup and delive.{ points.

Records will be maintained in avoirdupois pounds and ounces of

current .inventory, receipts, and issues of precious metals and

precious metal-bearing scrap.

(3) Marine Corps activities will not discard unserviceable

precious metal-bearing items, scrap, residue, or waste but will

collect, segregate, and store the material securely until it can

be turned in to a Defense property disposal office (DPDO) or

shipped to a collection or recovery point designazed by DPDS-R.

(4) Precious metal-bearing scrap and waste material will be

segregated, as required in the preceding, prior to turn-in to

DPDO. !nzlude on he disposal turn-in document (DTID) any

available information pertaining to precious metal content (metal

type, quanZity, "and location within the item) of the scrap

material turned in. A receipt will be obtained at the time of

turn-in.

(5) Transportation, packaging, crating, and handling costs

incurred in "he shipment or transfer of precious metal-bearing

material from a generating activity to he seicing DPDO will be

borne by the generating activity.

(6) Transportation, packaging, crating, and handling costs

incurred in making DPDS-R authorized shipments to a designated
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collechion/reoovery activity (other than the servicing DPD0) or

contractor facility will be charged to the appropriate DPDS-R fund

citation obtained from the servicing DPDO.

(7) Generating activities using DPDS-R approved P_M
for sipping precious metal bearing

transportation fund citations
material will forward two copies of all shipping documents to the

Commander (Atn: DPDS-C}, Defense Proper’-y Disposal Service,

Federal Center, Battle Creak, ME 49016.

(8) Documentation of shipments of precious metal-bearing

material will show the net avoirdupois weight of material shipped.

Shipments will be made by the most economical means avai!=ble

which is consistent with safe transi and delivery. All reason-

able care will be taken in the packing of material for shipment

so as to minimize he possibility of theft or loss through leakage

or contain-r damage. Parcel-post shipmen-s will be registered.

(9) Recove-Y equipment includes but is not !Lmited to

electrolytic recovery units, chemical recovery cartridges, plastic

hypocollection containers and replacement parts. When cost

e:ective and environmentally acceptable, film burners/

incinerators (for reduction of film and photographic bade- to ash

for shipment) will be provided by DPDS-R after evaluation of the

activity’ s r-_quirements.

(I0) PMRP supplies, such as litmus test paper, plastic

collection containers, silver recovery cartridges, fittings,

control valves, and other rep!acemen parts, may be obtained

without charge by contacting the servicing precious metal area

representative (DM=AR) or DPDS-R. It is not necessary to use

MILSTRiP formats or to identify ne requested material by national

stork number (NSN). Noun names will be sufficient identification.

(11) Generauing a=tivities will apprise their servicing DPD0

of the need for PMRP assistance/recoverY equipment to start up

silver recovery operaions or to enhance the effectiveness of

ongoing silver recovery operations to ensure maximum recovery.

(12} In addition to the foregoing, DLA has designated

PMAR’s who may be contacted for technical assistance or infor-

mation for resolution of PMRP problems. Enclosure (3) is a list

of PMAR loations and the geographic areas for which they are

responsible.

b. utilization

(1) Activities procuring precious metals or precious

metal-bearing material will screen the DoD inventory of

Government-owned assets of precious metals and utilize those
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ssets as GFM in lieu of contractor-furnished mteial (CYM} in

production contracts for maor system and

action is determ/ned to be more advantageous uo

(This does not apply to procurement actions solely for FMS

customers.) See paragraph 5g, preceding- Requisitioners wll

contact the item manager at DISC (Code ODBA-YC), AUTOVON 442-3045

or 442-3052, to ubtain he latest unit price, verify availability,

and reserve specific assets. Unit prices will include transportation

ad insurance.

or bids on items requiring precious
(2) Soli.i.tations :___ visin bidders/ff?r?rs--E

the Gove.-nmen’S Inn provide that he bidders/

as GFM. These solicitations shall also

offe_-ors indicate the quantity and types of precious meals they

. contract. n the even that the

will =emuirefor require va-ving qua’tities of precious metals

biddersoffe-crs -" cu-rent market value of he GFM

because of design differences, .he [hat no competitive advantage

shall be added to the bids to ensure

results from the provision of GFM.

he required precious meals
(5) Ater ascertaining tha metals’should be’ provided, a

are available and that GM precious

funded requisition in MILSTI format will be forwarded

(preferably by message) to DXSC (Code 0DBA-YC)-

(4) Requisitions will include the following as -exception

daa"
iD O" address (specifying buildln and

(a) reclse _s n=-. the nrecious metals ae. to De

provided in n- oficial (s) shall
The name(s) of te .ecelvx

possible-
{b) Contract number to which GFM precious metals will

be applied. ..... ;--on (NSN, part number or other.
(c) En= em_=tZ’ the =uantity of precious me,a-

identification of r_he an= z’;

which will be used per unit, if_nown.

(d) Specific confer point at the requisitioning activity,

including the name, code, and telephone nunber.

5
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7. Action

a. Procuring contracting officers shall:

(I) Ensure that each solicitation/contract specifies that

the required precious metal will be supplied as GFM, when

available ad in he Government’s best interest.

(2} Ensure tha the quantity of precious metal requested by

uhe contractor is commensurate with tha required in the

manufacturing process, considering the contractor’s individual
item design.

(3) Ensure hat, when precious metals are to be furnished

as GFM to a subcontractor, the contract identifies the subcontractor

and location.

(4) Take appropriate action to assure tha adminis:rative
con:racking officers:

(a) Provide surveillance over all GM precious metals

and ensure that all residual preci3us metals are returned to the

Government.

(b) Furnish prompt disposition instructions to

contractors when residual precious meals are repor:ed on hand by the

contractor after completion of the conracu.

(c] Recuest assistance from the administrative office

having cognizance f the subcontractor’s p!an: when precious

meals are to be furnished as GFM to a subcontractor.

b. The inventory conUrol pointshall:

(!) lace conlmand emphasis on his program, and allocate

he resources (personnel and automaZic data processing (ADg)

support) necessary to ensure compliance with r_his Order.

(2) Evaluate items as o their recoverable precious meal

conten, and assign a PMIC-to each new or existing item under

their cognizance.

(3) Arunotate %he procurement specifications that precious

metals will be supplied as GPM when in the Government’s bes

interest.

(4) Take appropriate action to requisition precious metals

from DISC.
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PRECIOUS METAL ARZAREPRESENTAT!VES

Name/Address/Telephone

ATTN: PMAR
Building 2517/Sop No. 125
Meade Road
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
Comm: 703-664-6551
AV: 354-6551

ATTN: pMAR
DPD0 Philadelphia, Bldg. 648
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard
Philadelphia, PA 19112
Comm: 215-755-3735/3222
AV: 443-3736/3222

Area Covered

Maryland
Delaware
Washington, DC
Virginia (metropolitan DC area)

Massachusetts
Maine
NeW Jersey
Abode Island
Connecticut
Vermont

New Hampshire
Pennsylvani
(eastern)

New York
(southeastern)

Greenland
Newfoundland

ATTN: PMAR
Building SDA-2!I
South Annex
Norfolk, VA 23511
Comm: 804-444-1318
AV: 564-1318

ATTN: PMAR
DDO Wright-Patterson
Building 89, Area C
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

Co: 513-225-4291/4203
AV: 787-4291/4203

ATTN: PMAR
DPD0 Charleston
P.O. Box 5715
North Charleston, SC 29406

Comm: 803-743-3270
AV: 794-3270

ATTN: PMAR
DPD0 McConnel1
Building 1349
McConne!l AFB, KS 67221
Comm: 316-681-6718
AV: 743-6718

West Virginia
Virginia (except mtropolitan
DC area)
Bermuda

Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
Pennsylvania (western)
New York (except southeast)

South Carolina
North Carolina
Georgia (eastern)

Z!linois
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska

Wisconsin
owa
Minnesota

ENCLOSURE (3)
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NameIAddressITelephone Area Covered

ATTN: PMAR
DD0 San Atoino
Building 3030, East Kelly
Kelly AFB, TX 78241
Cmm: 205-925-5646/8791
AV: 945-5646/8791

Oklahoma
Arkansas
Texas (except E1 Paso area)
Panama

ATTN: PM2KR
3415/ABG/DPDR-OR
Lowry AFB, CO 80230
Comm: 303-370-2019
AV: 926-2019

ATTN: PMAR
Building 310-B
Ft. Gi!lem
Forrest Park, GA 30050
Con%m: 404-363-5129
AV: 797-5129

Colorado
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming
Idaho

Texas (El Paso
area)

Arizona (except
Yuma area)

Tennessee Pueo Rico
Louisiana Cuba
Mississippi
Kentucky
Alabama
Georgia (western)

ATTN: PMAR
DPDO Lewis-Puget Sound Branch
P-O. Box 2B
Puget Sound Navy Shipyard
Bremerton, WA 98314
Comm: 206-476-8618
AV: 439-8618

Washington
North Dakota
South Dakota
Montana
Oregon
Alaska

ATTN: PMAR
DPD0 Alameda, Building 6
2155 Mariner Square Loop
Alameda, CA 94501
Comm: 415-869-3660
AV: 686-3660

ATTN: PMAR
Building 290, Box 78
NAS North Island, CA 92135
Comm: 714-437-5542
AV: 951-5542

California (northern)
Nevada (northern)

California (southern)
Nevada (southern)
Arizona (Yuma area)

Defense Property Disposal Europe
Region Europe

ATTN: DPDR-ER
APO New York 09633
AV: 695-1110, ask for Weisbaden, GE

314-339-1110, ask for ext. 3833

ENCLOSURE (3)
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Name/AddressITeiemhone

Defense Property Disposal
Region Pacific
ATTN DPDR-PR
Camp H. M. Smith, HI 96861
AV: 462-9888, ask for Pearl

Harbor 477-5238

Area Covered

Pacific

MCO 4555.5C
19 Sep 1983

3

ENCLOStrR (3
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c., Commanaers of major commands shall:"
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(I) Appoint a PMRP oordinator who will escabllsh, monior,
an oordinace a formal Precious Metals Recovery Program within
their activities to ensure ha exess preious metal-bearing
items, scrap o;residueisrocessed for recovery in accordancl
with this Order. The name, code, address, and telephone number of
each command PMRP coordinator will be provided to the Cmmnndant
of he Marine Corps |Code LMM-2) who will also be informed of any;
changes to this designaSin.

(2) Local programs will include all of the following as
appropriate to the mission and/or assigned equipment and
facilities of the activity:

(a) Publication of a PMRP.imstrction.

(b) Collecting all sensitized photographic and
oscillograph materials (including both processed and
unprocessed materials), silver bearing photographic fixing and
stabilizing solutions, and silver recovered from photographic
solutions for turn-in to the servicing DPD0 cr for shipmen: to a
designated collection or recover: point.

(c) Ensuring that other precious metal-bearing items
(such as expended or outdated silver or silver oxide batteries) or
any item identified as such by a PMIC are not discarded but
collected, secured, segregated, and turned in for recovery of the
precious metals as described above.

(d) Limiting the storage of excess precious
metal-bearing items and scrap to a maximum period of 30

(e) Operating and maintainin assigned recovery
equipment.

(f) Training personnel in Zhe operation of the recovery
equipment and in the handling of recovered precious metals.

(g) Establishing and maintaining records of litmus
paper tests, dates of silver harvest and amount ha.-vested [where
applicable), and dates of canister chanes.

(h) Providing security for the recovery, equipment ad
the in-use canisters to preclude pilferage. Refined precious
mtals will be securely stored in accordance with the provisions
of reference (b).
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|i) Establishing and maintaining physical security and

audit trail pro=edures for harvested silver, canisters, and other

recoverable precious metals from the point of origi to the DPDO,

U.S. Postal Service, or public =artier, as appropriate.

(j) Obtaining a signed receipt for all turn-ins from

e post office, public carrier, or DPDO, as appropriate, and

maintaining a file of those receipts for a period of 3 years.

(k) nfozming he PMAR or DPDS-R of local requirements

for equipment, major maintenance, spare parts, or supplies.

d. The Commandant of he Marine Corps (Code LMM-2) h=s been

designated the Marine Corps point of contact for zhe Precious

Metals Recovery Program. Any questions, prob!ms, suggestions,

ec., concerning this program shall be referred o :his point of

contact by telephone AUTOVON 224-1600 or 225-3981.

This Order is app!icb!e co %he Marine
8. Resee ADulicabi!ity.
Ccs sae.

H. A. KATCH
Deputy Chief of Staff
fo lnsllaic.ns and Logistics

DiSTRIBUTI0N: E plus 7000176 (I0)
7000156 (7)

Copy to: 8145001
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MCO 4555.3C Ch 1
LMM-2-dt
30 Jan 1986

MARINE CORPS ORDER. 4555.3C Ch 1

From
To

Commandant of the Marine Corps
Distribution List

Subj : Recovery and Utilization of Precious Metals

Encl: (I) New page inserts to MCO 4555.3C

I. Purpose. To transmit new page inserts to the basic Order.

2. Action. Remove the present pages ! and 2 of enclosures (I)
and (2) o the basic Order, and replace them wih the correspond-
ing pages contained in the enclosure.

3. Chane Notation. The paragraphs denoted by an asterisk (*)
symbol contain changes not previously published.

4. Filinc Instructiois. This Change transmittal will be filed
immediately following the signature page of the basic Order.

DISTR_BUTION

SDep.uty Chief of Staff
for .nszal!atlons and Logistics

E plus 700017 (I0]
7000!56 (7)

Copy to: 8145001

PCN 102 057605 Ol
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PRECIOUS MTAL-BEARING. ITEMS

1. Precious metal-bearing items, residue, and material include
but are not limited to gold, silver, platinum, and the platinum
group from prosthetic appliances; gold, silver, platinum, and
platinum group grindings and dust; gold or silver lined, clad,
or plated decorations, badges, awards, medals, buttons, and other
insignia; silver batteries; silver and gold wire; platinum and
palladium wire silver and gold turnings; spent hypo (fixer)
solutions; exposed silver-bearing film/paper regardless of format
or condition; nexposed outdated film/paper; dental amalgam scrap;
electrical and electronic hardware containing gold, silver,
plat+/-num, or any of uhe platinum group metals; microfilm/microfiche
sters and reproducing paper; precious metal-bearing solutions,
such as silver nitrate; and disposable electrocardiograph
electrodes.

2. National sock number iems which contain potentially
recoverable precious metals are so coded in the Management Data
List (MDL) under the precious metal indicator

Scrap sources are as follows:

a. Silver Bearing Materials

.Anodes

Assemblies--Elecrical

Silver/Copper Batteries

Silver/Cadmium Batteries

Silver/Magnesium Batteries

Blanking Scrap--Punchings

Brazing Alloys

Brushes--Electric Motors

Chemical Salts

Clad Bi-Metal Parts

Contacts

Dental Amalgam

Film

ENCLOSURE

1
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Industrial X-Ray

Med.ica! X-Ra.y

Lithographic

Ph.O.tographic egatives..

Filter.s--Pla.tin:

Flake and Sudge--Frum E.lectro!yic Processing of

Hypos.olutions

Hooks--P!ating-Nodules

jewelry Sweeps

Paints--aste

Paper--Reproduction

Plated Parts--Electrical--Electronic

Plted Serving Pieces

Plated Utensils

Plated Wire

Powders--Granulated

Punchouts

Relays--E!ectrica1

Res ins

Silver-Lined Bearings--Diesel Locomotives and Aircraft

Sludges--Plating nd Precipitates

Solutions--Plating

Tin Lead Alloys--Contaminated

ENCLOSR (I)
Ch 1 (30 Jan 1986
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bt

Turnings

wave Guides

Wiping Rags

Gold Bearinu Materials

Brazing Alloys

Clad Metal Parts

Electrical Contacts

Dental Scrap

Dental Sweeps and Grindings

Diodes

Filled Scrap

Filters--Plating

Flakes

Flashings

Foil

Hook--Plating--Nodules

Jewelry Scrap

Jewelry Sweeps and Grindings

Paints and Paste

Peelings

Placer Gold

Plated Parts--Electrical

Plated Wire

powders

Printed Circuit Boards

Printed Circuit Boards With Components

MCO 4555.3C
19 Sep 1983

ENCLOSURE (!)
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punchouts

Resins--Plating

Salts--Chemical

!udges--Plating

Solutions

Sponge

Tin Lead Alloys--Conaminated

Transistors

Wiping Rags

Wire

c. Platinum Bear+/-n Materials

Catalysts

Chem/cals

Clad Materials

Contacts

Dental Alloys

Dental Scrap

Dental Sweeps and Grindinqs

Jewelry Scraps

Jewelry Sweeps

Laboratory ware

Magneto Points

Powders and Paste

"CLOSU.E (I}
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Solutions--Plating

Spark Plugs--Aircraft

Thermocouple Wire

d. Palladium Bearing Materials

catalysts

Clad Materials

Contact Points

Dental Alloys

Dental Scraps

Dental Sweeps

Jewelry Scrap (Sweeps)

Paste

Plated Parts

Powders

Relays--Electrical

Salts--Chemicals

Sludges

Sc!utions

Wire

e. Scrap Containina Combinations of Precious Metals (Gold,

Silver, Platinum, and Palladium)

Electronic Scrap

High Temperature Resistant Alloys

Paints

Paste

ENCLOSUR (I)
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Powders

Relays--E!ectricl

Resins

Ribbons

Rings

Salts

Solutions

Sweeps

Telephone Switching Scraps

Thick Film

Wire

6
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PRECIOUS METAL SCRAP RECOVERY’PERCENTAGES
Conversion
Factor
Pounds to

Silver Troy Ounces
Percentage of Aticipated
(By Weight Precious Metals
in Pounds) (See Note)

Silver-Searing-Scrap-DesicCations

* Used anodes, drillings from anodes
and grain silver, wire for welding
or brazing, silver flakes and sludge
from electrolytic processing o
hyposolutions, and all other silver
of a purity content of 90 percent
or better 90 (13.13)

Silver foil bttery p!aes
separated by magnesium plates and

silver chloride sheets (primarily
MX 61-0 and MK 67-1 batteries) 41 (5.98)

X-ray film, exposed industrial
and aerial film, millimeer
film, and all ypes of shredded
cr cut-up film

BaZtery cell sections consisting
of a plastic container
(approximately i/8-inch thick); some
cells containing a silver chloride
solution (primarily MK 53-0,
42-0, 58-0, and 66-0 batteries)

5i!ver-bering amalgam

Sl!ver-bearing plated lectrical
componen:s such as leads,
capacitors, and other silver

plated or bonded materials

Silver sludge and silver-bearing
ash

1 (.!5)

15 (2. 2)

24 (3.50)

.58)

22 {3.21}

Silver-bearing missile batteries
encapsulated in eposy-type plastic
wih metal cases and attachments

ENCLOSURE
Ch i (30 Jan 1986
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si!ver_Beariq-rnp-Desiunetions-(cn’)

Silver ecovry cartridge
consisting bf a .spun metallc
filter houh which spent hyposolution
has been filtered

Desa!ter Kits

Gold-Bearinu Scrap Desicnatipns

Dental scrap

Metallic (foil, leaf, wire, castlmg,

andbrazing alloy)

Dental sweepings

Electronic scrap (plate or washed]

Integrated circuits/assemblies and pins

(not boards or transistors} (pins are

ferro magnetic)

Electronic circuis/nsseblies and strips

E!ecronic hardware, pins and connectors

Rivets (gold-plated)

Elecronic chassis parts

Eyeglass frames (gold-filled)

Buttons

Insignia and medals

Silver
ercentage
(By Wigh
in Pounds)

4

24

40

65

15

.4"0

12.

6.50

.60

.50

.20

4

.90

.I0

Conversion
Factor
Ponnds to
Troy Ounces
of Amticipated
Precious Metals
(See Note)

.58l

(3.5)

(5.8332)

(9.4790)

(2.1875)

(.0583)

(1.7500)

(.9479)

(.0875)

(.0729)

(.0292)

(.5833)

(.1313)

(.0146)

ENCLOSURE (2)

c,O: C LZ":’

2
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Gold-Bearing ScraD Desiunations (con)

Gold solu=ions, 8.3 ib per
(.7 tray ounces per ga!)

Silver

(By Weight
in Pounds)

Conversion
Factor
Pounds to
Troy Ounces
of Anticipated
Precious Metals
{See Note)

.60 (.0875)

NOTE Conversion factors shown in parentheses when used

as multipliers applied to the number of avoirdupois

pounds of scrap will produ=e a reasonably accurate

estimate of :he silver or gold conten equad to

roy ounces.

ENCLOSURE {2)
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

BO 4555.1D
BEMD

BASE ORDER 4555.!D

From:
To:

Commanding General
Distribution List

Subj: RECLAMATION AND UTILIZATION OF PRECIOUS METALS FROM SCRAP
AND WASTE MATERIALS

Ref (a) MCO 4555.3C
(b) AC/S, Log itr 5200 LOG of 9 Aug 93

Encl: (I) Silver-Bearing and Gold-Bearing Scrap Descriptions
(2) DD 1348-IA Sample Turn-in Document

I. Purpose

a. To provide information and instructions in establishing
an effective Precious Metals Recovery Program within Marine Corps
Base (MCB), Camp Lejeune and Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS), New
River, hereafter referred to as the Installation.

b. These requirements are applicable to all organizations
aboard the Installation to include: any command active, or
reserve component; staff organization; supporting agency which is
affiliated with the United States Marine Corps, Department of the
Navy, or Department of Defense. This section also applies to
organizations organic to or tenanted aboard the Installation, and
those in transit or otherwise temporarily resident because of
training or mobilization commitments.

2. Cancellation. BO 4555.1C.

3. Backqround. Reference (a) requires activity commanders to
designate a local Precious Metals Recovery Coordinator to
internally implement, monitor, and coordinate the activity’s
Precious Metals Recovery Program as prescribed therein.

4. Information. While the Defense Printing Service,
Photographic Laboratories, and Medical/Dental Facilities are the
most probable sources for recovery of silver from solutions used
in processing photographic and x-ray film (fixing baths), there
are other sources where silver bearing material is generated.
Enclosure (I) contains a list of silver and gold bearing scrap
descriptions.
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5. Policy

a. Maximum participation in the Precious Metals Recovery
Program is required by all MCB, Camp Lejeune and MCAS, New River
activities, including photographic, medical/dental laboratories,

printing facilities, etc. Expenses incurred by activities
participating in the program are not reimbursable.

b. Generating activities are responsible for the

transportation of precious metals scrap (film, recovery
cartridges) and harvested silver to the local Defense
Reutilization Marketing Office (DRMO). Transportation costs are

not reimbursable.

c. The DRMO is responsible for accepting all excess and
surplus precious metal or precious metal-bearing materials,

including scrap or harvested silver generated by the military
services.

6. Action

a. Per reference (b), the Assistant Chief of Staff,
Environmental Management Department (AC/S, EMD), is designated as

the coordinator for the Precious Metals Recovery Program for
commands located on MCB, Camp Lejeune. The Commanding Officer,

MCAS, New River is designated as the coordinator for Precious
Metals Recovery Program for commands located at MCAS, New River.

Appointed Environmental Compliance Coordinators, (ECCs) will

serve as the point of contact for their command for Precious

Metals Recovery. The ECC guided by the instructions contained in

reference (a), will establish an effective Precious Metals

Recovery Program to consolidate and monitor the precious metal

recovery efforts within their command.

b. Activities generating precious metal bearing materials

(hyposolution greater than 5 parts per million (ppm)), but not

having a recovery unit at.heir activities will obtain written

permission from the cognizant ECC prior to transporting any

precious metals material to a recovery site. Hyposolution shall

not be transported on any public highway by the generating
activity. Request for transportation of hyposolution will be

processed by the unit’s ECC. Once permission has been obtained,

the owning activity will observe proper change of custody between

the owning activity and the receiving activity. A log record of

all precious metals recovery shall be maintained by each

activity. Change of custody shall reflect the following

information:

2



(I) Date and Time

BO 4555.1D

(2) Owning Activity/Name of Individual/Rank

(3) Receiving Activity/Name of Individual/Rank

(4) Quantity, number gallons, pounds, etc.

c. Those activities turning in precious metal bearing
materials to DRMO will identify on the turn-in document
(DD-1348-1A), the type of metals being turned in and the precious
metal content. The turn-in document will be prepared as shown on
enclosure (2). After turn-in of material, DRMO will provide a
final copy of the DD 1348-iA to the generating unit through the
cognizant ECC.

d. All generating and/or processing (recove,y) activities
shall have complete accounting records of all precious metals
activity in their commands. The above procedure shall be
conducted utilizing a log book entry.

e. Defense Reutilization Marketing Office will provide
generating activities technical assistance, as required, to
ensure visibility of precious meal generations,
collection/recovery training requirements, and adequacy of
collection/recovery methods, systems, and equipment.

f. Commands will not discharge fixer (hyposolution) directly
to the sanitary sewer. Hyposolution will be collected and
analyzed with a field test kit approved by the AC/S EMD; when
determined to be less than 5 ppm, fixer may be discharged to the
drain.

7. Concurrence. This Order has been coordinated with and
concurred in by the Commanding Generals, II Marine Expeditionary
Force; 2d Marine Division; 2d Force Service Support Group; and
the Commanding Officer, Marine Corps Air Station, New River.

DISTRIBUTION: A plus BEMD 5

3
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SILVER-BEARING AND GOLD-BEARING SCRAP DESCRIPTIONS

I. Silver-Bearinq Scrap Desiqnations

Class

CLASS A

Consists of used anodes, drillings from
anodes and grain silver, wire. for welding
or brazing, silver flakes, silver extracted
from spent hyposolution by the electrolytic
process, and all other silver of a purity
content of 90 percent or better.

CLASS B

Consists of silver foil battery plates
separated by magnesium plates and silver
chloride sheets (primarily MK 61-0 and
67-1 batteries).

CLASS C (Reserved)

CLASS

X-ray film, exposed industrial film
and aerial film, millimeter film, and all
types of shredded or cu$up film.

CLASS E

CLASS F (Reserved)

CLASS G (Reserved)

CLASS H (Reserved)

CLASS K

Silver-bearing amalgam.

CLASS L

Estimated Silver
Percentaqe

9O
(13.13) !/

49
(7.15) !/

1
(1.15) !/

1.5
(2.22) I/

33
(4.81) i/

8
(I. Z4) l/

ENCLOSURE I

1
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Class

Estimated Silver
Percentaqe

Silver-bearing plated electrical components,
such as leads, capacitors, and other silver
plated or bonded materials.

CLASS M 31
(4.47) !/

Silver sludge and silver-bearing ash.

CLASS N

Silver-bearing missile batteries
encapsulated in epoxy-type plastic
with metal cases and attachments.

I0
(1.46) i_/

CLASS P

Silver recovery cartridge consisting of
a spun metallic filter through which the
spent hyposolution has been filtered.

CLASS R

Desalter kits.

24
(3.50) !/

NOTE: l/ Conversion factors shown in parentheses
when used as multipliers applied to the
number of avoirdupois pounds of scrap will
produce a reasonably accurate estimate of
the silver content equated to troy ounces.

2. Gold-bearinq Scrap Desiqnations

lass Description

A Dental Scrap

Est. Gold %
by Weiqht

40.00%
(5.8332)

A-I Metallic (foil, leaf, wire,
casting,and brazing alloy)

65.00%
(9.4790)

A-2 Dental sweepings 15.00%"
(2.1875)

ENCLOSURE (I)

2



B

B-I

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

C

D

E

F

Electronic scrap
(plated or washed)

Integrated circuits/assembly
and pins (not boards or
transistors)(pins are
ferro magnetic)

Goid-bearinq Scrap Desicnations

Electronic circuits/assembly
and srips

Electronic hardware, pins
and connectors

Rivets (gold-plated)

Electronic chassis parts

Eye glass frames (gold filled)

Buttons

Insignia and medals

Gold solutions, 8.3 pounds
per gallon (0.7 troy ounces
per gallon)

0.40%
(0..0583)

12.00%
(1.7500)

Est. Gold %
by Weiqht

6.5O%
(0.9479)

0.60%
(0.0875)

0.50%
(0.0729)

0.20%
(0.0292)

4.00%
(0.5833)

0.90%
(0.1313)

0.i0%
(0. 0146)

0.60%
(0.0875)

BO 4555. ID

]. 4 APR 199g

ENCLOSURE 1
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DD !348-!A SAMPLE TURN-IN DOCUMENT

BO 4555.1D

1999

DD FORM ’148.1A. JU S’l ISSU I.ASF.CT DOCIMENT

1,1 .3-4l NO.
12r,.21 &DO

Okl 00[ [711

le [7440)

DATA

List Point of Contact (POC) in Block 27.
cell is wet or dry in Block 17.

PREVIOUS

Indicate whether silver

ENCLOSURE (2)

1
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BASE ORDER 6240.5B

UNITED STATES IiARINE CORPS

BO 6240.5B
BEMD

Commanding General
Distribution List

Subj: HAZARDOUS WASTE AND HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Ref (a) Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (42 USC
690!-6987)

(b) North Carolina Administrative Code Title 15, Chapter
13, Subchapter 13A

(c) MOO P5090.2-(NOTAL)

Encl: (!) Common Terms and Definitions
(2) Record of Training

_". Purpose

a. To establish procedures and general responsibilities for
%h disposal of hazardous material (HM) and hazardous waste (h-W)
under environmental permits and authorizations held by the
Commanding General, Marine Corps Base (CG, MCB), Camp Lejeune.

b. These re_quirements are applicable to all organizazions
aboard MCB, Camp Lejeune to include: any command, active, or
reserve component; staff organizanion; or suDDorinc agency whi M.

is ffi!ated wih te United Staes Marine CorDs (USMC)
DeDarzment of the Navy (DON), or Department of Defense (DcD).
This section also applies to organizations organic to or .-_enanted

aboard MCB, Camp Lejeune and those in transit or othe_--eise

emDorari!y resident because of training or mobi!izanion
commitments.

2. Cancellation. BO 6240.5A.

3. Backqround

.a. Environmental management entails the administration and
supervision of the interrelated programs enumerated in references
(a) and(b) Reference (c) provides comprehensive guidance on a
broad range of environmental laws and regulations applicable to
he management of hazardous materials within the DoD. The United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the State of
North Carolina administer specific environmental regulatory
programs related to the treatment, storage, and disposal of HW.
These agencies are empowered to take civil and criminal actions
to enforce these requirements. Compliance wiuh these
requirements is critical to ensuring protection of MCB, Camp
Lejeune personnel and property.

_J
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b. Through logistics support agreements and HW disposal
contracts the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO),
Camp Lejeune is tasked with providing long-term storage of HW
awaiting final disposal and transporting waste off-site.
Enclosure (i) contains the terms and definitions applicable to

this Order.

c. Hazardous waste is a sub-category of both solid waste
and hazardous material as is regulated under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Hazardous Material
Transportation Uniform Safety Act (HMTUSA). The Commanding
General, MCB, Camp Lejeune, is permitted by the EPA and the State
to generate, store, and transport HW. The Commanding Officer,
Marine Corps Air Station (CO, MCAS), New River, is also

registered with the EPA and the State as a generator and
transporter of HW. The DRMO, Camp Lejeune operates a long-term
HW storage facility which supports HW disposal generated by both
commands.

d. As EPA/State permit holders, the CG, MCB, Camp Lejeune,
and the CO, MCAS, New River have the responsibility and authority
to.establish regulations for the management of several HW
management programs. Commands tenant to MCB, Camp Lejeune must

comply with this Order and all federal and state regulations.
pertaining to HW management. Commands tenant to the MCAS, New.

River must comply with the Air Station Order. Violation of
federal and state HW laws is punishable by severe civil and
criminal penalties. This.Order deals with that aspect of
environmental management related to the management, storage, and

disposal of hazardous materials and associated waste at MCB, Camp
Lejeune.

4. Hazardous Waste Personnel Traininq Reouirements

a. Federal and state regulations promulgated under the RCRA
require military and civilian personnel involved in any aspect of
HW management to be provided HW training enabling them to carry
out assigned HW duties safely and in compliance with HW
regulations.

b. All personnel filling HW positions will be assigned in
writing by the organizational commanding officer within one week
of assignment.

5. Trainin Records and Certification Recuirements

a. Training records will be maintained for each individual

and shall be retained for a period of at least three years upon
closure of a HW generation or storage facility or at least three
years following reassignment from HW duties or end of active

service.
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b. Environmental Compliance Officers (ECOs) and supervisors
will conduct an annual review with each individual in HW

positions to identify required refresher training.

c. The certification statements of the training record are

a critical component and indicate that an RCRA required review

has been satisfactorily completed. Initial certifications will

be signed by both the ECO and the subject named individual.

d. Enclosure (2) is the training record format for use at

MCB, Camp Lejeune.

6. Installation Hazardous Waste Manaaement Procram. Listed

below are the required elements of the Installation Hazardous

Waste Management Program (iHWMP).

a. Standard ODeratinc Procedures ISOP. Each major

subordinate command and organizational element rouine!y

generating or handling HW or disposing of HM will develop an SOP

for HW management. At a minimum, the SOP will provide the

following:

(1) Names and zeleDhone numbers of the cognizant

Environmental Compliance Coordinator (ECC) and ECO.

(2) Traininc records (Cu___n.] Name, rank/grade tit

duties, and HW training records for each current employee.

(3) Trininc records (Archived) Name, raD, it!e,

duties and .qW _a_._ng records for each employee in a

for he past three years.

a we_ny inspections of(4) inspections Copies of
storage areas and containers performed during the preceding 36

months.

(5) Guidance. Guidance povided by he ECC and/or ECO to

implement HW/HM disposal program.’

(6) Location MaD. Location map for each HW generation,
accumulation, and storage area.

(7) Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), or allow

immediate access to the Hazardous Material Information System

Data developed per MCO 5100.25 for all HW generated.

(8) HWpS DD-193... Copies of the .qWPS DD-1930 for those.

wastes generated.
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(9) Copies of Completed Hazardous Waste/Material Disposal
Worksheets. Copies of Completed Hazardous Waste/Material
Disposal Worksheet for each HW generated and disposed of during
the preceding 12 months.

(i0) Unit Spill Continqency Plan (USCP). Copies of

up-to-date USCP for each site. At a minimum the USCP will

contain the following:

(a) List of points of contact, and phone numbers of

the ECC, ECO, and those local unit personnel authorized to

partake in the response.

(b) Arranqements with locl authorities. For USCP

purposes contacting the Fire Protection Division (FPD) at 911

satisfies this requirement at the unit level.

(c) Actions trained unit personnel will take. These

actions will be strictly defensive (!st Responder Operations) in

nature and commensurate with the personal protective equipment
available at the time of the incident.

(d) Equipment required to conduct defensive actions.

This’information is found in the personal protection information

section of the chemical specific material safety data sheet.

(e) Evacuation and Stain. Evacuation routes may be

the same used in the fire escape plan as long as access is not

impinged by the hazardous waste/materials release. A staging

area is defined as a predesignated area out of the potential area

of danger where personnel will assemble in the event of an

emergency. The USCP must state a minimum of two staging areas in

the event of an emergency.

(ii) Hazardous Waste Accumuiation/Storae Areas List.

current list of all Hazardou Waste Accumulation/Storage Areas

within each command.

A

(12) Rosters.
personnel.

Current rosters of all command HW

b. Unknown Chemicals. In addition to the liability

associated with improperly identified HW, DRMO, Camp Lejeune is

prohibited from accepting any HM or HW that cannot be identified

by NSN or chemical name. If HW/HM is unidentifiable, a sample
must be collected and sent to a laboratory for analysis.

(i) Units with containers of unidentified, potentially
hazardous chemicals should immediately contact Assistant Chief of

Staff, Environment Management Department (AC/S, EMD), the

4
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cognizant safety office, and the Base Fire Protection Department
(Base FPD) for guidance in proper storage and handling of the

materials until identification is accomplished.

(2) If a need exists to have a material sampled and

analyzed, a written request should be sent to the Commanding

General, MCB, Camp Lejeune (Attn: AC/S, EMD) via the chain of

command. The request for analysis will cite everything that is

known about the material, to include where and when it was found,

possible contents, and the results of any investigations
conducted. Unidentified wastes are an indicator of improper HW

management. Because of the severe civil and criminal

implications of improper management of HM/HW the highest level of

command attention must be given to ensure that such incidents do

not occur.

7. Hazardous Waste, Universal Waste (UW), and Silver Storaue

Recove_-V, Accumu!aticn, and Storaae Areas

a. Tves of Accumu!aion/Storaae Areas. The MCB, Camp

Lejeune Long-te_--m Storage Facility is permitted by the State

of. North Carolina. it is the intent of this Order that there

shall be one such long-term storage facility and that such

facility will be operated by the DRMO-Lejeune under the oversigh

of the Assistant Chief of Staff (AC/S), Environmental Management

Department (EMD). The Long-te-m [4W Storage Facility shall be

utilized to store HW/I; awaiting disposal generated by MCB, Camp

Lejeune and tenant commands. AC/S, EMD validates the need for

accumulation or storage areas prior to authorization issuance as

well as reauthorizes/va!idates the need on a yearly basis.

Listed below are the types of temporary accumulation and storage

sites:

(1) 90-Day Site. An AC/S, EMD authorized area used to

temporarily store HW. HW must be removed from the 90-day HW

accumulation areas within 90 days of the accumulation start date

(ASD) marked on the container.

(2) Satellite Accumulation Area (SAA), is a term

developed by the EPA to designate a work site which may generate

and accumulate HW without regard to the 90-day storage limit

normally applicable to non-permitted HW storage facilities. The

purpose of establishing this special category of HW storage is to

assist those generating HW at a slower rate. Previously,

generators were required to dispose of parially filled

containers, thereby increasing the volume of HW generated. Any

work site routinely generating a HW at arate of less than one

full container per 60 day intezal may benefit from being

designated as an SAA.

5
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(3) UW Site (UWS). The purpose of establishing a special

sub-category of HW storage is to assist the generators of UW to

track and manage UW. Since UW is a sub-category of HW and

remains regulated by Federal and State regulations, UW will be

collected and managed in the same manner as HW with the exception

of the terminology used fr identification. UWS’s are subject to

the same HW inspection and personnel training requirements as

standard HW Sites.

(4) Silver Recovery Site (SRS). The purpose of an SRS is

to centrally collect and manage silver particles from silver

generating processes. Although silver is a regulated HW in

excess of 5.0 mg/l, by virtue of a compliant Silver Recovery
Program, silver residues and solutions are exempted from Federal

and State regulations. RS’s are subject to the same HW

inspection and personnel training requirements as standard HW

Sites.

b. Accumulation and Storaae Areas Authorization and

Operation. Each 90-Day Site, SAA, UWS, and SRS existing aboard

MCB, Camp Lejeune, must be authorized by and registered with the

Commanding General, MCB, Camp Lejeune. Establishment of new

sites requires prior approval of the Commanding General, MCB,

Camp Lejeune.

(i) Lists of currently authorized sites are available

from the AC/S, EMD, MCB, Camp Lejeune.

(2) Establishment of new or temporary accumulation area

or storage areas will recDire prior approval as follows:

(a) The initial recommendation for designating a new

accumulation area or storage area will be made by the ECO in

consultation with the cognizant ECC.

(b) Proposals for temporary accumulation area or

storage area aboard MCB, Cmp Lejeune, shall be submitted in

writing via the chain ofcommand to the Commanding General, MCB,

Camp Lejeune (Attn: AC/S, EMD).

(3) The number of accumulation areas or storage areas

should be limited to the minimum number practical within mission

constraints.

(4) Access to sites/areas will be limited to properly
trained personnel to the maximum extent practicable.

6
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c. Container Selection

(I) Only Department of Transportation (DOT) or military

specified approved containers will be used for accumulation and

storage of HW. DOT approved containers are those that have

successfully passed rigorous testing requirements established by

DOT. Subject containers are identified as such by the container

manufacturing markings.

(2). HW generators are responsible for providing the

proper DOT approved container for the accumulation of HW.

d. Container Manaaement for .qW or UW

(1) Ensure containers are not damaged, dented, bulged or

have deep pitted rust. Contents of damaged containers holding HW

or UW must be transferred to serviceable DOT or mi!-spec approved

containers.

(2) Bungs and caps must be serviceable and include

serviceable gaskets, rings, nuts; and bolts.

(3) Containers must always be closed (wrench tighti

during storage, except when it is necessary to add or.remove
waste.

(4) Containers filled wih aqueous solutions, iquids or

sludges will have proper outage to allow for expm%sion.

(5) Containers will be stored in a manner precluding

damage by rainwater or flooding, excessive heat, etc.

(6) Containers will be stored in a marn%er restricting

access except to prop@fly trained personnel.

(7) Containers in EMD authorized accumulation areas or

storage areas will be checked weekly for proper closure,

container condition, and evidence of leaks or spills.

Discrepancies will be corrected and promptly reported and noted

to the command ECO.

e. Required Markinqs on HW or UW Containers. Every

container of HW or UW will have the following markings affixed to

the container in a permanent manner in contrasting color to the

original container utilizing paint markers, medium or large

points, or stencils using permanent paint/ink:

(!) Generatinq Unit HW/UW Container Markinq Requirements

(a) Words HAZARDOUS WASTE or UNIVERSAL WASTE.

7
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(b) Content: Noun name found on the specific
Hazardous Waste Profile Sheet (DRMS Form 1930) provided by EMD.

(c) Accumulation Start Date (ASDI. If the HW is

accumulated in an SAA, the ASD will only be affixed once the

container is filled. If the HW is collected in an area other

than an EMD authorized SAA, the ASD must be marked on subject

container the moment a HW is placed into the HW container (e.g.,

90 Day Site, HW Sites established during operations in tactical

situations).

(d) Number of Containers. The number of containers

marked reflect the total number of containers disposed of within

the current document (e.g., 1 of i, 2 of 3, etc.).

(2) EMD HW or UW Container Identification Requirements

(a) Packinc Envelope with DD-1348. This informatioh
is derived from an accurately completed HW/HM Disposal Worksheet.

(b) DOT Label. A diamond shaped DOT identification

toe! used to identify the hazard class of the contents by means

of a specific color, class number, and pictorial representative
symbol of the HM. The DOT label will be affixed on the same

surface of the package and near the proper shipping name marking.

DOT Labels are at least 3.9 inches (i00 mm) on each side.

(c) EPA Waste Number. The EPA identification
designator of the type of HW contained.

f. Mandator Inspections. Federal and state HW regulations

re.cire containers of HW storage containers/areas to be inspected

weekly. Written records noting discrepancies as well as

corrective actions will be maintained for a period of three

years. Inspections should be accomplished by the cognizant HW

Site Manager or properly trained alternate if the Site Manager is

unavailable.

g. Spill ReDortinq and Response

(i) All spills of HW/HM will be immediately reported to

the FPD at the emergency telephone number 911.

(a) Emergency spill reporting phone numbers will be

prominently posted at each site along.with "No Smoking," and

"Authorized Personnel Only" signs.

(b) Signs will be posted at each entrance to the site

and will be legible from a distance of 25 feet.
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(2) Spill reporting and response actions required of Site

Managers, Handlers, and other personnel should be documented in

the USCP for each site where HW/HM/UW are handled and stored.

(a) The generating unit. is responsible for developing

and posting a site specific USCP which ties into the Installation

response plan.

(b) Plans will be made readily available to personnel
at each accumulation area or storage area.

(3) USCP’s must also specifically address provisions for

petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) storage sites, underground
storage tanks (UST), and above ground storage tanks (AST).

h. H4/LM/UW Tuz..-In Procedures. Orga.izationa! ECO’s are

responsible for coordinating efforts to ensure proper
identification, handling, storage, and tu_-..-in of HW/-LM/UW. The

ECO of an orgar.ization having physical custody of HW/[qM/UW is

resDcnsib!e for ensuring tu----in for disposal is accomplished in

compliance with the following:

(!) Preparation. The ".4WI:-/UW will be properly
containerized, marked, and placed on a standard size (40" x 48")

Dai!e. incompatible /EM/UW will not be co-located on the same

Dailec.

(2) AIL.IM./UW DisDosa! Worksheet. Each ECO shall ensure

all u_--n.-ins of I.=W, HM, and UW are aczcmDiished_ "’---- the

curren Hazardous Waste Disposal Wcrkshee and applicable
insactions =c its preparation.

(3) Orzanizaticna! Turn-in Recuiremens. A .qW Disposal
Worksheet shall be prepared for each container or batch of

containers of he same waste, and delivered to AC/S, -MD, MCB,

Camp Lejeune not later than 45 days after the ASD for all

In/.k-M/UW generated by MCB, Camp Lejeune and tenant commands
re.ciring storage at MCB, CampLejeune Long-term .qw Storage
Facility. The following procedures will be strictly followed for

turn-in of all Inszaliaion HW/hq/UW requirin disposal:

(a) Properly trained unit personnel will prepare and

submit the Hazardous Waste Disposal Worksheet to the cognizant
EC0. The signature will certify the accuracy of the
identification and estimated weight of the HW/HM/UW being

turned-in.

9
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(b) The cognizant ECO (or his/her properly trained

authorized representative) will physically inspect the HW/HM/UW
and take appropriate action per these guidelines to ensure the

accuracy of the identification and the adequacy of containers and

associated markings and/or labels.

(4) HW/HM/UW Disposal Worksheet Delivery. After physical

inspection and correction of any discrepancies, the ECO or ECC

authorized representative will ensure the ECC receives the

worksheet, electronic mail delivery of the worksheet is

acceptable.

(5) EMD Responsibility. Upon receipt of the worksheet,

AC/S, EMD, MCB, Camp Lejeune will prepare the DD-!348 and

coordinate delivery of the HW/HM/UW to DRMO, Camp Lejeune or

other appropriate disposal authority.

(a) Normally, all discrepancies in marking and

packaging must be corrected by the generator prior to

DRMO-Lejeune acceptance.

(b) The generating unit will properly store and

perform weekly inspections of all containers until

deficiencies are corrected and the wastes are transported to the.
Installation Long-term HW.Storage Facility or pickup by a DRMO,

Camp Lejuene contractor or other disposal authority.

(c) EMD will arrange for the transportation of the

HW/HM/UW to the Installation Long-term HW Storage Facility if

required.

(d) Under no circumstances will HW be transported on

public highways by Installation units.

(6) DRMO, Camp Lejeune Refusal Authority. If HW/HM/UW is

to be picked up by the DRM Camp Lejeune contractor or other

HW/HM/UW disposal authority directly from the generator facility,

DRMO, Camp Lejeune or other appropriate disposal authority

representative will inspect prior to loading and is authorized to

refuse any container if discrepancies exist.

(a) The DRMO, Camp Lejeune will immediately notify

AC/s, EMD, MCB, Camp Lejeune of the nature of the discrepancy and

corrective action required.

(b) If the problems cannot be promptly resolved, the

generator will be provided a written rejection notification.

(c) The generator wili implement required corrective

action and request the cognizant ECC to arrange reinspection and

pick-up of the HW/HM.

!0



(7) DRMC Refusal Recuirement.s.. If an HW/HM/UW is

transferred to the MCB, Camp Lejeune Long-term HW Storage

Facility, DRM0, Camp Lejeune will inspect prior to unloading and

is authorized to refuse any container if discrepancies exist.

(a) DRM0, Camp Lejeune will immediately notify AC/S,

EMD, MCB, Camp Lejeune and the HW generator of their refusal to

accept the HW.

(b) The transposing vehicle will be seced and will

not be moved outside the immediate vicinity of the DRMO, Camp.

Lejeune facility except for an .emergency situation involving risk

Uo public safety or to propery.

(c) DRM.O, Camp Lejeune and AC/S, EMD, MCB, Camp

Lejeune will cooperaze in making an immediate decision on

correc.ive action.

(d) Normally, -" the deficiencies are the result of

generator nec!icence, errors, or omissions, he co.rnizant EZC

will be notiie. The ECC will ensure genera-ing um.its take

appropriate correc-.ive ac-.ion.

(8) :qW/:.M./,UW AcceDzance. The acceptance and physical

custody of am..qW/HM/UW by DRMO, Camp Leje-ne or other proper
authority si_c.ifies "_he generating unit has ccmpieted its

.-/./M/UW disposal responsibilities in compliance wizh this Order.

8. RESPONS!=’[ES

a. The purpose of is seczlon is to identify he command

and saff re_cuirements, and responsibilities for the

implementation and manaemen of he and Management Program

aboard MCB, Camp Lejeune. All crganizations shai!:

(!) Conduc all operations and training aboard MCB, Camp

Lejeune in comb!lance withthe mandates of environmental law

applicable to he prevent.on of pollution of he environment by

(2) Ensure commanders, officers-in-charge (OICs), and

managers place priority on proper disposal of HW/M/UW, minimize

the volume of generated, and prevent and repor W/M/UW

spills.

(3) Appoint all personnel with environmental
responsibilities in writing no later than one week after

assignment. Positions of environmental responsibility include,

!l
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but are not limited to the following: ECC, Assistant ECC (AECC),
ECO, Assistant ECO (AECO), Hazardous Waste Site Manager (HWSM),
and Hazardous Waste Handler (HWH).

(4) Ensure cognizant ECC’s and ECO’s have sufficient rank
(determined by CO/OIC), authority, and resources to properly
manage the organization’s HW/HM/UW management program.

(5) Ensure all HW personnel (primary and assistant ECC’s,
ECO’s, HW Site Managers ad Handlers) are appointed in writing by
the organizational commanding officer. An appointment letter
must be kept on file and a copy forwarded to the AC/S, EMD, MCB,
Camp Lejeune within one week of assignment.

(6) Ensure training of HW personnel is accomplished
within six months of assignment.

(7) Implement an environmental awareness training program
in accordance with this Order.

(8) Maintain a current listing/directory of facilities
where HW is generated, handled, and stored and ensure each
facility is operated in compliance with this Order.

(9) Require ECO’s to develop and implement a written SOP
for each accumulation and storage facility.

(i0) Ensure the HW SOP is readily available to all HW
personnel and personnel participating in emergency response.

b. Commandinq General, MCB, Camp Lejeune. Provide guidance

for the Installation to comply with federal, state, and Marine

Corps HW regulations through the MCB, Camp Lejeune HW/HM
management program.

C Assistant Chief Of Staff, Environmental Manaaement

(1) Serves as the principal staff assistant to the CG,

MCB, Camp Lejeune, on HW/HM management issues.

(2) Ensures proper Installation registration with and/or
permitting by the EPA and the State for generation,
transportation, and storage of HW/HM at MCB, Camp Lejeune.

(3) Coordinates the approval of HW generation sites and

temporary storage areas within the cognizance of the Commanding
General, MCB, Camp Lejeune. Provides technical assistance to

ensure that the operation of these sites/areas are in compliance
with applicable regulations.

12
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(4) Publishes Base bulletins and other directives and

provides technical assistance to organizations aboard MCB, Camp

Lejeune as required, to ensure safe, efficient HW/HM disposal in

compliance with MCO P5090.2A and related Federal, State and local

environmental regulations.

(5) Provides the principal point of contact with

Headquarters Marine Corps and other federal, state, and local

agencies on all matters pertaining to HW management.

(6) Exercises staff Cognizance over the review and

environmental approval of proposed and ongoing actions and

projects. Projects and actions are normally reviewed to identify

and prevent potential HW violations and to promote hazardous

material pollution prevention.

(7) Oversees the development and implementation of a plan

for the establishment, training, and operation of a hazardous

substance spill response team and will ensure the following:

(a) The plan addresses [qW operations of MCB, Camp

Lejeune, and all tenant organizations.

(b). On-Scene Commanders are kept informed of the HW

management and compliance implications of spill containment and

clean-up activities.

(c) The plan provides a system for collection and

disposal of non-RCRA waste petroleum products and monitoring for

wauer and air po!luion.

(d) Timely submittal of required reports to the Joint

Public Affairs Office, outside regulatory agencies and higher

headquarters.

(8) Participates in the implementation of a hazardous

substance spill contingency plan by se-ving as On-Scene Commander

in the event of the absence of the AC/S, Installation Security

and Safety (or representative) or by providing or directing

others who provide professional and technical advice to other

senior command officials serving in the capacity of the

designated 0n-Scene Commander.

(9) Maintains necessary agreements with DRMO-Lejeune for

the disposal of HW/HM and initiates action to obtain contract

services for the recycling, treatment, and disposal of HW/HM not

otherwise available from the DRMO-Lejeune.

13
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(I0) Ensures the availability of the MCB, camp Lejeune

Long-term storage facilities for storage of HW generated by MCAS,

New River, consistent with the applicable support agreements and

RCRA permits and provides technical assistance in all phases of

HW management (to include sampling and analysis) on the same

basis and terms as is provided to MCB, Camp Lejeune tenant

commands.

(ll) Reviews and updates this Order periodically to

ensure compliance with new regulations.

(12) Provides management support required to ensure the

effectiveness and timeliness of HW disposal support services to

installation HW generators, including, but not limited to:

(a) Provide a primary and assistant Base KW Program

Manager.

(b) Ensure Base HW Program Manager maintains records

of HW/HM turn-in transactions and prepares HW reports to

regulatory agencies.

(c) Ensuring that the MCB, Camp Lejeune Comprehensive

Environmental Training and Education Program (CETEP) training is

available.

(d) Coordination with the DRMO, Camp Lejeune and its

higher headquarters on routine matters related to new or required

changes/improvements to existing DRMO HW/HM disposal services.

(e) Ensures the transportation of HW is in compliance

with all regulatory requirements applicable to a licensed HW

transporter in the state of North Carolina.

(f) Performs environmental compliance evaluations of

the HW activities aboard MCB, Camp Lejeune to determine and

improve the status of compliance with federal, state, and Marine

Corps environmental laws.

! Evaluations will be scheduled, conducted, and

reported per BO 5041.2R, and related Headquarters Marine Corps

environmental compliance evaluation guidance contained in MCO

P5090.2A.

Compliance deficiencies and appropriate
corrective action will be incorporated into formal written

reports and provided per BO 5041.2R to the Base Inspector, MCB.

Camp Lejeune and the inspected organization.

14
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(g) Oversees participation in the review and

environmental approval of proposed actions and other requests for

assistance and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

procedures.

(h) Implements an environmental awareness training

program for the. Installation and assists tenant commands with the

conduct of their respective awareness programs.

d. Assistant Chief Of Staff, Facilities

(i) Designs and constructs new facilities with adequate

provisions for HM and HW management and maintains and repairs
wexisting HW/HM storage facilities to ensure comD!iance "

appropriate HW/HM storage and handling regulatory requirements.

(2) Provides contrac=ual support for HW management and

disposal when required.

(3) Provides engineering e_cuipment and operators for oil

and hazardous substance spill response and clean up, as required

by-Base FPD.

e. Assistant Chief Of Staff, Installation Security Ar.d

Safet
(!) Par=icipates in response and cleanup of spills of HW

=hrough implementation of the oil and hazardous substance spill

contingency plan and rela=ed sDil! prevention.

(a) Serves as On-Scene Commander and directs others

who serve as On-Scene Coordinator.

(b) Provides traffic and crowd con=rol support for

oil and hazardous substance (OHS) spill response.

(c) Provides adequate security for restricted area

access, if necessary for the protection of human health and the

environmen during an OHS spill response.

(2) Responds to reported incidents of unauthorized

disposal or abandonment of solid waste, HW, and HM aboard the

Installation and conducts preliminary investigations. Makes

notification of findings to the CG, MCB, Camp Lejeune. When

directed, refers such incidents to the Naval Criminal

Investigative Service or other appropriate law enforcement

agencies.
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(3) Oversees the operation of the Base Safety Division

and ensures safety support is provided relative to implementation
of the Installation HW and HM disposal program and related
emergency response. Provides support to the HW training programs
of respective commands relative to the Occupational Safety and
Health Agency (OSHA) and Marine Corps safety standards for HM
handling and storage and related emergency response. Conducts
annual safety inspections of command HW/HM long term storage
facilities and notifies cognizant officials of unsafe HW/HM
storage and handling incidents that are in violation of
applicable OSHA or other safety standards.

(4) Provides safety, specialists to serve on the

Installation OHS spill response team as provided in this order,
applicable logistics support agreements with MCAS, New River, and
other pertinent regulations.

(5) Oversees the FPD, provides personnel to serve as

On-scene Commander for OHS spill response aboard MCB, Camp
_ne areas aboard MCAS New RiverLejeune and outside flight

(6) Coordinates the training of the OHS spill response
team and maintains associated training records.

(7) Assists in the prevention of HW/HM spills and related

.emergencies by inspecting work sites and notifying cognizant
officials of incidents of improper storage and handling of HW/HM
likely to result in a spill, .explosion, fire, or similar imminent

threat to human health, environment, safety, or property.

f. Assistant Chief of Staff, Loaistics. Serves as the

principal agent on matters pertaining to the transportation of HM

regulated by DOT.

g. Assistant Chief of Staff, Reserve Affairs/Reserve Support

Unit. Ensures that reserve units conform to the requirements of

this Order.

h. Assistant Chief of Staff, Training, Education, and

ODerations

(i) Informs the AC/S, EMD, Camp Lejeune a minimum of 180

days prior to the arrival of any unit scheduled to conduct
training or participate in exercises, which is not organic to or

tenanted aboard the Installation.

(2) Programs environmental awareness training as an

annual subject in Professional Military Education (PME) sessions

scheduled for the senior military and civilian leadership of the

Installation.
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(3) Provides audiovisual training support for HW

training.

(4) Coordinates emergency planning and response programs
with AC/S, EMD, Camp Lejeune OHS plan.

i. Comadin Officer, Naval Hospital., Camp Lejeune

(!) Provides ambulances and related emergency health care

support to OHS spill response actions and industrial hygienists

to serve on the OHS spill response team.

(2) Provides tec,hnical assistance in conjunction with

AC/S, EMD, Camp Lejeune to HW generators on occupational health

matters related to the collection and disposal of HW/HM and

medical waste.

j. Defense Reutilization and Marketinc Office, Camp Lejeune

(i) Ensures compliance with Treazment Storage Disposal

:ac___y (TSDF) RC2A Part B permit. Fu:T..ishes all information

re_quired for EPA/State reporting re_quested.

(2) Provides MCB, Camp Lejeune safety representatives
access to the TSDF upon re_cuest.

(3) Maintains records of HW lab analysis results

applicable o the turn-in .of HW and he operaion of the TSDF.

(4) Inspects HW and accepts physical custody as per the

Defense Reuti!izaion and Marketing Service instructions.

(5) Operates the TSDF aboard MCB, Camp Lejeune as per the

applicable Federal and State RCRA part B permit conditions and

Marine Corps Hazardous Waste management re_quirements.

(6) Immediately .eports all HW spills to the Base FPD by

calling 911.

(7) Tests and maintains emergency preparedness and

prevention equipment.

(8) Ensures training of personnel in the handling,

packaging, and storing of HW. Notifies AC/S, EMD, MCB, Camp

Lejeune staff in advance of any changes in personnel working at

the TSDF.
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(9) In the absence of authorized Base personnel, prepares

and signs as generator, all federal and state manifests for

shipping hazardous property and tracking waste from MCB, Camp

Lejeune to the disposal site. Ensures copies of all manifest

transactions for shipment from the TSDF to the disposal site are

provided to AC/S, EMD, including final certificates of

disposition or destruction.

k. Commanding Generals or Commanding Officers of Tenant

Commands. Ensure all organizational elements within each command

complies with all requirements of this Order.

i. MCB, Camp Lejeune Hzardous Waste (HW) Proqram ManaGer

(I) Serves as Command point of contact with Federal and

State agencies, and other Marine Corps Installations on routine

matters pertaining to HW collection, treatment, and disposal.

(2) Keeps abreast of emerging Marine Corps, Federal, and

State HW regulations and HW management technology and initiates

action required for the efficient and orderly conduct of HW

collection and disposal operations.

(3) Monitors ongoing HW collection, treatment, and

disposal activities as required to identify, evaluate and provide
environmentally sound, efficient program operation and timely

support to Installation HW generators.

(4) Assists Director, Environmental Compliance Division,

in the preparation and submittal of periodic budget projections
for HW disposal costs and associated handling equipment and

facilities improvements to-the AC/S, EMD for inclusion in the

Annual Operations Plan and/or other appropriate budgetary
submittals.

(5) Oversees the day-to-day collection, treatment, and

disposal of HW in compliance with all relevant regulations and

this Order and provides the following technical assistance and

management support:

(a) Provides MCB, Camp Lejeune HW management policies

and procedures to the Head, Environmental Quality Compliance

Branch, Environmental Compliance Division.

(b) Carries out those ECC HW duties outlined in this

Order relating to HW operations of the commands and organizations

of MCB, Camp Lejeune.
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(c) Receives, processes, and maintains records of

HW/HM Disposal Worksheets delivered, by Base ECO’s, and tenant

command ECC’s as .per this Order.

(d) Coordinates HW transportation services required
to transfer Base tenant commands’ HW to the Base Long-term HW

Storage Facility and HWmanagement and disposal service contracts

administered by MCB, Camp Lejeune.

! Performs quality assurance inspections for

generating activities at MCB, Camp Lejeune to ensure compliance
with regulatory packaging and documentation requirements prior to

transporting to DRMO.

Complies with federal and state HW manifesting

and/or associated recordkeeping requirements.

Provides, or otherwise ensures, a properly
trained and authorized individual signs manifests as the HW

generator and HW transporter for shipments to off-site contractor

facilities.

(e) Coordinates the acceptance of all HW by DRMO and,

for MCAS, New River, subsequent Transportation to the

installation’s Long-term Storage Facility.

(f) Participates in the development of HW/HM site

specific HW spill contingency plans and associated HW spill

prevention, control, clean-up, and disposal activities.

(6) As re.cuired, assists in the conduct of environmental

compliance evaluations and other inspections of HW generation and

storage sites.

(a) Assists in the development and implementation of

corrective actions.

(b) Provides technical assistance to HW generators

and to HW management support organizations re_cuired to implement

recommended corrective actions.

(c) Participates with HW generators in correcting HW

management and related environmental compliance deficiencies.

(7) Maintains accurate records of HWmanagement
activities and prepares annual HW reports and related routine HW

generation and disposal submittals as required for compliance

with MCO P5090.2A, this Order, and other pertinent regulations.
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m. HW Generator

(I) Develops and maintains command SOP as per this Order
to implement the HW management program and command specific
requirements. HW management efforts should promote HW
minimization and other pollution prevention objectives to the
maximum extent practicable within mission and resource
constraints.

(2) Ensures HW generation and storage are limited to

those types of HW for which MCB, Camp Lejeune is authorized to
generate and store, and for which hazardous waste profile sheet
(HWPS) has been issued by EMD.

(a) ECO’s and HW Site Managers should continuously
review HW generation and update changes in waste stream
composition.

(b) Any new HW stream generated for which no HWPS

should be reported immediately to the Base HW Program Manager.

(3) Ensures that ECO’s, HW Site Managers, HW Handlers,
and other environmental staff required are appointed in writing
and trained.

(a) All HW personnel will be furnished a written
description of their HW duties.

(b) Enclosure (2) will be utilized to document HW
training.

(4) Ensures HW generation sites, (e.g., 90-day, UW and
SAA’s) are registered with the AC/S, EMD.

(5) Base tenant HWgenerators should send appointment
letters to the AC/S, EMD.

n. Environmental ComDliance Coordinators

(i) Serves as command point of contact for matters

involving environmental issues to include management of HM, HW,

UW, or Silver Recovery operations and compliance with this Order.

(2) Schedules and participates in the conduct and follow-

up of environmental compliance evaluations of HW operations as

per this Order, MCO P5090.2A, and Federal and State regulations.

(3) Ensures discrepancies identified through environ-

mental compliance evaluation(s) are corrected.
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(4) Develops and maintains command SOP as per this Order

to implement the HWmanagement program and command specific

requirements. HW management efforts should promote HW

minimization and other pollution prevention objectives to the

maximum extent practicable within mission and resource
constraints.

(5) Oversees and participates in the implementation of

command HW collection, handling, and disposal and ensures all HW

operations are carried out in strict compliance with the

requirements of this Order, MCO P5090.2A, and Federal and State

regulations.

(a) Coordinates the review and authorization of new

HW generation and accumulation areas by EMD.

(b) Consolidates HW Turn-In Disposal Worksheets from

generating units.

(c) Ensures HW Tu-n-In Disposal Worksheets are

comp!ee and accurate.

(d) Inspects contents against HW arn-In Disposal

Wcrkseets.

(e) Ensures submission of HW Tu_n-In Disposal

Worksheets to EMD.

() Maintains appropriate records of :qW/.hq Disposal

Documen submissions.

(g) Monitors progress of removal of HW/HM and

notifies EMD when remains on-site in excess of 75 days of ASD

on any container.

(h) Provides assistance to EC0’s and Site Managers in

resolving HW management problems affecting disposal.

(i) Ensures all required HW inspections are

conducted. Cmpletes quarterly inspection of all HW, UW, SRS

accumulation areas. In the absence of unit ECO conducts required

inspection.

(6) Monitors the respective environmental training

program to ensure personnel in positions of environmental

responsibility are trained as per the Base CETEP.

(a) Participates and ensures those personnel in

positions of environmental responsibility attend HW training

sessions and workshops conducted by the command ECC and the AC/S,

EMD.
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(b) Reviews annually ECO HW duties and training, and

submits requests for additional HW training to AC/S, EMD.

(c) Assists command ECO’s review of HW Site Managers’
HW duties and HW training at intervals of not more than 12

months, and submits requests for additional HW training to AC/S,
EMD.

(d) Submits training requests as per the CETEP
enrollment procedures for subordinate organizations within their
respective commands.

(e) Maintains current HW training records for
themselves, ECO’s, and-AECO’s within their command.

(f) Retains former command HW personnel KW training
records as per Federal and State regulations and Marine Corps
Orders.

(7) Identifies facilities’ deficiencies to the
appropriate Installation authorities.

o. Environmental Compliance Officers

(I) Serves as command point of contact for matters
involving environmental issues to include management of HM, HW,
UW, or Silver Recovery operations and compliance with this Order.

(2) Develops and maintains command SOP as per this Order
to implement the HW management program outlined in this Order and
command specific requirements. HW management efforts should

promote HW minimization and other pollution prevention objectives
to the maximum extent practicable within mission and resource
constraints.

(3) Keeps HW Site Mnagers and key personnel informed of
any changes in regulations affecting HW activities within the
ECO’s cognizance and ensures that HW SOP’s and USCP’s are
up-to-date and readily available for review by personnel involved
in the HW management.

(4) Maintains a list of the location of all HW generation
sites, SAA’s, UW Sites, 90-day Sites, and Silver Recovery Sites

within the command. Provides a current copy of this list to the

cognizant organizational ECC, Base HW Program Manager on a

monthly basis.
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(5) Conducts monthly inspection of HW and UW inventories

in command 90-day sites and performs and documents follow-up

actions required.to ensure correction of container management

deficiencies and timely removal of HW.

(6) Informs ECC when unavailable to conduct required

inspections.

(7) Ensures all required inspections are conducted when

Site Managers or Handlers are unavailable.

(8) Oversees and participates.in the implementation of

command HW collection, handling, and disposal and ensures all HW

operations are carried out in compliance with the requirements of

this Order.

(9) Notifies cognizant ECC’s by telephone with written

follow-up anytime }54 or UW remains in the 90-day Site in excess

of 75 days of ASD on any container.

(!0) Actively promotes the reduction of volume and

toxicity of qW/UW/HM produced within the ECO’s organization.

(ii) Promotes the proper management and segregation of

used POL to minimize contamination with water, antifreeze, and

other contaminants.

(12) Oversees the management of organization HW training

programs including, but no limited to the following:

(a) Maintains a current roster and .qW training

records of all HW Site Managers and HW Handlers within the

command.

t.a_n_ng records for HW! Ensures that HW

personnel transferring o another installation or being released

from active duy are transferred to the appropriate official for

retention per RCRA regulations. Tenants of MCB, Camp Lejeune,

will forward the HW training records to the cognizant Command

ECC.

Ensures HW training for MCB, Camp Lejeune

civilian employees is reported to the cognizant Civilian

Personnel Office for entry into the Navy Civilian Personnel Data

System (NCPDS).

(b) Participates in and ensures HW Site Managers and

HW Handlers participate in regular HW training sessions and

workshops conducted by the command ECC and EMD.
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! Reviews annually HW Site Managers’ HW duties,

and submits requests for additional HW training via the cognizant
command ECC to EMD.

Assists HW Site Managers’ annual review of HW

Handlers duties, and submits requests for additional HW training

per guidance contained in this Order via the cognizant command

ECC to EMD.

p. HW Site Manaqers. For the purposes Of this Order, OIC’s,

Noncommissioned Officers-in-Charge (NCOIC), and civilian

supervisors of work sites where HW, UW, or precious metals
(Silver Recovery) is generated, handled, or stored shall be
considered "HW Site Managers." Additionally, the HW Site Manager
must be assigned in writing by their respective commanding

officer or supervisor within one week of assignment.

(i) Ensures MCB, Camp Lejeune and command management
requirements are implemented for each type of _YW, UW, or HM

routinely collected and managed for disposal.

(2) Ensures that only authorized, properly trained, and

supervised HW personnel are allowed to handle HW or perform
associated inspections and record keeping:

(a) Schedules initial HW training for each newly
assigned assistant HW Site Manager or HW Handler.

(b) Provides, or ensures other qualified, trained HW

personnel provide direct supervision of each assistant HW Site

Manager or HW Handler until adequate initial HW management
training is provided and documented.

(3) Conducts annual reviews of HW training records for

unit HW personnel.

(4) Conducts and properly documents weekly inspections of

90-day Sites, UW, and SAA’s per Federal and State HW regulations

and performs and documents follow-up actions required to ensure

the following are accomplished:

(a) Ensures all containers are clearly marked with

appropriate marking requirements.

(b) Ensures HW containers comply with requirements of

this Order. In the event a HW container does not meet the noted

requirements corrective action will be taken.

(c) Ensures all leaks, releases, or spills are

managed according to this Order.
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(5) Notifies immediate superior and ECO immediately upon

becoming aware of one of the following:

(a) The generation or the proposed generation of a

new type of HW or UW.

(b) Existing or potential violations of this Order or

deficiencies suspected of posing a threat of a HW spill, fire,

explosion, or other danger to human health and safety or to

properny.

(c) Visits or proposed visits to the work place by a

representative of Federal or State environmental agency.

(d) The presence of HW in the 90 Day Site with an ASD

over 75 days old which has not been processed for removal.

(6) Ensures the day-to-day collection and storage of HW

and excess .qM awaiting disposal. Initiates action to dispose of

accumulated HW or excess D4.

(7) Provides instructions and supe1zision re.cuired to

ensure all HW and HM disposal activities shall be carried out in

compliance with this Order.

(8) Ensures that all HW and special wastes are managed in

a manner which prevents contamination by unknown items, damage,

vandalism, fires, spills, explosions, or other situations likely

to pose a az=_ to human health or the environment.

(9) Checks HW generation sites and storage containers

weekly for deficiencies and performs follow-up when re_quired to

ensure that problems are corrected.

(!0) Ensures containers of HW are confined to authorized

and approved SAA’s and 90-day accumulation areas.

(ll) Ensures mandatory weekly inspections are completed
and that inspection follow up action is taken and documented.

(12) Initiates disposal of HW/HM as per guidelines

provided in his Order.

(a) HW/HM/UW Disposal Worksheet will be properly

prepared and submitted to the cognizant ECO within five working

days after a container of HW/HM becomes full.

(b) HW/HM/UW Disposal Worksheet will be delivered to

the command ECO.
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(c) Provides personnel, equipment, and supplies

required to repackage the contents of unserviceable containers of

q. HW Handlers. Are all personnel handling HW for the

purposes of storage, transportation, or treatment, not assigned
as a HW Site Manager, ECO, or ECC. Additionally, all Handlers
must be assigned in writing by their organizational commanding
officer or supervisor within one week of assignment. Duties of
the HW Handler include:

(I) Properly preparing HW for containerization, storage,
and transportation.

(2) Marks all containers with appropriate markings.

(3) Transfers or overpacks contents of unserviceable HW
containers to serviceable DOT or approved mi!-spec containers.

(4) Reports all leaks or spills as perthis Order.

(5) Collects and stores HW and excess HM awaiting
disposal as per the direction provided by the-Site Manager.

(6) Handles, stores, or otherwise prevents HW and special
wastes from becoming contaminated by unknown items, damage,
vandalism, fires, spills, explosions, or other situations likely
to pose a hazard to human health, or the environment.

(7) Inspects HW generation sites and HW storage
containers weekly for deficiencies and reports all discrepancies
to the HW Site Manager.

(8) Informs HW Site Manager or ECO if unable to conduct

mandatory weekly inspections.

(9) Stores containers of HW in authorized and approved
SAA’s and 90-day accumulation areas.

(I0) Informs HW Site Manager when a container of HW
becomes full and requires disposal.

9. Reserve ApDlicabi!izy. This Order is applicable to the
Marine Corps and Naval Reserves.
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i0. Concurrence. This Order has been coordinated with and

concurred in by the Commanding Generals, II Marine Expeditionary
Force; 2d Marine Division; 2d Force Service .Support Group; and

the Commanding Officers, Marine Corps Air Station, New River and

Naval Hospital.

DISTRIBUTION: A plus BEMD 5

Staff
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COMMON TERMS AND DEF!NTTIONS

The following terms and definitions are applicable to his Order:

I. Accumulation Start Date (ASD[. The date any amount of HW is first placed

into a container at any location oher han a Satellite Accum%Llation Area.

The ASD must be affixed at he point in time when a container is filled with a

Universal Waste in a Satellite Accumulation Area. The ASD is also t.he date

ny amount of W is placed into a container at a Universal Waste site. The

ASD will be marked in the day/month/year format.

2. Batter?. A device consisting of one or more electrically connected

electrochemical cells which is designed to receive, store, and deliver

electric energy. An e!ecurochemical cell is a system consisting of an anode,

cathode, and am electrolye, plus such connections (electrical and mechanical)

as may be needed to allow the cell to deliver or receive e!ecrical energy.

The term baute--y also includes an intact, unbroken battery from which he

electrolyte has been removed.

3. Disposal. The discharge, deposit, injection, dumping, spilling, leaking,

or placing of any solid waste into or on any land or water so that the solid

waste or any constituent par: of the solid waste may enzer the nvironment or

be emitted into he air or discharged into any water, including groundwaters.

4. EnvironmenZa! ComD!iance Coordinator (ECC). A individual with sufficient

rank, assigned by the respective Commanding Generai,-Head of a Base tenant

command/organiza=ion, or by he Commanding Officer, MCAS, New River

responsible for he manageme_u and implementation of he command environmental

program.

5. Environmenzal ComD!iance Officer IEC0). An individual with sufficient

rank, assigned at the regimental, battalion, seDaaze_ company_ level and base

agency (or e.cuivaient) responsible for the management and implementation of

the command environmental program.

6. Environm! Manaqement DeDartment !EM/9) Authorization. A site

authorization document issued by EMD identifying specific areas o include:

Satellite Acumulation Area (SAA), 90 Day Site, Universal Waste Sie, and

Silver Recovery Site.

7. Excess HM. Uused HM for which is custodian has no requirement. This

type of material can frequently be returned to he supplying organization,

redistributed, or recycled.

8. Generator.. Generator means any person, whose act orprocess produces HW

or Universal wayne identified or listed in 40 CFR parts 261 axld 273, or whose

act first causes a UW to become, subject to regulation. The Commanding

General, MCB, Camp Lejeune and the Commanding Officer, MCAS, New River are

registered with he EPA as he generators of HW produced aboard heir

respective instal!anions. For purposes of implementation of this Order
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a CB, Camp Lejeune and MCAS, New River complex (hereafter referred to as

the Installation), and for administrative purposes to facilitate the

understanding of responsibilities of Commanders, Department Heads,
Officers-in-Charge, and Supervisors, Generators are identified as follows:

a. Commanding Generals of II Marine Expeditionary Force, 2d Marine
Division, and 2d Force Service Support Group.

b. Commanding Officers of the Naval Hospital; Naval Dental Center;
Marine Corps Engineer School; Weapons Training Battalion; Field Medical
Service School; Marine Corps Service Support Schools; Reserve Support Unit;
School of Infantry; Headquarters and Support Battalion, MCB, Camp Lejeune and
any subordinate organization requiring an ECO.

c. Heads of the following MCB Camp Lejeune organizations: Facilities
Department, Base Maintenance Division; Logistics Department; Marine Corps
Community Services; Training, Education and Operations Department; Manpower
Deparument; EMD; Management Support Department; and any subordinate
organization requiring an ECO.

d. Group and Squadron Commanding Officers at MCAS, New River.

e. The Resident Officer in Charge of Construction, Jacksonville; Officer
in Charge of Facilities Support Contracts, Jacksonville; and other
Installation contracting officers are considered the HW generator for any
waste generated by contractors operating under their cognizance.

f. Commanders or chief supervisors of any organization aboard the
Installation, not otherwise listed, who generate, handle, or store HW.

9. Hazardous Material (HM). A chemical compound or combination of compounds
posing or capable of posing a Kgnificant risk to public health, safety, or
the environment due to its quantity, concentration, or physical/chemical,
and/or infectious properties, and/or characteristics.

i0. Hazardous Waste IHW)

a. A solid waste, or combination of solid wastes, which because of

quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics
may:

(i) Cause, or significantly contribute to, an increase in mortality or
an increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible illness, or

(2) Pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or
the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, or disposed of,
or otherwise managed.

b. The two methods used by Federal and State agencies to determlne if a

solid waste is hazardous are:
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(I) Listed HW. A discarded HM no longer usable for its intended

pu,-pose and which is named on one of t,he three W lists in the HW regulations

of r.e Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and/or Lhe State Universal Waste

regulations. The three HW lists are: non-specific source wastes (F),

specific source wastes (K), and commercial chemical products (P & U).

(2) Characteristic HW. A discarded HM no longer usable for its

intended purpose and which exceeds one or more EPA standards for the

characteristics of igniability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity and

which is not otherwise excluded by EPA and State regulations.

I!. HW Determination. The process used to evaluate whether a material being

discarded is a solid waste meeting the regulatory definition of a RCRA

regulated HW. The decision is based on user knowledge and/or scientifically

controlled testing of r_he material to be discarded.

12. HW Generation Site. A specific location where a HW is stored, handled,

or determined to be no longer usable for its intended purpose. Normally that

area of real property in the immediate vicinity of ,he process which produced
"he waste.

a. 90-Dav Sit@. Under Federal and State HW regulations, HW generators

may accn2nulane HW for up to 90 days or less without having

storage permit. Failure to transfer a iqW container from a 90-day Site o the

Base Long-Term Universal Waste Storage Facility operated by DRMO or an

off-site permitted treatment, storage, or disposal facility within 90 days of

%he ASD on the container is a violation of EPA and Stae regulations.

b. Satellite Accumulation Area (SAA).. A HW generation point a which

waste may be accumulated until the HW storage container is full. A filled

container mus be transferred within 72 hours to an approved 90-day Site or

long-erm .qW storage facility. Failure to comply is a violation of EPA and

State regulations. An EMD Authorization for a SAAmusn be obtained and posted

at he site to preclude a 90-day storage violation. EMD authorization will

establish individual limits fr each SAA. No SAA authorizations will exceed

55 gallons of HW or 1 quar: of acutely HW.

13. L".," Handler. An individual assigned in writing by their respective

commanding officer that specifically prepares HW for transportation, storage,

treatment, or disposal.

14. Hazardous Waste Manacement. The sysKematic control of the collection,

source separation, storage, transportation, processing, treatment, recovery

and disposal of hazardous wastes.

15. HW Container Markin Reouirements. EPA and State regulations require

specific markings for containers used for he storage of HW. Every container

of HW must be marked with the information listed in 10304. 7.
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16. HW Profile Sheet (HWPS) DRMS 1930. A form requested by the Defense
Reutilization and Marketing Service (DRMS) which lists the physical and
chemical characteristics of a waste as well as generator information. This
form is required andused by the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office
(DRMO) to assure proper identification of HW. The HWPS is prepared by EMD.

Units generating HW must obtain the specific HWPS from EMD prior to generating
a HW. Updated HWPS will be maintained by the HW Site Manager, ECO, and ECC.

17. HW Site Manaqer. The HW Site Manager is the OIC, NCOIC, or civilian
supervisor in immediate charge of the work site or shop where the HW is being
generated or sored.

18. HW Transportation. The differences between two categories of HW

ransportation must be understood to assure efficient movement of wastes in

compliance with Federal and State HW regulations:

a. Off-Base Transportation. Transportation of HW on public highways is

strictly controlled by Federal and State HW regulations. The Commanding
General, MCB, Camp Lejeune, is registered with EPA and the State as a HW

ransporter. As a result, MCB, Camp Lejeune can legally transport HW on
public highways. Examples of public highways are: US-17, NC-24, NC-210, and
sections of NC-172 off-base. Transportation of HW on public highways will be
performed by the Transportation Section, EMD, or by a properly licensed
commercial HW transporter.

b. On-Base Transportation. Transportation of HW on Base highways, which

includes NC-172 from Triangle Outpost o the Sneads Ferry Gate, is not

considered HW ransportation as defined in the RCRA. HW generators are
authorized to ransport HW on highways within MCB, Camp Lejeune, provided
public highways are not used or crossed. All HW moved by the generator will
be carried out under he direction of the cognizant ECC. Vehicle operators
will have proper HM safety, health, and .qWmanagement training; and an

appropriate vehicle operator’s license.

19. Installation Hazardous Waste Proqram Manauer (Base HW Proqram Manaqer).
The Head of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Branch, Environmental

Compliance Division, Environmental Management Deparnment, MCB, Camp Lejeue or

his/her authorized representative.

20. Lonq-Term HW Storaqe. The containment of HW for an indefinite period of

time in a permitted facility designed o maintain HW in compliance with

Federal and State HW regulations. Sorage of RCRA regulated HW, unless in an

EMD authorized Satellite Accumulation Area, for longer than 90 days is

considered long-term HW storage. DRMO is the only State permitted facility
for long-term storage of HW aboard MCB, Camp Lejeune.

21. Outa. The amount of free space left in a container.

outage is to allow for expansion.

The purpose of

ENCLOSURE 1
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22. Person. An individual, corporation, company, association, partnership,

unit of local government, State agency, Federal agency or other legal ennity.

23. Pesticide. Any substance or mixture of substances intended for

preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any pest, or intended for use

as a plant regulator, defoliant, or desiccant, other than any article that:

a. Is a new animal drug under FFDCA section 201(w), or

b. Is an animal drug that has been determined by regulation of the

Secretary of Health and Human Services not to be a new animal drug, or

c. Is am animal feed under FFDCA section 201 (x) hat bears or contains

any substances described by paragraph (a) or (b) of this sction.

24. She!f-LifeExired-4. Unused HMwhichhas exceeded the useful life

specified by the manufacturer or other authority and is no longer suitable for

its original purpose. Under normal circumstances expired, non-extendable

shelf-life materials become HW. Refer to the shelf-life management section

TEP course manuals for detailed shelf-life management operating parameters.

25. Sludqe. Sludge means any solid, semi-solid, or liquid waste generated

rom a mtuicipal, commer=ial, or industrial wastewater treatment plant, water

supply zreatmen plan=, or air pollution control facility exclusive of the

treated effluent from a wastewater treatment plant.

26. SDecia! Waste. A discarded used or unused HM (to include residues from

the cleanup of HM spills) which is no longer suitable for one or more of the

pu_--poses for which he item was manufactured and which is not a regulated HW.

27. Stcraae. Storage means the holding of HW for a emporary period, at the

end of which the Universal Waste is reaed, disposed of, or stored elsewhere.

28. Thermostat. A temperature control device thou contaims metallic mer!

in an ampule atached to a bimetal sensing element, and mer-nl,-y.-conaining

anpules that have been removed from "hese temperature control devices in

compliance with the requirements of 40 CFR 273.13(c) (2) or 273.33(c) (2).

29. Treatment. Treatment includes any activity or process designed to change

r.he physical form or chemical composition of HW so as to render it less

hazardous or nonhazardous.

30. Unit Spill Continqencv Plan (USCP. The purpose of the USCP is to

minimize he potential hazards to human health, t.he environment, and property

associated with hazardous releases. USCP’s are t.he first line of defense

against possible releases and tie into higher level plans such as t.hose

required for HW facilities, emergency response plans, facility response plans,

spill prevention, control and countermeasure plans, regional and national

conuingencyplans.

ENCLOSURE (!)
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31. Universal Waste. Any of the following hazardous wastes that are subject

to the Universal Waste requirements of 40 CFR part 273:

a. Batteries as described in 40 CFR 273.2; (does not include automotive

wet cell batteries)

b. Pesnicides as described in 40 CFR 273.3; and

c. Thermostats as described in 40 C.R 273.4.

32. Universal Waste Handler. A generator, as defined in this Order, of

Universal Waste; or the owner or operator of a facility, including all

contiguous property, that receives UW from other UW handlers, accumulates UW,

and sends UW to another UW handler, to a destination facility, or to a foreign

destination.

33. Universal Waste Transfer Facility. Any transportation-related facility

including loading docks, parking areas, storage areas and other similar areas

where shipments of Universal Waste are held during the normal course of

transportation for l0 days or less.

34. Universal waste Transporter. A person engaged in the off-site

transportation of Universal Waste by air, rail, highway, or water.

35. Used Oil. Any oil which has been refined from crude oil or synthetic oil

and, s a result of use, storage, or handling, has become unsuitable for its

original purpose due to the presence of impurities or loss of original

properties. Used oil may be suitable for further use and is economically

recyclable, therefore is managed as a separate category of material.

ENCLOSURE (!)
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CHAPTER 11

PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERY PROGRAM

A. GENERAL

I. The PMRP promotes the economic recovery ofprecious metals from excess and surplus
precious metal-beating materials, and also the reutilization ofrecovered fine precious metal for
authorized internal purposes or as GFM. The program encompasses silver, gold, and the platinum
family. The platinum family includes platinum, palladium, iridium, rhodium, om’dt and rutheniun’L

2. Many items traditionally processed through the PMRP are now governed by Federal and
State environmental regulations. Proper guidance for the processing ofthese materials will be as
stated in this chapter, or Chapter 10, Environmentally Regulated and Hazardous Property, as

required by governing law.

B. RESPONSIBILITIES

1. HQ DLA

a. Administer and monitor the PMRP

b. Develop plans and policy guidance for administration ofthe overall program within DLA.

c. Maintain liaison with DUSD (L) and other DoD components, other Govemmem agencies
and industry on policy matters pertaining to the program.

d. Review and analyze data in evaluating program performance, identify and resolve

deficiencies, and develop and recommend corrective action.

e. Review and approve resources, equipment augmentation, and replacement requirements
in support ofthe PMRP.

f. Review, for compliance with policy, implementing manuals and publications prepared by
DLA primary level field activities.

g. Conduct and participate in studies, technical reviews, and surveys to ensure that current

and future program operations are compatible with, and responsive to, effective and economical

support requirements.
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h. Develop, in coordination with the Military Services/Defense Agencies, and GSA, uniform
procedures to implement the policies contained here.

i. Develop, through the Logistics Data Element Standardization Office, and in coordination
with the Military Services/Defense Agencies, and GSA, a system ofstandard codes for identifying
DoD materiel that contain precious metals.

j. Provide program reports required by GSA or by DUSD (L).

k. Recommend to DUSD (L) discontinuance ofthe program or any part ofit when
determined no longer cost effective.

2. DoD Activities

a. Participate in the PMRP.

b. Maintain a focal point to coordinate on all matters pertaining to the PMRP. (See
attachment for listing offocal points.)

c. Maximize the use of fine precious metals for authorized internal use or as GFM (see
DoD14140.41, Government-Owned Materiel Assets Utilized as Government-Furnished Material.)

d. Identify the type, quantity, and location ofthe precious metal contained in the item

management assigned assets and assign a Precious Metal Indicator Code (P1VC), to the item.
Notify DLA in order that such items may be included in the Federal Catalog records.

e. Operate recovery equipment currently under their purview, and additional equipment, if

required, whenjointly agreeable and approved by DLA.; perform operating level maintenance for
equipment in their possession; advise DLA when major repairs orservices are needed and skills or
parts are not available at the local activity for equipment they operate; recommend or identify to the

servicing PMRP representative equipment and major repair parts and services required for
maximizing recovery efforts

f. Transfer precious metals-bearing material to the nearest DRMO or, whenjointly
agreeable or approved by DRMS and subject to receipt offund citation from DRMS, ship to the
collection or recovery activity designated by DRMS.

g. Assist in the identification ofpotential additional generating activities within DoD.

3. Participating Federal Civil Agencies. Federal civil agencies may participate in the DoD
PMRP in accordance with the FPMR, Subpart 101-42.3, and ISAs in effect between
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DLA and individual Federal civil agencies.

4. DRMS

a. Provide program guidance for administering the receipt, storage, processing, shipment,
and refining ofprecious metal-beating scrap and residual material generated by DoD components
and participating Federal civil agencies.

b. Assist in the development ofbudgetary programs for management ofrecovery operations
under the program.

c. Provide DLA implementing procedures for operation ofthe DoD PMKP in accordance
with the policies and procedures prescribet here.

d. Ensure records ofall costs allocable to the PMRP are maintained.

e. Establish standards to measure the efficiency and cost effectiveness ofrecovery efforts.

Establish procedures for acquisition and accountability ofPMRP equipment, repair parts,
and maintenance services.

g. Ensure DRMOs accept unclassified excess and surplus precious metal-bearing materials

generated by DoD components or participating Federal civil agencies.

h. Develop and implement procedures for maintaining accountability over all precious
metal-beating scrap and residual materials received.

i. Provide appropriate precious metals recovery equipment to generating activities when

economically feasible and justifiable, and replace this equipment, as necessary.

j. In coordination with DISC, complete section D, Precious Metals Recovery Program, as

part ofthe PAR, for submission to HQ DLA. Data to include precious metals recovered, issued,
costs avoided and all PMRP expenses

k. Develop statements ofwork, solicit, award, and perform post-award fimctions for

precious metals recovery contracts.

1. Conduct staffvisits to DoD installations and participating Federal civil agencies to provide
technical assistance and support.

5. DISC
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a. Function as the commodity IMM m the supply and DWCF management of fine metals
under the PMRP.

b. Receive deposits of fine precious metals from DRMS recovery conWactors and
reimburse DRMS for incurred recovery expenses from the DISC DWCF.

c. Provide free precious metals at recovery cost plus authorized surcharge (such as,
administration, insurance, transportation) to authorized DoD activities and participating Federal civil
agencies for internal use or use as GFM.

ck Accept fine precious metals offered by DoD components and Federal civil agencies
through direct transfer ofsuch assets if earlier certification has been furnished that the material offered
is at least equal in purity to that identified in specifications ofthe applicable NSN. Where the purity
is not at least equal or the determination cannot be made, DISC is authorized to instruct the offering
activity to contact DRMS for disposal instructions.

e. Establish DISC DWCF issue prices for each precious metal based on PMRP recovery
costs and authorized surcharges. Prices shall be fixed during the budget execution year to the
maximum practicable extent.

f. Establish and maintain DWCF records ofreceipts, quantity on hand, location, and issues
by primary or significant customers for each precious metal.

g. Report excess precious metals to GSA for transfer to the national stockpile as required in
Chapter 4, Property Requiring Special Processing, paragraph B62.

h. Provide data to DRMS for completion of Section D ofthe PAR and necessary reports to
DLA under RCS: DLA(Q) 2067 (S), as follows:

(1) Fine precious metals (troy ounces) available for issue: gold, silver, and the platinum
family ofmetals.

(2) Issues (troy ounces) ofgold, silver, and the platinum family ofmetals.

(3) Issue price ofgold, silver, and the platinum family ofmetals.

6. Defense Contract Management Command (DCMC)

a. Conduct preaward surveys and post award precious metal recovery contract actions, as

required.
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b. Administer precious metals recovery contracts m accordance with terms ofthe contract

and applicable regulations.

c. Maintain liaison with the DLA Program Manager concerning PMRP policy matters to

inform contractors ofrequirements for precious metals recovery or changes thereto.

C. TURN IN, RECEIVING, AND PROCESSING

1. General. DoD generating activities and other participating Federal civil agencies are required
to turn-in all excess fine precious metals and precious metal-bearing material to their servicing
DRMO. There may be times, however, when a generating activity desires and may be authorized to

ship precious metal bearing materials; such as, electrolytic flake, film ash or electronics, directly to a

commercial contractor. For precious metal-beating material that requires special handling as a part
ofthe turn in process, see Chapter 4, Property Requiring Special Processing.

2. Generating Activities. Generating activities shall:

a. Turn in excess usable precious metal-bearing property, scrap, and waste material, in

accordance with uniform turn in procedures contained in Chapter 3, Receipt, Handling and
Accounting.

b. Include on the DTID or attached documentation, any available information pertaining to

the precious metals content; such as, metal type, quantity, location, PMIC, and any
known/suspected hazardous components.

c. Properly segregate precious metal-beating scrap and waste material before turn in to the

3. DRMOs

a. Guidance set forth in Chapter 3, Receipt, Handling and Accounting, applies generally to

precious metal-beating material, particularly as it relates to receipt and documentation ofmaterial at

DRMOs.

b. DRMOs shall accept accountability for precious metal-bearing material turn-ins except
where acceptance is prevented by law or regulation. However, when appropriate storage or

security facilities are not available, the DRMO shall an’ange for the nerating activity or the host

installation to retain or accept custody ofthe material until such lime as disposition can be
accomplished.

c. When material is received that has not been identified as precious metal-beating
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material but which, on the basis ofexperience or visual impection, is suspected ofcontaining
precious metals, every effort should be made to confirm the presence ofprecious metals.
Assistance can be obtained from the Precious Metals Master File (PMlVIF)(for items identified by
NSN); through actual chemical testing ofthe material following prescribed metals identification
procedures; or recommendation to DRMS that the material be assayed.

d. Precious metal-bearing items shall be processed as follows:

(I) Screened for RTD as items.

(2) Offered for sale as items at mirfimum acceptable bid prices which reflect the net

recovery value ofprecious metal content based on current market price. The net recovery value is
determined by first converting the known precious metal content to troy ounces. Conversion factors
in Attachment 2, this chapter, should be used for this purpose. The number oftroy ounces multiplied
by the cun’ent market price ofthe fine precious metals less the estimated cost ofrecovery/refining
gives the net recovery value ofprecious metal content in an item.

(3) Sold, ifhigh bid reduced by the estimated cost of sale meets or exceeds the
established minimum acceptable bid price.

(4) Downgraded and processed for precious metals recovery, ifnot environmentally
regulated, whenever the sale ofproperty is determined, through use ofthe above computation, not

to be in the best interest ofthe U.S. Government.

e. Precious metal-bearing scrap shall be processed as follows:

(1) For precious metals recovery when economically feasible. The scrap shall be:

(a) Accumulated, extemively sorted, and segregated by type ofprecious metal to

enhance economic recovery.

(b) Shipped, as directed, to a collection site, or

(c) Held at the DRMO awaiting recovery contractor pick up.

(2) Low content, highly contaminated, precious metal-bearing scrap which is not
conducive to economic recovery shall be offered for sale as precious metal-bearing scrap, and
described as such in the sale solicitation when DRMS detemes that the cost ofrecovery/refining
would exceed the market value ofprecious metals to be recovered. Ifthe scrap was turned in by a
DWCF funded activity and so identified, the proceeds from sale shall be returned to the DWCF
account identified on the DTID.
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D. PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERY EQUIPMENT. DLA provides precious metals

recovery equipment to generating activities when economically feasle and justifiable. Equipment
considered to be "precious metals recovery equipment" as used in this paragraph is addressed at

Attachment 3 and includes electrolytic recovery units, passive silver cells (PSCs), plastic hypo
collection containers, replacement parts, and vacuum sweepers. Film burners/incinerators and gram
scales, which are not recovery equipment, are also included in Attachment 3.

E. TRANSPORTATION

1. General. The generating activity shall pay PCH&T costs incurred in the shipment or transfer
ofprecious metal-bearing material from a generating activity to the servicing DRMO. Transportation
costs incurred in making DRMS authorized shipments ofprecious metal-bearing material from

generating activity direct to a designated collection site or DRMO shall be accomplished using a
fund citation obtained from DRMS.

2. Billing Procedures. DoD components and participating Federal civil agencies which use
DRMS approved PMRP transportation-fund citations for moving precious metal-bearing material

shall forward all shipping documents with the Government Bill ofLading (GBL) to the Transportation
Division, DFAS, Indianapolis Center, Indianapolis, IN 46249-3001. The GBL will cite the fund

citation along with the following document number "SO(Y)JHH2582.01 MS" where (Y) equals the

last digit ofthe fiscal year.

3. Preparation for Shipment to a Recovery Contractor

a. Documentation for shipments, DD Form 1348-1A, ofprecious metal-bearing material

shall be prepared in accordance with Chapter 3, Attachment 1, and any special provisions provided
by DRMS.

(1) Documentation shall show, as the document quantity, the net avoirdupois weight (in
pounds and decimals ofa pound) ofmaterial shipped.

(2) Shipping documents shall cite this paragraph as authority for shipment and identify,
as fully as possible, the contents ofeach container.

(3) Two advance copies ofeach shipping document shall be forwarded to the

designated collection site or DRMO.

b. Care shall be exercised to use secure, nonporous containers (glass not acceptable) when
shipping precious metal-bearing material. Paper or ooden containers must not normally be used to

ship material that may be susceptible to loss through particle adhesion.
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c. All reasonable care shall be taken in the packaging ofmaterial for shipment to minimize

the possibility oftheft or loss through leakage or container damage.

d. Unless specific shipping instructions apply, shipments shall be made by the most
economical means available that is consistent with safe transit and delivery. Parcel post shipments

F. SECURITY

1. General. Whenever a DRMO accepts accountability for precious metal-bearing material but
the generating activity retains custody ofthe material, the generating activity continues to be
responsible for the care and safekeeping ofmaterial until it is placed in the physical possession ofthe
DRMO, or releasedto a commercial contractor.

2. Precious metal-bearing material in the custody ofa generating activity, is subject to respective
Military Service/Defense Agency security requirements. However, for the material which is in the

custody ofDRMOs, the following minimum requirements for secured storage and handling apply:

a. High purity material shall be stored in a safe or locked cabinet within a locked room.
More bulky precious metal-bearing material shall be stored in a locked room when practicable.
Where the volume ofthis material is so large as to make inside storage impracticable, it may be
tored outside within a chain link fence enclosure.

b. Weighing ofprecious metal-bearing material receipts and shipments shall be

accomplished by a designated weigher in the presence ofa disinterested person (the same
disinterested individual must not be allowed to sign for more than 2 comecutive days in week), and

the names ofboth persons must appear on the weigh bill or other processing document.

c. Entry to those areas where high purity precious metals are stored shall be by access list

only.

(1) This list should be kept-em’ent, limited to employees with a need to enter, and

posted inside the enlrance.

(2) Visitors shall be required to sign the visitor register and be accompanied by an

individual on the access list. The visitor must have a need to enter, and further identification may be

requested.

(3) Access list personnel do not require security clearance.
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G. REUTILIZATION OF FEVE PRECIOUS METALS

1. General

a. DoD components and participating Federal civil agencies shall requisition PMRP metals

for approved contracts.

b. PMRP metals are priced at the cost ofrecovery plus an authorized administrative

surcharge.

c. It is DLA policy not to procure precious metals from the commercial market ifthe PMRP
does not provide sufficient quantifies to the DLA Distribution System to satisfy customer demand.

Therefore, requiring activities are encouraged to call DISC-YAA/GA (DSN 442-2734; Commercial

(215) 697-2734) for asset availability before requisitioning any quantity ofprecious metal. DISC
shall reserve requested quantities ofprecious metals for 120 days.

2. DISC currently manages nine precious metals NSNs, each having a unit ofissue oftroy
out"ice:

Nomenclature NSN

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium
Rhodium
Iridium
Ruthenium

9660-00-042-7733
9660-00-106-9432

9660-00-151-4050
9660-01-039-0320
9660-01-010-2625
9660-00-011-1937
9660-01-039-0313

3. The above NSNs are stored at two locations: Engelhard Industries, Iselin, NJ; Handy and

Harman, Fairfield, NJ. These commercial ftrms are under contract with DISC to provide no-cost

storage ofprecious metals. Due to the large volume ofbusiness compounding silver alloys that these

companies do for various U.S. Goverrent customers, it has proven cost-effective to maintain silver

stocks at each facility to enable trarfer ofPMRP silver to given contracts without the program
incurring the expense ofrepeated small shipments of silver to these companies.

4. The following specific procedures shall be used to requisition free precious metals from

DISC:

a. A MILSTRIP requisition shall be submitted citing one ofthe above NSNs. The
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requisition must cite full troy ounces, not partial quantifies. (Quantities cited in partial ounces such as

700.2 shall be rounded off.)

b. Exception data shall be cited in the "REMARKS" section ofthe requisition. These data
include:

(1) An unclassified "ship to" address specifg exact location (building, office, and
individual) and applicable zip code. The DoDAAC is not always sufficient for delivery.

(2) The number ofthe contract or work order on which the precious metal is to be
used, for control and audit purposes.

(3) The end item application, the NSN, part number, or any other data that identifies th
item or component in which the precious metal shall be used, as well as the quantity ofprecious
metal which shall be used for each item or component, ifknown.

(4) Name and telephone number ofa contact point at the requisitioning activity, to

resolve any problem, as required.

c. The requisition may be submitted by message or letter, however, electrical Iransmission is

preferred. To avoid being mis-routed, messages shall be addressed to DISC-YAB/GD. Delivery
normally shall be accomplished within 2 to 3 weeks after receipt ofthe requisition.

5. Transportation charges are included in the unit price. Transportation is usually by premium
mode (armored van). Therefore, requisitions to the same destination should be consolidated
whenever possible.

6. Questions concerning the above procedures or availability ofassets should be directed to the
DISC focal point (see Attachment 4, this chapter).
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ATF 1
CHAP 11

PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERYPROGRAM FOCAL POINTS

Reference: Chapter 11, Paragraph B2b

The DoD program for the recovery and use ofprecious metals fi’om excess and surplus end items,

scrap, hypo solutions, and other precious metal-bearing materials provides for the establishment of
focal points at DoD component levels to coordinate on all matters pertaining to the PMRP.

(1) Headquarters DLA

(2) Defense Reutilization and
Marketing Service (DRMS)

(3) Defense Industrial Supply Center

(4) Army

(5) Army Altemate

(6) Navy

(7) Air Force

DLSC-LC
8725 John J. K.ingman Road, STE 4133
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-6221

DR.MS
74 N. Washinpon Avenue
Battle Creek, M149017-3092

DISC-OIBA/YC (DISC)
700 Robbins Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111-5096

HQ DA (DALO SMP)
5006 Army Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301-0500

HQ AMC (AMC LG MS)
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22333-0001

Naval Supply Systems Command
5450 Carlisle Pike
P.O. BOX 2050
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055-0791

HQ AFMCFLGIA
4375 Chidlaw Road, STE 6
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-5006
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(8) Marine Corps HQ US Marine Corps (CODE LPP-2)
2 Navy Annex
Washington, DC 20380-1775

(9) U.S. Coast Guard U. S. Coast Guard (G-CFM-3)
2100 Second Street, SW.
Washington, DC 20593-0001
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CONVERSION FACTORS USED IN THE PMRP

Reference: Chapter 11, Paragraph C3d(2)

Multiply b_y.v

Gallon (US) 3.78543
Gallon (US) 0.82367

Gallon (Imperial) 4.546
Gallon (Imperial) 1.201
Caaim (troy) 0.06480
Grains (troy) 0.0020834
Grams 0.03215
Grams 0.03527

Grams 15.43
Kilograms 2.205
Kilogrmns 0.0011023
Liter 0.219973

Liter 0.2642
Ounces (avoir) 0.9115
Ounces (troy) 0.06857

Ounces (troy) 1.09714

Ounces (troy) 31.103481
Ounces (avoir) 28.349527
Pounds (avoir) 453.592
Pounds (avoir) 0.45351
Pounds (avoir) 14.5833
Ton (short) 2000
Ton (short) 907.18486

ATI" 2
CHAP 11

to obtain

Liters
Imperial
gallon

Liters
US gallon

Troy ounces
Troy ounces
Avoir
olances

Avoir pounds
Short tons

Imperial
gallon
US gallon
Troy ounces
Avoir
pounds
Avoir
OtL-’lCe$

Grams

Kilograms
Troy ounces
Pounds
Kilogtmm
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ATr3
CHAP 11

PMRP EQUIPMENT

Reference: Chapter 11, Paragraph D

1. Incinerators/Furnaces. Procurement or replacement ofMilitary Service and other DoD
component-owned and operated incinerators or furnaces, which are used for the DEMIL or
declassification ofclassified film or other classified materials, is the responsility ofthe Military
Services or owning DoD components. Likewise, the DEMIL or destruction ofclassified film or
other classified materials is a Military Service/Defense Agency respomility. This responsibility is
exercised at the option ofthe Military Service/Defense Agency either by incineration or other means
at the Military Service/Defense Agency facilities or through transfer through the Intelligence
Community Network for incineration or destruction at the centralized Intelligence Community
Destruction Facility at Fort Meade, Maryland. In either event, tke .resulting precious metal-beating
ash or residues are required to be turned-in to DRMOs or released, as directed by DRMS, to a

commercial contractor for precious metal recovery. Special care shall be exercised to ensure

incinerators are effectively used, operated, and maintained in order to maximize silver recovery while

conforming to local air pollution standards.

2. Electrolytic Recovery Units/Passive Silver Cells

a. General. In photographic and X-my processing, significant amounts ofhigh purity silver
are generated in fixing baths as a result ofchemical action. Recovery of silver from the spent fixing
solution (hypo) can be accomphshed by chemical precipitation, metal displacement, or electrolytic
methods. Potential generators of spent hypo are hospitals, dispensaries, dental clinics, photographic
laboratories, printing plants, microfilm and microfiche producing facilities, and hobby craft shops.

b. Acquisition of Silver Recovery Supplies/Equipment.

(1) PMRP generators shall submit requests for PMR.P supplies; such as, silver test

paper, PSCs, fittings, control valves, replacement parts which are peculiar to recovery equipment,
to the appropriate PMRP representative who shall arrange for shipment from stock or forward

request to DRMS for initiation ofa purchasing action.

(2) Electrolytic recovery equipment shall be acquired and installed as follows:
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(a) Generating activities shall apprise DRMS (see Attachment 4, this chapter) of
the need for PMRP assistance or recovery equipment to start up silver recovery operations or to

enhance the effectiveness ofongoing silver recovery operations to ensure.maximum recovery.

(b) The PMRP representative shall make arrangements to have the

hypo-generating work site surveyed as the basis for determining specific onsite equipment needs.

(c) DRMS shall procure and furnish without cost to authorized PMRP participants
electrolytic recovery units, PSCs, chemical tanks, and supporting parts and equipment used to

recover silver from silver-bearing film processing solutions.

equipment.

(d) Generating activities are responsible for installing silver recovery equipment.
1 DRMS shall provide installation and Operating inslructions with the

2 When special or unusual circumstances arise, generators shall request
assistance from the PMRP representative (preferably in conjunction with actions outlined in

subparagraphs b(2)(a) or Co)).

(3) Maintenance of Silver Recovery Equipment

(a) Generating activities are responsible for performing operating level preventive
maintenance on recovery equipment in their possession. Preventive maintenance includes

day-to-day adjustments, cleaning, replacement of fuses and gaskets, and any like action which can

be performed periodically with a minimum of effort as a safeguard against excessive equipment
downtime.

Co) The servicing representative shall be contacted immediately in the event of

equipment malfunctions that defy "troubleshooting" efforts ofthe generating activity. Representatives
shall respond promptly to such notices and make all arrangements necessary to repair or replace

equipment in a timely manner.

(c) During any ped’when silver recovery equipment is deadlined, enemting
activities shall ensure that no spent hypo solution is discarded. Spent hypo solution shall either be

collected and turned in to the servicing DRMO along with a generator fund cite for ultimate disposal,
taken to another nearby recovery facility, or collected and retained until deadlined recovery

equipment is again operating. Spent hypo solution shall be handled in accordance with all Federal,

state, and local environmental and tramrtation regulations.
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3. Vacuum Sweepers

a. DRMS shall procure and provide, without cost to authorized users, vacuum sweepers
and collection bags, used primarily in dental facilities to collect precious metals bearing dust or
sweeps.

b Generators shall turn-in precious metals dust collected through use ofthe vacuum
sweepers.

4. Gram Scales

a. Gram scales are not construed to be "precious metals recovery oriented" and are

authorized to be purchased for use by DRMOs and other DRMS facilities to ascertain precise
weights of scrap materi, as needed, for the purpose ofinventory and accountability.

b. DLA will not procure gram scales for use by generating activities turning in scrap for

precious metals recovery.

5. Special Supporting Equipment for Precious Metals Processing and Preparing. Special
precious metals processing equipment required by DRMOs for the processing or preparation of
precious metal-bearing property may be purchased as needed to support approved precious metals

processing. Such equipment would include special power tools, cutters, saws to facilitate the sorting,
segregation, or upgrading ofprecious metal-bearing scrap.

6. Accountability for Precious Metals Recovery Equipment

a. When precious metals recovery equipment is needed, it shall be issued from stock or

purchased (with PMRP funds) and shipped to the generating activity concerned. The Accountable

Property Officer or equivalent shall hand-receipt equipment to a responsible individual at the

generating activity upon delivery ofequipment or, as m the case ofequipment already in DoD
component custody, as soon as possible after such equipment is transferred to DRMS.

b. Precious metals recovery equipment in the possession ofDoD components and
participating Federal civil agencies shall be carried on the property account ofDRMS.

c. DRMS shall maintain a current record ofall precious metals recovery equipment in the

custody of serviced generating activities.

d. Generating activities shall contact the PMRP representative for.turn in ofprecious metals

recovery equipment. DRMS shall provide insmactions to include a document number for turning in
the equipment.
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ATF 4
CHAP 11

PMRP REPRESENTATIVES LOCATIONS AND AREAS COVERED

Reference: Chapter 11, Attachment 3, Paragraph 2b(2)(a)

Address and Telephone Areas Covered

OPERATIONS EAST AREA

DRMS Eastern Region
ATTN: DRMS-DEO
926 Taylor Station Road
Blacklick, OH 43004-9615

United States east ofthe Mississippi River plus
Missouri, and Puerto Rico and Panama

DSN 850-2114/4195

COM (614) 692-2114/4195

OPERATIONS WEST AREA

DRMS Western Region
ATTN: DRMS-DWO
500 West 12th Street
Bldg 2A-
Ogden, UT 84407-5001

United States west ofthe Mississippi River, including
Guam, less Missouri

DSN 352-7033/7041

COM (801) 399-7033/7041

DRMSIntemational
ATTN: DRMSI-O
Unit 29263 Box 2000
APO AE 09096

EUROPE and ASIA
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COMMUNICATION STANDARD REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 1: OBJECTIVES

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE. Demonstrate the knowledge and skills required to
establish a compliant and functional Hazard Communication Program in accordance with
Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), Depazlment ofDefense (DoD) and
Marine Corps Base Camp Lejewne requirements.

ENABLINGLEARNING OBJECTIVES (ELO). Given an open manual examination
identify, doscrib, define, or otherwise exphin the following:

1. Required local information por to establishing the Hazard Communication Program.

2. The required information contained in the Hazardous Material Inventory List (HMIL).

3. How to acquire a missing MSDS.

4. Four requirements ofthe Hazard Communication Program.

5. The purpose ofthe MSDS.

6. Elements ofthe hazard information section ofthe employee information and training
requirement.

7. Elements ofthe hazard training section ofthe employee information and training

4



HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARD REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 2:

1. CIMICALS IN THE WORKPLACE. About 32 million workers are potentially
exposed to one or more chemical hazards. There are an estimated 600,000 existing chemical
products, and hundreds ofnew ones introduced annually. This poses a serious probln for
exposed workers and tbeir employers.

Chemical exposure may cause 6r contribute to many serious health effects such as heart
ailments, kidney and lung damage, steriliW, cancer, bums, and rashes. Some chemicals may
also be safety hazards and have the potential to cause fires and explosions and other serious
accidents.

Because of the serioumess of these safety and health problems, and because many employers
and employees know little or nothing about them, the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) issued a rule called "Hazard Communication." The basic goal of the
standard is to be sure employers and employees know about work hazards and how to protect
themselves; this should help to reduce the incidence ofchemical source illness and injuries.

The hazard communication standard establishes uniform requirements to ensure that the hazards
of all chemicals imported into, produced, or used in the United States workplaces are evaluated,
and that this hazard information is transmitted to affected employers and exposed employees.

Chemical manufacturers and importers must convey the hazard information they learn from their
evaluations to downsleam employers by means oflabels on containers and MaterialSafety Data
Sheets 0VISDS’s). In addition, all covered employers must have a hazard communication
program to get this information to their employees through labels on containers, MSDS’s, and
training.

This program ensures that all emploYers receive the information they need to inform and train
their employees properly and to design and put in place employee protection programs. It also
provides necessary hazard information to employees so they can participate in, and support, the
protective measures in place at their workplaces.

The hazard communication standard is different from other OSHA health rules in that it covers
all hazardous chemicals. The role also incorporates a "downstream flow ofinformation," which
means that producers of chemicals have the primary responsibility for generating and
disseminating information, whereas users ofchemicals must obtain the information and transmit
it to their employees. The hazard communication program flow is designed to work in the
following manner:
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HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM FLOW
Chemical Manufacturers/ Determine the hazards ofeach product.
Importers
Chemical Manufacturers/ Communicate the hazard information and associated
Imponexs/stributors protective measures downstream to customers through labels

and MSDS’s.
Employers 1. Identify and list hazardous chemicals in their workplaces.

2. Obtain MSDS’s and labels for each hazm’dous chemical.
3. Develop and implement a written hazard communication
program including labels, MSDS’s and employee training on
the list ofchemicals in the woxkplace, MSDS, and label
information.
4. Communicate hazard information to their employees
through labels, MSDS’s and formal training.

PREPARATION FORESTABLISHING THE HAZARD COMMUNICATION
PROGRAM. Prior to a establishing a hazard communicationprogram, a unit must have an
accurate inventory (Hazardous Material Inventory List) ofall the chemicals usedand
maintained in the workplace (ELO 1). Once the HML is established in accordance with this
paragraph, the unit must ensure accurate MSDS’s are tnatained for every chemical in the
workplace.

I. ESTABLISHING THE HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INVENTORY LIST 0MIL)
The HMH. will be comprehensive and must include (ELO 2):

a. Complete name ofhazardous chemical.
b. Name ofmanufacturer or distributor.
c. National Stock Number (NSN) or identification number.
d. Quantity Maintained on Hand.

2. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (MSD;) DETERMINATION. The responsible
individual should verify the list against the on-hand MSDS file. Ifany MSDS’s are missing, a
current MSDS should be acquired eitherby contacting the manufacturer directly, printing a copy
from the Hazardous Material Information System (HMIS), or by accessing the exact chemical
and manufacturer fi’om a variety ofsearch engines on the hternet(R) (ELO 3).

http://siri.uvm.edu/msds/msds/

http://msds.pdc.comell.edu/
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REQUIREMEII’S OF THE HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM. A compliant
hazard communication program requiresfour essential components: labels and other forms of
warning, MSDS’S, employee training and information, and the written hazard communication
program (ELO 4).

1. LABELS AND OTHER FORMS OF WARNING. Containers of hazardous materials in
the workplace must be labeled, tagged, or marked with the following information:

a. CHEMICAL IDENTITY trade name or synonym.
b. PHYSICAL HAZARDS a briefstatement ofthe hazardous effects ofthe chemical.
c. MANUFACTURER’S NAME AND ADDRESS.

The manufacturer, importer, or distributor is responsible for applying the required labels to the
containers ofhazardous material. If the material is transferred from the original container
into an approved container, the responsibility falls on the using unit to label that container
with the requirements listed above. Although those containers of hazardous material, which
will be of immediate use, are subject to the portable container exemption, it is highly
recommended that every container be properly labeled, as a common inspection violation at
MCB Camp Lejeune is LrNvLARKED SECONDARY CHEMICAL COII’AINERS.

2. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (MSDS)

a. PURPOSE. The purpose ofthe MSDS is to provide detailed information on each
hazardous chemical, including its potential hazardous effects, its physical and chemical
characteristics, and recommendations for appropriate protective measures (ELO 5). The
manufacturer ofhazardous chemicals is required to develop and provide an MSDS for each
hazardous chemical produced at the time ofinitial shipment. The distributor is also responsible
for ensuring that MSDS’s are provided to the purchaser/user ofthose hazardous chemicals.
Units must have an MSDS for every chemical used in the workplace as part ofthe hazard
communication program.

b. ACCESSIBILITY. MSDS’s must be readily acceptable to employees when they are in
their work areas. Acceptable methods for retaining MSDS’s in the workplace are the MSDS File
and the HMIS.

(1) MSDS File. Generally, maintained in a common area in a highly visible protective
casing.

(2) HMJS. The HMIS although legally acceptable is not the most user-fi-iendly method
ofmaintaining local MSDS’s.
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3. EMPLOYEE INFORMATION AND TRAINING. Employers must establish an
information and Waing program for every employee who may be exposed to hazardous
chemicals when working. Employees must be provided information and trained to initial
assignment to work with a hazardous chemical, and whenever the hazards change. Information
and training maybe done either by individual chemical, or by categories ofhazards. Record of
training contents and personnel trained should be maintained by the unit Environmental
Compliance Officer or Safety Officer.

a. HAZARD INFORMATION. At aminimum the hazard information portion ofthe
unit’s written HAZCOM Program will include (F./,O 6):

(1) The hazard communication standard and its requirements.
(2) The components ofthe hazard communication program in the employees’ workplace.
(3) Operations in work areas where hazardous chemicals are present.
(4) Whore the employer will keep the writtzn communication progam, ligts ofhazardous

chemicals, and the required MSDS’s.

b..HAZARD TRMNING. At a minimum the. U’aing portion ofthe unit’s written
HAZCOM Program will include (F.LO 7):

(1) How the hazard communication program is implemented in the workplace.
(2) How to read and interpret information on labels and the MSDS.
(3) How employees can obtain and use the available hazard information.
(4) Hazards ofchemicals in the work area.
(5) Measures employees can take to protect themselves from the hazards (PPE).
(6) Specific procedures put into effect by the employer to provide protection such as

engineered controls (exhaust hoods, climate control, etc.).
(7) Methods and observations workers can use to detect the presence ofhazard chemicals to

which they maybe exposed.

4. WRITTEN HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM. Employers must develop,
implement, and maintain at the workplace a written, comprehensive hazard communication
program that includes provisions for container labeling, collection and availability ofMSDS’s,
and an employee information and training program. The program must also contain list of
chemicals in each work area, the means the employer will use to inform employees ofthe
hazards ofnon-routine tasks, and the hazards associated with chemicals in unlabeled pipes.
Hazardous chemical information must also be made available to non-organic personnel such as
contractors conducting work at each site.

8



REQUIRED INFORMATION IN THE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET. The
Material Safety Data Sheet is a nmuufacmrer produced, chemical specific technical bulletin.
The MSDS cSn prevent injury and harm to the handlers and to the enviroment. By law, MSDS’
must be posted in an accessible place to all personnel that use or handle chemicals in the
workplace. The MSDS provides specific, detailed information on the following information:

THE CHEMICALAND COMMON NAME(S) OF all ingredients which have been
determined to present a physical hazard when present in the mixture.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS ofthe hazardous chemical (such
as vapor pressure, flash point).

THE PHYSICAL HAZARDs ofthe hazardous chemical, including the potential for fire,
explosion, and reactivity.

THE PRIMARY ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY. To include absorption, inhalation, ingestion,
or injection.

a. SKIN ABSORPTION/INJECTION. The skin is the body’s first line ofdefense against
foreign materials. Foreign material niay enter the body through the skin and eyes byeither
absortnion or/niece/on. Some chemicals have characteristics against which the skin provides
no barrier and can be directly bsorbed. Sharp objects contaminated with harmful chemicals
maylierce the skin, injecting the material through the skin into the bloodstream. Wearing
protective clothing over exposed skin helps avoid skin exposure. Ifskin exposure does occur,
the affected area should be washed with water, or addressed according to manufacturers material
safety data sheet or medical guidance. Sometimes a detergent may be needed to dissolve a
chemical that normally doe not dissolve in water. Care should be taken in selecting detergent
or soap ifthe skin has been injured since some cleaning compounds are abrasive or corrosive.

Toxic chemicals can also be absorbed through the eyes. Chemicals splashed or sprayed into the
eyes can result in blindness. The blood vessels on the eye’s surface will quickly carry these
chemicals into the bloodstream. Splashing hazardous liquids into your eyes or rubbing your
eyes after your hands have been contaminated can lead to eye absorption of hazardous
chemicals. Eye protection should always be worn when working with hazardous materials.

b. INIIALATION. Inhalation is the most efficient way oftransporting hazardous material
into the body. The surface area ofthe lungs averages 70 square meters on a human, all ofwhich
is exposed, compared to only about 2 square meters ofskin surface area. Hazardous materials
may be in the air in the form ofparticulates, vapors, or gases. Even in small concentrations
there is ample oppommity for absorption. When inhaled, a hazardous chemical is transferred
into the bloodstream similarly to oxygen. In a contaminated enviroment, the use ofprotective
breathing equipment is the way to avoid inhalation ofhazardous materials. ALrbome
contaminants result from many types ofactivities including cutting, sanding, cleaning, welding,
painting, sweeping and soldering. Dust, fumes, vapors, mists, and gases represent the more
common inhalation hazards.
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c. INGESTION. Although less common in the workplace ingested chemicals enter the
body through the mouth and are absorbed into the bloodstream through the lining ofthe
digestive U’act. ].fthe food we eat or the liquids we drink are contaminated with hazardous
chemicals, they may enter the bloodstream along with digested food. In awarehonse, the
transfer ofhazardous.materials to food may occur by smoking or eating foods in areas where
dusts ofhazardous materials are in the a/r or byhandling food with contam/nated hands. Even
licking your lips may allow exposure. Good housekeeping and personal hygiene is the best way
to avoid exposme through ingestion.

OSHA PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE L/MIT. ACGIH Threshold Limit Value, and any
other exposure limft used orrecommended by the chem/cal manufacturer, importer, or employer
preparing the material safety dam sheet, where available.

POTENTIAL CARCINOGEN. Whether the hazardous chemical is listed in the National
Toxicology Program (NTP) Annual Report on Cinogeus (latest edition) or has been found to
be a potential carcinogen in the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) Mono-
graphs 0atest editions), or by OSI-I

SAFE HANDLING MEASURES. Any generally applicable precautions for safe handling
and which are known to the chemical manufactmer, importer or employer preparing the material
safety data sheet, including appropriate hygienic practices, protective measures during repair and
maintenance ofcontaminated equipment, and procedures for clean-up ofspills and leaks.

CONTROL MEASURES. Any generally applicable control measures which are known to
the chemical manufacturer, importer or employer preparing the material safety data sheet, such
as appropriate engineering controls, work practices, or personal protective equipmenL

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES.

DATE OF PREPARATION ofthe material safety data sheet or the last change to it.

NAME ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE .NUMBER ofthe chemical manufacturer,
importer, employer or other responsible party preparing or distributing the material safety data
sheet, who can provide additional information on the hazardous chemical and appropriate
emergency procedures, ifnecessary.
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UNDERSTANDING THE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET. Although 29 CFR
1910.1200 mandates the information above be included in every Material Safety Data Sht.
The rgulation does not require the information to be presented in any specific order or format.
Generally, the requh’ed information is divided into nine or more sections.

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET BREAKDOWN BY SECTION
DESCRIFFIONSECTION

1

4

7
8
9
10

Product Identification.
Hazardous Ingredients.
Physical Data.
Fire and Explosion Data.
Health Hazard Information.

Reactivity Data.
Spill or Leak Procedures.
Special Protection Information.
Special Precautions (
Transportation Information

l Note: Often Sections 9 and I0 are similar in content, i.e. hazard classification information, ’ansponation and
storage, and lumdling and storage information can be located in either section.

2 See note I.

CONCLUSION. The contents of this chapter allows for the effective management and
maintenance of the unit’s Hazard Communication Program. By following the requirements of
this chapter work related chemical illnesses and injuries will be reduced.
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HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARD REQUIREMENTS

[EXERPTED FROMBO 5100.20A]

EXAMPI.E OFA WRrI’FEN HAT,.iD COMMUCATION PROGRAM

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

To comply with 29 CFR 1910.1200 Hazard Commtmication, the following written Hazard
Communication Program has been established for

The written program will be available in the
employee.

.for review by any interested

a. CONTAINERLABELING

The PntsoPosmoN) shall verify that all containers received for use will:

" Be clearly labeled as to the identity ofthe hazardous chemical(s).

" Note the appropriate hazard warning.

" List the name and address ofthe manufacUn’er.

The ON/I’osmos) in each section will ensure that all secondary containers
are labeled with an extra copy ofthe manufactmers label or with a generic label which identifies
the material, list the appropriate hazard warnings and identifies the target organs if appropriate.
Labels for items with National Stock Numbers (NSNs) can be acquired from the Hazardous
Material Information System (HMIS).

The OERSON/PosrrloN)
as required.

will review the work place labeling system and update

b. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SIJTS (MSDS)

The (PERSON/P;ITION) will be responsible for obtaining and maintahg the
data the data sheet system for the work center.

The (PERSON/POSmQN) will review incoming data sheets for new and significant
health and safety information. The responsible individual will ensure that any new information
is passed on to the affected employees.
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Copies ofMSDS’s for all hazardous chemicals to which employees may be exposed will be kept

MSDSs will be available to all employees in their work area for review during each work shift.
IfMSDSs are not available or new chemicals in use do not have MSDSs, immediately contact:
(PEaSON/I’oSmON

C. .EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND INFORMATION

The O’rmSON/l’oroN) is responsible for the employee training program, SNM
will ensure that all elements specified below are carried out. Prior to starting work, each new
employee will attend a health and safety orientation and will receive information and training on
the following:

(1) An overview ofthe requirements contained in the Hazard Communication Standard.
(29 CFR 1910.1200)

(2) Chemicals present in their workplace operations.
(3) Location and availability ofunit’s written Hazard Communication Program.
(4) Physical and health effects ofthe hazardous chemicals.
(5) Observation techniques used to determine the presence or release ofhazardous

chemicals in the workplace.
(6) Mitigating exposure through work practices and protective personal protective

equipment.
(7) Emergency procedures in the event personnel are exposed to chemicals present in the

workplace.
(8) Proper interpretation ofthe MSDS and hazard warning labels.
(9) Location ofthe MSDS file and Hazardous Material Inventory List (H/VffL).

(OrTIONAL): After attending the training class, each employee will sign a form verifying their
attendance as well as understood the policies set forth.

Prior to a new chemical being introduced to the workplace, every impacted employee will be
given information as outlined above. The (1)EltONfl)QSmON) is responsible for
ensuring that MSDSs for the new chemical(s) are available.

2. LIST OFHAZARDOUS CHEMICALS

A list of all known Hazardous Chemicals is located at (LOCATION) Fttrther
information on each noted chemical can be obtained by reviewing the MSDS located at
(LOCATION)

13



3. HAZARDOUS NON-ROUTINE TASKS

Periodically, employees are required to perform non-routine tasks. Prior to starting work on
such projects, every employee will be given information by their supervisor about hazardous
chemicals to which theymaybe exposed during such activity.

This information will include:
a. Specific chemical hazards.
b. Protective/safety measures the employee csn take.
c. Measures the workplace has taken to lessen the hazards, to include ventilation,

respirators, presence ofmother employee, and emzrgzncy procedures.

Examples ofnon-routine tasks performed in this workplace are:

 ous Chemical(s)

4. UNLABELED PIPES

The below listed chemicals are stored or transited through unlabeled pipes in this workplace.
In the event ofrupture, leakage or fire, the following action by personnel will be taken:

5. INFORMING OUTSIDE EMPLOYEES/CONTRACTORS

It is the responsibility of (PEitSON/POSm0N)
contractors the following information:

to provide outside employees/

& Hazardous chemicals to which they may be exposed while on the job site.
b. Precautions the contractors may take to lessen the possibility ofexposure by usage of

appropriate protective measures.

It is the responsibility of (PIltSON/PosmoN) for contacting the contractor before
work is started and to gather and disseminate information concerning chemical hazards that

the contractor is bringing into the workplace.
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EASTMAN KODAK 158 2352 KODAKEXTACOLOR RABLEACH FIXER RA-4; Page 1 of4

EASTMAN KODAK 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER RA-4; BLEACH, PHOTO
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
NSN: 6750013765884
Manufacturer’ s CAGE: 19139
Part No. Indicator: B
Part Number/Trade Name: 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER / RA-4;
P/N B

General Information

Item Name: BLEACH, PHOTOGRAPHIC
Company’s Name: EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Company’s Street: 343 STATE STREET
Company s City: ROCHESTER
Company s State: NY
Company s Country: US
Company s Zip Code: 14650
Company s Emerg Ph #: 716-722-5151
Conany s Iifo Ph #: 716-477-3194 MSDS :800- 242-2424
Distributor/Vendor # 1: EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, EASTERN REGIONAL
Distributor/Vendor # 1 Cage: 5K871
Record No. -For Safety Entry: 002
Tot Safety Entries This Stk#: 003
Status SE
Date MSDS Prepared: 05JUN97
Safety Data Review Date: 26FEB98
Supply Item Manager: CX
MSDS Serial Number: BWRZD
Hazard Characteristic Code: C3
Unit Of Issue: BT
Unit Of Issue Container Qty: MAKES 1 GAL
Type Of Container: UNKNOWN
Net Unit Weight: UNKNOWN

Ingredients/Identity Information

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient WATER
Ingredient Sequence Number: 01
Percent 75-80
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: ZC0110000
CAS Number: 732-18-5
OSHA PEL: NOT ESTABLISHED
ACGIH TLV: NOT ESTABLISHED
Other Recommended Limit: NONE RECOMMENDED

Proprietary NO
Ingredient: FERRIC AMMONIUM ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID
Ingredient Sequence Number: 02
Percent: 15-20
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 1001409FA
CAS Number: 21265-50-9
OSHA PEL: NOT ESTABLISHED
ACGIH TLV: NOT ESTABLISHED
Other Recommended Limit: NONE RECOMMENDED

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: ACETIC ACID (SARA III)
Ingredient Sequence Number: 03
Percent 1-5
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: F1225000
CAS Number: 64-19-7
0SHA PEL: i0 PPM

http://msds.pdc.corncll.edu/msds/siri/msds/h/q439/q160.html 7/7/00



EASTMANKODAK- 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER- P.A-4; Page 2 of4

ACGIH TLV: I0 PPM/15 STEL; 9394
Other Recommended Limit NONE RECOMMENDED

Physical/Chemical Characteristics

.Apearance And Odor: BROWN LIQUID WITH A SLIGHT AMMONIA ODOR..
Boiling Point: >212F,100C
Melting Point: NOT GIVEN
vapor Pressure ( Hg/70 F): 18
Vapor Density (Airml): 0.6
Specific Gravity: 1.12
Decomposition Temperature: NOT GIVEN
Evaporation Rate And Ref: NOT GIVEN
Solubility In Water: COMPLETE
Percent Volatiles By Volume: 75-80
pH: 6.2
Corrosion Rate (IPY) UNKNOWN

Fire and ExplosionHazard Data

Flash Point: NONE
Lower Explosive Limit: NOT GIVEN
Upper Explosive Limit: NOT GIVEN
Extinguishing Media: WATER SPRAY, CARBON DIOXIDE, DRY CHEMICAL, ALCOHOL

Special Fire Fighting Proc: WEAR SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS AND
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. FIRE OR EXCESSIVE HEAT MAY PRODUCE HAZARDOUS
DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS.
Unusual Fire And Expl Hazrds: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Reactivity Data

Stability: YES
Cond To Avoid (Snabiliny): NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Materials To Avoid: BASES, STRONG OXIDIZING AGENTS, SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE
(BLEACh).
Hazardous Decomp Products: AMMONIA, CHLORAMINE
Hazardous Poly Occur: NO
Conditions To Avoid (Poly): NONE. WILL NOT OCCUR.

Health Hazard Data

LD50-LC50 Mixture: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Route Of Entry Inhalation: NO
Route Of Entry Skin: NO
Route Of Entry Ingestion: NO
Health Haz Acute And Chronic: INHALATION- LOW HAZARD FOR RECOMMENDED
HANDLING. EYES- MAY CAUSE TRANSIENT IRRITATION. SKIN- LOW HAZARD FOR
RECOMMENDED HANDLING. INGESTION- EXPECTED TO BE A LOW INGESTION HAZARD.
Carcinogeniciy NTP: NO
Carcinogenicity IARC: NO
Carcinogenicity OSHA: NO
Explanation Carcinogenicity: THIS COMPOUND CONTAINS NO INGREDIENTS AT
CONCENTRATIONS OF 0.1% OR GREATER THAT ARE CARCINOGENS OR SUSPECT
CARCINOGENS.
Signs/Symptoms Of Overexp: EYE IRRITATION.
Med Cond Aggravated By Exp: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Emergency/First Aid Proc: INHALATION- IF SYMPTOMATIC, MOVE TO FRESH AIR.
EYES- WASH OUT IMMEDIATELY WITH WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINTJTES. GET MEDICAL
ATTENTION. SKIN- WASH WITH SOAP AND WATER. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IF
SYMPTOMS OCCUR. INGESTION- DRINK 1-2 GLASSES OF WATER. CALL A PHYSICIAN OR
POISON CONTROL CENTER IMMEDIATELY.

Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

http://msds.pdc.comell.odu/msds/siri/msds/h/q439/q160.html 7/7/00
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Steps If Marl Released/Spill: DISCHARGE, TREATMENT, OR DISPOSAL MAYBE
SUBJECT TO NATIONAL, STATE, OR LOCAL LAWS. FLUSH TO SEWER WITH’LARGE
AMOUNTS OF WATER. OTHERWISE, ABSORB SPILL WITH VERMICULITE OR OTHER INERT
MATERIAL, THEN PLACE IN A CONTAINER FOR CHEMICAL WASTE.
Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Waste Disposal Method: DISCHARGE, TREATMENT, OR DISPOSAL MAY BE SUBJECT TO
NATIONAL, STATE, OR LOCAL LAWS.
Precautions-Handling/Storing: KEEP CONTAINER TIGHTLY CLOSED. KEEP AWAY
FORM INCOMPATIBLE SUBSTANCES.
Other Precautions: USE WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION. WASH THOROUGHLY AFTER
HANDLING THIS MATERIAL.

Control Measures

Respiratory Protection: NONE NORMALLY REQUIRED
Ventilation: GOOD GENERAL VENTILATION SHOULD BE USED (TYPICALLY I0 AIR
CHANGES PER HOUR). MATCH RATE.TO CONDITIONS.
Protective Gloves: WEAR IMPERVIOUS GLOVES.
Eye Protection: WEAR SAFETY GLASSES WITH SIDE SHIELDS.
Other Protective Equipment: EYE BATH, WASHING FACILITIES, SAFETY SHOWER.
Work Hygienic Practices: WASH BANDS THOROUGHLY WITH SOAP AND WATER BEFORE
EATING, DRINKING, SMOKING OR USING TOILET’FACILITIES.
Suppl. Safety & Health Data: KEYI:N1.

Transportation Data

Trans Data Review Date: 95109
DOT PSN Code: ZZZ
DOT Proper Shipping Name: NOT REGULATED BY THIS MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
IMO PSN Code: ZZZ
IMO Proper Shipping Name: NOT REGULATED FOR THIS MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
IATA PSN Code: ZZZ
IATA Proper Shipping Name: NOT REGULATED BY THIS MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
AFI PSN Code: ZZZ
AFI Prop. Shipping Name: NOT REGULATED BY THIS MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
MMAC Code: NR
Additional Trans Data: PSNAS SPECIFIED BY KODAK BLDES CODE 0017.

Disposal Data

Label Data

Label Required: YES
Technical Review Date 20APR95
Label Status: F
Common Name: 158 2352 KODAK EXTACOLOR RA BLEACH FIXER / RA-4;
P/N B
Chronic Hazard: NO
Signal Word: NONE
Acute Health Hazard-None: X
Contact Hazard-None: X
Fire Hazard-None: X
Reactivity Hazard-None: X
Special Hazard Precautions: INHALATION- LOW HAZARD FOR RECOMMENDED
HANDLING. EYES- MAY CAUSE TRANSIENT IRRITATION. SKIN- LOW HAZARD FOR
RECOMMENDED HANDLING. INGESTION- EXPECTED TO BE A LOW INGESTION HAZARD.
KEEP CONTAINER TIGHTLY CLOSED. KEEP AWAY FORM INCOMPATIBLE SUBSTANCES.
FIRST AID: INHALATION- IF SYMPTOMATIC, MOVE TO FRESH AIR. EYES- WASH OUT
IMMEDIATELY WITH WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.
SKIN- WASH WITH SOAP AND WATER. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION IF SYMPTOMS OCCUR.
INGESTION- DRINK 1-2 GLASSES OF WATER. CALL A PHYSICIAN OR POISON CONTROL
CENTER IMMEDIATELY.

http://msds.pdc.comell.odu/msds/siri/msds/h/q439/q160.htrrd 717/00
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Protect Eye: Y
Label Name: EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Label Street: 343 STATE STREET
Label City: ROCHESTER
Label State: NY
Label Zip Code: 14650
Label Country: US
Label Emergency Number: 716-722-5151

http://msds.pdc.comell.exlu/msds/siri/msds/h/q439/q160.html 7/7/00-



Standard Operating Procedures

Silver Recovery Operations





STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

ENSURING ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE.AT
PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERY FACILITIES

Precious metals recovery systems recycle silver-bearing hypo-solutions generated from black-
and-white/color photo processing, dental X-ray processing, and medical X-my processing.
These hypo-solutions are collected and processed through various ionic exchange cores/
cartridges, which remove and reduce silver concentrations at or below regulatory levels (i.e. < 5
ppm) before being discharged to the sanitary sewer. Precious metals recovery systems consist of
ionic exchange cartridges (IEC’s) and their associated in.fluent sources. These systems primarily
collect silver-bearing hypo-solutions from the aforementioned fixer and bleach fix processes.

Spent hypo-soltrdon and recovered IEC’s are exempt fzom hazardous waste requirements, and
per DoD 4160.21-M are deemed as recyclable materials. Ifthese chemicals and/or materials are
mismanaged, all applicable restrictions for hazardous waste will apply. It is imperative that
Commands ensure the operation and maintenance guidelines outlined in this enclosure are
strictly adhered to. Without this oversight, silver-bearing hypo-solutious, cores, and cartridges
will be subject to handling, storage, and disposal rstrictions for hazardous waste and may result
in the discharge ofsilver-beating hazardous wastes to MCB, Camp Lejeune’s multi-million
dollar wastewater treatment plant which is in violation ofthe NPDES permit. Thus, it is
important that operating personnel or persons having cognizance over facility usage implement
the following best management practices to comply with environmental regulatory requirements
and MCB directives.

Training. Unit commanders shall ensure that personnel are properly trained in the operation and
maintenance ofprecious metals recovery systems. Personnel shall be educated on the
environmental impact ofhazardous material spills as well as the prevention ofsuch incidents.
This training may be accomplished by registering personnel in the Silver Recovery Training
(EM104) Course offered by ENID.

Monitoring. Establish a schedule to inspect the precious metals recovery system at the close of
each operational day. Unit personnel wig ensure the following:

effluent from recovery systems is contained;
piping, hoses, and valves are connected and functioning properly;
flow-rates are established at 80-100 milliliters per minute (if applicable);
contained effluent is copper strip field-tested and below regulatory requirements;
copper strip field-test results are maintained within an established logbook;
logbooks will contain:
a) copper strip field-test results;
b) quantity ofeffluent discharged into the sanitary sewer;
c) date ofdischarge; and,
d) individual responsible for the discharge.



processed effluent is discharged to the sanitary sewer, and
housekeeping has been maintained prior to the close-of-business.

Homekeeping. As a best management practice (Bl), housekeeping in, around, and adjacent
to the precious metals recovery site should be maintained throughout the operational day.
Foreign objects or matter that may pinch hosing, alter flow-rates or hinder/’tmpede the operation
ofthe precious metals recovery system in any way will be stored at an appmpris distance away
from the recovery unit while still allowing access to the system.

Shill nrevention, reuerfi., aad eJeaa-ap. Publish and prominently post directives that set
forth unit-level policies for the coma-ol and prevention ofspent silver-bearing hypo-solution and
hazardous materials. Any discharges or spills that may occur in and around the area ofthe
precious metals recovery systems must be reported immediately to the Base Fire Protection
Division by phoning 911. Units must stock spill containment and control equipment on-site for
use ofthe operating unit in the event ofa spill.

In accordance with BO 6240.5B, emergency spill reporting phone numbers will be prominently
posted at each site. It is recommended as a BMP that the signage requirements read as follows:

IN CASE OF AN OIL ORHAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILL
CALL BASE FIRE PROTECTION DIVISION AT 911

NOTIFY YOUR COMMANDER/SUPERVISOR IMMEDIATELY

"No Smoking" and "Authorized Personnel Keep Only" signs are to be prominently posted as
well. Signs will be posted at the entrance ofeach site and will belegible from a distance of25
feet.

Defense l.,oties Aeney (DLA) Defense, Reutilization, and Marketinz Services (DRMS),
tad Defense Reutilization tad Marketing Office responsibilities (DRMO). DLA, DRMS,
and DRMO responsibilities are outlined within the Defense, Reutilizafion, and Marketing
Manual, DoD 4160.21-M publication. This manual outlines laws and regulations applying to the
disposition ofexcess, surplus, and foreign excess personal property, in addition to, precious
metals, silver-bearing scrap and silver-bearing hytxsolutions.

Materials acquisition. Units responsible for IEC replacement, stock replenishment, and pars
ordering are to obtain and maintain current stock listings through the DRMS-LMS, Operations
Division. Replacement stock listings may be obtained through the Command ECC office or
directly through the DRMS East, Operations Division. Such acquisition includes, but is not
limited to, IEC’s or replacement cores, copper strip field-tests, Teflon tubing, valves, clamps,
flow regulators, connectors, reducers, couplings, tee’s and adaptors.



Bums, Procurement Specialist.

DRMS-LMS
Precious Metals Recovery Program
74 North Washington
Battle Creek, Michigan 49017-3092

Phone: Comm: 616-961-7293; DSN: 932-7293
Fax: Comm: 616-961-7348; DSN: 932-7348
E-mail: mb.drms.dla.mil

Copper strip field-tests. Prior to silver-bearing effluent being discharged to the sanitary sewer,
containerized hypo-solution must be copper strip field-tested. Two, simultaneous strip-tests are
to be conducted on containerized effluent. Copper tarnish removal and twenty-second agitation
requirements apply for each test. Ifboth tests indicate no discoloration after 20 seconds, the
copper strip tests have passed. In such cases, continue to briskly agitate each strip for an
additional 40 seconds to ensure ionic exchange cartridges aren’t approaching exhaustion. Ifboth
tests indicate discoloration prior to 20 seconds, ionic exchange cartridges must be replaced. If
the two tests are split, (i.e. one strip test discolored, the other passing) a third copper strip test
will be the determining factor with regards to core replacement. All copper strip field tests are to
be agitated an additional 40 seconds aRer the initial 20 second test as a precautionary measure.

Precious metals recovery system core/cartridge removal and dispo-l. When it is
determined that recovery cores/cartridges have been exhausted through failure ofduplicate
copper strip field-tests, unit personnel should remove and/or install replacement cores/cartridges
following the cartridge installation and removal procedures outlined in the Operation and
Maintenance Manuals for ACT I, Sfler-Sure 250, Silver-Sure 500, or Tandem 200 Precious
Metals Recovery Systems.

Per MCO 4555.3C, unit personnel will be responsible for the disposal ofspent, silver-bearing
cores}cartridges within 30 days ofremoval from the precious metals recovery systems.

Unit personnel respousib]e for thepagand disposal of spent, silver-bearing recovery
coreeartridges through the DRMO Disposal Office must ensure the following:

sufficient silver effluent has been drained from each core/cartridge;
cores/cartridges are placed in double-lined plastic bags;
cores/cartridges are packaged in the cardboard containers in which they were

all seams for each packaged container are double-taped;
completed DD-1348 disposal forms accompany each shipment of spent
cartridges; and
DD-1348 disposal forms are an:hived and maintained for a minimum ofthree
years.



All spent recovery cartridges will be disposed ofthrough the DRMO Di.sposal Office, Bldg
TP-465, Monday through -Thursday from 0730 to 1530 hours. All spent cartridges must be
accompanied with the appropriate DD-1348 disposal worksheets. Spent recovery
cores/cartridges will not be accepted at the DRMO Disposal Otce iftransported in a POV.
Prior to disposal, it is requested that a courtesy phone call be provided to disposal personnel in
order to expedite the disposal process at 451-5816. A DD-1348 is provided at the end ofthis
SOP.



Your Unit
Address

Supplied by the DRMO
Disposal Office

Unit RUC Nnmber .]
Unit of Issue (each)

4-Digit
Julian
Date

Always
"0001"

Always
"DRMO,
Bldg 906"

Disposing
Individual

Disposing
Individual’s
Phone Ext.

Cartridge, Core, or
Recovery Unit Type

Supplied by the DRMO
Disposal Agent



Unit Evaluated:
Unit ECO:
Phone/Fax:
Evaluation Date:
Evaluation B’:

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
MARINE CORPS BASE, CAMP LEJEUNE, NC

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE EVALUATION
Type of Evaluation:
Formal Announced
Formal Unannounced
Courtesy
Follow Up

Media: Precious Metals (Silver) Recovery

I Reference: (RI) BO 4555.1D, (R2) MCO P4555.3C,
(R3) BO 11090.3A, (R4) BO $100.20A, (RS) BO 11320.1J,

III (Re) go 6240.SB, (a7) DoD 4160.21-M.

ADMINISTkT|VF./RECORIk
I. MSDS’s/HMIS and/llW Profiles missing. (R4, R6)
2. Personnel Training Records mining/inadequate/not current. (R4)
3. Applicable Base Orders and related local instructions mbslng. (R6)
4. HWM Standard Operating Procedures miscing/Inndequate. (R6)
5. Daily/weekly operationaJ log mbsJng/inndequnte/not current. (R2)
6. Location sketch of facility showing room number, processing system,

recovery unit, capture tank, etc., missing/inadequate/not current. (R6)
7. DRMO Turn-in receipts/records of recovered materials not

maJntalued/inodequate. (RI, R2, RT)
8. Other.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STORAGE
9. Container is leaking, corroded, bulging, collapsed, or other structural

deficiency. (R3, R6)
10. Container is open or not secured. (R6)
1 I. Inventory of hazardous materials/supplies missing. (R4)
12. J 911 sign not posted/deteriorated. (R3)
13. Hazardous materials with expired shelf-life. (R6)
14. Unit Levci Spill Contingency Plan missing/inadequate. (R3, R, R6)
I. No Smoking sign not posted/deteriorated. (RS)
16. Fire control, spill control and/or safety equipment missing. (RS, R6)
17. Recovered silver/materials stored longer than 30 days. (R2)
IlL Restricted access to recovered silver/materials not maintained. (RI,

R2, RT)
19. Written Hazard Communication Plan not missing/not available. (R4)
20. Incompatible HM’s in storage.
21. Other.

SILVER RECQVERY SITE
22. Silver recovery equipment inoperationaUmalfunctioning. (R2, RT)
23. Silver Recovery Site housekeeping unkept/inodequate. (R3, R7)
24. Other

REMARKS



ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE EVALUATION

DATE:
FACILITY BEING EVALUATED:
EVALUATED BY:
EVALUATION PARTICIPANTS:
PHONE NUMBER:

DEFICIENCY REFERENCE REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION
F: FINDING D: DISCREPANCY

!: ISSUE

I. F: MSDS’s/HMIS or HW
Profiles missing.

2. D: Personal training
records missing/inadequate.

3. D: Applicable Base Orders
and related local instructions
missing.
Note: BO4555.1C, MCO
4555.3C, BO 11090.1B, BO
5100.20A, BO 11320.1H,
BO 6240.5A.
4. D: HWM SOP for site is
missing.

5. I: Daily operational log
missing/inadequate.

BO 5100.20A
BO 6240.5B

BO 5100.20A

BO 6240.5B

BO 6240.5B

MCO 4555.3C

MSDS’s/HMIS or HW profile sheets must be
readily available to all personnel in the
workplace.
Individuals involved in the storage, usage,
and/or disposal ofHM must have Hazard
Communication training on a yearly basis in
order to identify hazardous working conditions
within the workplace.
Each 6rganization routinely handling HW/HM
is required to maintain at a minimum the noted
MCO, BO’s, and related local instructions as
part ofthe HWMSOP.

OIC/NCOIC’s will prepare a written HM
management standard operating prOcedure in
cooperation with the cognizant ECO for each
facility where greater than 5 ppm silver
effluent is 8enerated and stored.
To ensure silver effluent that exceeds 5 ppm is
not discharged into the sanitary sewer, daily
operational logs noting quantity ofdischarge.
and results ofcopper stripping tests must be
maintained. Effluent exceeding 5 ppm must be
containerized and reprocessed through the
individual recovery units.



DEFICIENCY
F: FINDIN( D: DISCREPANCY

i.’ ISUE
6. D: Location sketches
missing/inadequate.

7. D: Turn-in receipts/
documents missing not
maintained.

$. Other

9. D: Container is not
serviceable due to leaking,
corroded, bulging, collapsed.

10. D: Container is open or
not secured.

11. D: Missing Hazardous
Material Inventory List
(HMIL).

REFERENCE REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION

BO 6240.58

BO 4555. ID
MCO 4555.3C
DoD
4160.21M

Each organization routinely handling
hazardous materials is required to. maintain at a
minimum, a location sketch for each HM
generation, accumulation, and storage area.

Persons who store recycled silver must
maintain records Ofall recovered silver turned
in to the DRMO Eastern Region.

BO 11090.3A
BO 6240.5B

BO 6240.5B

BO 5100.2A

A leaking, corroded, bulging, dented, or
collapsed con,ainer must be transferred to a
DoT approved container in good condition.

Containers ofriM will be closed at all times
except when adding or removing product from
the container.

A current, complete inventory ofall HM must
be maintained for each shop. The HMIL will
include the complete name ofthe product,
manufacturer or distributor, NSN or product
identification number.



DEFICIENCY REEENCE REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION
F: FINDING D: DISCREPANCY

I: ISSUE

12. D: 911 sign not posted or BO 11090.1B
not legible.

13.
life.

D: HM with expired shelf BO 6240.5B

Signs shall be posted at every building, tank
location, hazardous waste or hazardous
materials sites. Signs will have yellow
background with black lettering indicating the
following information:
IN CASE OF AN OIL OR HAZARDOUS

MATERIALS SPILL
CALL BASE FIRE PROTECTION

DIVISION
911

NOTIFY YOUR
COMMANDER]SUPERVISOR

IMMEDIATELY
Information to purchase the signs can be
acquired from the ECC.

lfhe material is type II (as determined from
the HMIS), shelf-life can be extended after
visual inspection ofcontainer, contents, and
verifying information on the quality status list
(QSL). To receive QSL on a monthly basis
contact Lisa Prows ( (804) 279-4140.
It is recommended that the units follow shelf-
life management procedures outlined in MCO
P4450.13 material quality control standards.



DEFICIENCY
FINDING D: DISCREPANCY

!: ISSUE
F: Unit Level

Contingency Plan
missing/incomplete.

! 5. D: "No Smoking" sign
not posted or not legible.

16. D: Fire control, Spill
control, and/or Safety
equipment missing.

17. F: Recovered silver/
materials stored longer than 30
days.

REFERENCE

BO 11090.3A
BO 11320.1J
BO 6240.5B

BO 11320.1J

BO 11320.1J
BO 6240.5A

MCO 4555.3C

REMARKS CORRECTIVE ACTION

HWMSOPshall contain procedures and
responsibilities for dealing with HW/HM spills
and related emergencies. Units will publish
and prominently post the ULCP specifically
applicable to their organization. The plan must
include:
1. Actions the facility personnel shall take in
case ofan emergency.
2. Instructions to call the Base Fire Protection
Division.
3. A list ofnames, addresses, and phone
numbers ofthe trained facility personnel, and
the ECO and ECC.
4. A list of all spill response equipment
available and location ofthis equipment or
materials.
5. An evacuation plan and an alternate
evacuation plan.
No smoking signs are required wheiever there
is a HW/HM site; signs must be easily seen
when a hazard is present.

Units are required to maintain absorbents,
safety equipment, fire extinguishers, and other
supplies for dealing with HM/HW spills at
their facility.

Recovered silver from spent hyposolutions
must be turned in/disposed ofthrough the
DRMO Eastern Region Office within 30. days
ofremoval from a recovery unit.



DEFICIENCY
F: FINDING D:DISCREPANCY

!: ISSUE
18. D: Restricted access to
recovered silver not
maintained.

19. F: Written Hazard
Communication Plan not
available.

20. D: Incompatible materials
in storage

21. Other

REFERENCE

22. D.’ Silver recovery
equipment inoperational/
malfunctioning.

23. D: Silver Recovery Site

BO 4555.1D
MCO 4555.3C
DoD
4160.21M

BO :5100.20

BO 6240.5B
BO 113O.IJ

MCO 4555.3C
DoD
4160.21M

BO 11090.3A

REMARKS CORRECTIVEACTIN

Generating units will establish suitable
controls against loss of recovered silver in the
form ofa locked storage area, with limited or
restricted access.

The Commanding Officer will ensure that a
written Hazard Communication Program is
compiled and maintained for each workplace
using or handling HM.

Separate all incompatible HM to the maximum
extent possible. At a minimum "separation"
should mean the arrangement ofcompartments
separated by a wall/berm or by other means of
approved physical separation. Use the EPA
HW Compatibility System located in the EMD
CETP manual to determine compatibility.

Units will ensure that silver recovery
equipment is operational and maintained prior
to each day of silver effluent processing.

All activities shall guard against the creation of
housekeeping unkempt/
inadequate.

24." Other

DoD
4160.21M

fire and spill hazards and shall promptly report
to the Base Fire Protection Division any
hazardous conditions that exist.

Finding: A deficiency that could result in a notice ofviolation, a fine, or other enforcement action ifdiscovered by a regulatory agency.



DlscrepancF: A deficiency that would not result in a notice ofviolation, a fine, or other enforcement action ifdiscovered by regulatory
agency. Discrepancies are normally a result ofpoor management practices or failure to follow installation standard operating procedures,
Marine Corps Orders, Department ofDefense Directives.

Issues: Issues would include trends across installations/commands that may require a Marine Corps wide approach or the need for
clarification in regulation, guidance, and/or checklists. Issues include significant differences in opinion or interpretation or requirements.



Regulatory Drivers





MCO 4555.3C
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LOGISTICS

DEPARTMENT OF’ THE NAVY
HF..ADQUARTRS UNrl"ED -ATES IRINE (;:ORP$

Commandant of the Marine Corps
Distribution List

Recove.- and Otilizntion of Precious Meta!

(a) DoD 4160.21-M, Defense Utilization nd
(b) SECNAVNST 5530.5 (NOTAL)

Ref:

wLA-2-cfb

ACOff3 ,LOG
-SUPMGMT
O#N5 OFP
-LOG CH
ADM BR
SUP’SUPT BR
UPANAL SEC
MAINSVSUPT

ncl: (!) Precious MeZal-Bearing I%ems
(2) Precious Mea! Scrap Rec=very ercenags
{3} Precious Metal Area Representatives

!. Purpose. To establish Marine Co--ps policy and assign
responsibility for a program fr the re=overy of precious metz!s
contained in excess material, residual macerial, and scrzp
generaZBd by Marine Corps aczivities and for utilization of nose
recovered precious mea!s aS Gove-nment-furnished material (GM)
to reduce he cost of new procurement.

2. Cancellation. MC0 4555.3B.V/

3. Summary of Revision. This revision contains a subsantia!
number of changes and should be complecely reviewed.

4. Background

a- The Depar*-ment o Defense (DoD) reci0us Metals ecovery
rogrmm P.MRP) is assigned o he Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA). Under DLA, the Defense Proper.y Disposal Service
(DPDS-R), ederal Center, Battle Creek, Michigan 49016, is
responsible for programs associaced with he collection,
recovery, and processing of precious metals which include.silver,
gold, platinum, and the platinum family of noble meals
(palladium, iridium, rhodium, osmium, and .uthenium)’. The
Defense !ndus-ia! Supply Center (DSC) is responsible as the
commodity integrated material manager (C.-’_MM) for supply
mamagnt of he.refined precious metals recovered under the
PMRP. The xpendituxe of available resources to recover hese

precious metals is just/lied by. such factors as the criticality
of chemical properties of thes metals as used in Defense items,
the limited worldwide quantiy of hese metals, the reiatve ease
of recovery procedures, and Ce current high prices of precious
metals on the open market.

FAX TRANSMITTAL },=,,-,=. 057605 O0
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b. p=ecousmetal indcao= code (PMIC) ls been developed
aJd incooo=aod n e Defense neg=aed Da Ss (DS) d. DOD igers wall si a C oeisuly st. tactive cog will a=:lis on
iby-itbasis as file.=e is re. Effeive
1 Nr 1983, e PMIC Ii a on all
dios relaeSao. Liaison wi e D imager !i zeired n an i s t be assie a
C in DS.

5. Policy.

a. Participation in "he PMP is man.atory for all
Cos aiviies.

h. ulizaon of excess preous me!-be:g is wille precedence over precious i recover.
c. D is rasponsle for providin silver recove eiengenerg acUiviies for use in phooaphic

!oraories, pruing plas, d c:ofi!m d rcofich
produg faci!iies, as well as base or sion
loratorles d hobby shops.. Mine Cos fds ii not be ligaed or oeise
ced for jor inren, replacn pas for is
eqent, or for e pu:ase of new or replacent eiu for
is pro. These :eirenUs will be fded or supplied
D.

e. Marine. Corps acuivit/es will operate and maintain equi_D
provided o them for use in the-PMAP and wil be responsible for
performing operator level preventive maintenance on recovery
equipment in their possession." Preventive maintnanoe includes
day-uo-day adjustment, c!ening, r=plaoement of fuses ad o,her
available minor repair pars, an any like action which can be
performed wih a minimum of echnica!-knowledge and effort and
wi-hin r/e lim/rations of :easoaly available common 0ols and
equi._nt, as a safeguard against excessive equient downtime.

f. Acquisition projec officers or item managers will
ascel--Sn the availability of precious metals by interrogating the
iemmanager of precious metals sooks a DISC before initiatin
new procuremen action for precious metals or for precious meal-
bearing merial and will inolue a povision for the use of
recovered precious meis as GFM in all such procu_men requests
when it is in he best interest of the Government to do so.

g. Precious meals will not be provided as GFM on new
procurement contracts which are solely for foreign military sales
(FMS), since these customers are no participants in he PMRP.

2
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6. Procedures-

a. Recovery

(I) Identification of precious metal-earing scrap is a key

element of the PMRP. Enclosure {i) provides info1nation for use in

he identification of precious metal-bearing items. Enclosure {2)

provides data to conver the known precious meal ontn to

Toy ounces and to determine a reasonable estimate of recovery

potential in troy ounces. Activities should also consult he

precious meals master file to idennify items or components
containing recoverable amounts of precious metals. The precious

metals masUer file may be ordered from Defense Logis’.ics Services
Center (DLSC-AP), Federal Center, Battle Creek, MI 49016.

(2) Precious metals and precious metal-bearing scrap will

b segT_-gated from nonprecious material by generic category

i.e., silver, gold, pla-inu, etc. Suitable controls agaLst loss

by hef will be established; and a locked storage area,:with

limited access for au-_ho.-ized personnel only, will be provided.
Safeguards w-ll be established o ensure acccun-abilicy and

conu=ol of precious me-als between pickup and delive-y points.

.ecords will be ainta-’ed in avoirdupois pounds and ounces of

urren inventory, _-eceipts, and issues of precious mecals and

precious menai-bearing sc-’ap.

(3) Marine Corps ac"civiies will not discard nserviceab!e

precious metal-bearing items, scrap, residue, or waste bu will

collect, segrega-e, and sore the material securely until it cnn

be curned in to a Defense properY disposal office (D-DO) or

shipped o a ool!ection or recovery pcin designated by D-DS-R.

(4) Precious metal-bearing scrap and waste maerial will be

segregated, as re_=uired in the preceding, prior "-o n-in o

DPD0. nclude on the disposal tun-in documen (DTID) any

available information pertaining to precious meal content {metal

type, quanicy, "d location within the item) of he scrap

material urned in. A feip will be obtained at che time of

turn-in.

|5) TranspoaSion, packaging, craing, and handling costs

incu.red in -_he shipment or ransfer of precious metni-bearLg

material from a generating activity to the se-Cicing DPD0 will be

borne by the generating activity.

(6) Transportation, packaging, crating, and handling costs

incurred in making DPDS-R authorized shipments o a designated

3
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collection/=eoovrY actlviy (oher than he sei=g DPDO} or

nr faciy will e rge o e appropria DS-R

(7) eran aes in DS-R aved

(8) Dotin of sens of Dzeci

rial will w e net avoeuis weih of e=i

Ss will be ae by e mos e=ono=als availle

le ce will be en e packing of erial for shiest
so as o ze possiy of e o= loss ough leage

or cona: dge. e!-pos shis will be

(9) Re=ove ein Lcluaes but is not !td

hocollec:ion contalnrs and replacen pas. when cos

eec:ive d enviroena!ly ccep!e, fi

incinerators (fo: reduon of fi d phoog:apc paper o ash

for shien) I! be provided y DPDS-R after evalin of h

(I0) P sunlit, such as !i tes paper, pias:ic

colleion =onaers, silver =ecove caridges, fittings,

col vives, and o;her rep!ac= pas, Y be obtaed

wihou che by con=acing he seicing precious

representative (D) or DPDS-R. It is no necessa o use

FLS fos or ;u identify e reested material by nation!

s:k nr (N). No nas will be sufficient identification.

{11} nerag a:iviies will apprise ei: saici=g DPD0

of e ned for P asisnce/recove epm o sa up

silv =ecove o==ions or o ece e effecniveness

ongoing silver recove operations o ensue recover.

(12) n edition to e foregoing, D has desiated
p’s who y be contacted for ecical assisce or

on for resoluion of probl- closure (3)

of P locations d e geraphic aas for w ey are

responsle.

b. utiiizaicn

(I) Acvies procg precious meis or precious

me!-r erial will screen e DoD inveno of

Gove-oed asses of precious tals d ulize
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and insurance
bids on iems requiring precuu

|2} $olizaons r. __, bidders/offerors of

v, ae he precious meals re=uired
mals shall Include a provlslon ==v---

-,- --.ion o pro i" --- ".he bidders/

sll be ae..- ;-:-- -f G.

--e avai!le d a=’$at will be

" deal equisiion in.e ODBA-YC)

., __e
the precious meals

= i=-l’.ding ZZ COte) whe=e
=or" esig=a.io=s.mu

___
provided.i e,n official(s) shall

The nS) or ==
possible-

(b) Conn ne= o wch precious meS will

e liedb =PP -_-t numbe-- or other
,., =-a : oem nPl; ca-.ion (SN, p.a_.._ - -recious mea!

identi=ica=ion o.U_e_ -._.. i Enown.

(d) Sp_ecl__ =an telephone number.
including the e,

5
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a. locuring Con,.ratting oices shall:

(2) se a e ntiy of precious I rees
cent:actor nsuraewi a =ed in e

uetg pcess, ciae=g e conaor’s invidl

(3) e u, en p=ecious als are o be shed
to a conactr, e conac iaifies e

(4) Te appiA aion Uo assu=e a anisave

P.ce suei!!ance over all GM precious metals

e at all residual precious mea!s a:e reued
Goveen.

(b) Fu=nish prpt sposiion nsucons
conraors wh residl Drocious meucls e reposed on hd by

contraor aft cletion of e

(c) Rees assistance f:om e asaive office

havi,g cogzce f on:acr’s p! whe
me;als are to be ished as G o a sconracor.

b. The inveno conol po. shall:

(!) lace cnd hasis on his progr, and allocae

resoces (pers0ai and autic ua processing
suppor) necessa= to ensue cplice wi is Order.

(2) aluae it as eir recove:!e precio a!
conen, a si a PMIC o each new or isg iu der

heir izance.

(3) te e pr=ren specificatis tha precious
tals will be supplied as when in ver’s
ineres.

.(4) Te apprriate action uo reisiion precious me
DISC.
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PRECIOUS METAL AREA REpRESENTaTIVES

ATTN= PMAR
Building 251715op too. 125
Meade Road
Fort Belvoi:, VA 22060
Co==nz 703-664-6551
AV: 354-6551

ATTS: PMAR
DPDO Philadelphia, Bldg. 648
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard
hiladelphia, PE 19112
Cmm: 215-755-3735/3222
AV: 443-3736/3222

Area Covere

arlud
Delaware
Washington, DC
Virginia (meopolin DC area)

Massahuses
Maine
New Jersey
Rhode Island
Conneicut
Vemon

New ampshi.-e
Pennsylvania
(eastern)

New York
(soueastern)

Greenland
Newfounlnd

ATTN: PMAR
5ui!ing SDA-211
5ou Annex
Norfolk, VA 23511
Comm: 804-444-1318
AV: 564-!318

ATTN: PMAR
D.DO Wriht-atteson
Building. 89, Area C
Wrigh-Pat.erson AB, OH 45433

Comm: 513-225-4291/4203
AV: 787-421/4203

DPD0 Charleston
.0. 3ox 5715
Nor’ Cha=!eson, SC 29406

Comm: 803-743-3270
AV: 794-3270

ATTN: PMAR
D.D0 MConnel!
Building 1349
McConne!l AFB, KS 67221
Comm 316-681-6718
AV: 743-6718

West Virqinia
Viruinia (ex=ep metropolitan
DC a=ea)
Belnua

Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
pennsy!var-ia (weser=)
New York (excep-- southeast)

Souh Carolina
North Carolina
Georgia (eas’ern)

Z!linois
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska

Wisconsin
Iowa
Minnesota

(3)

1
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Name/Address/Telephone Area Coveed

-’TN: PMAR
DD.0 San &nolno
Building 3030, East
Kell AFB, X 78241
CoNm: 205-925-5646/8791
AV: 945-5646/8791

Oklahoma
Arkansas
Texas (except E1 Paso area)
Panama

34151ABG/DFDR-OR
LowzT AFB, CO 80230
Comm:. 303-370-2019
AV: 926-2019

Colorado
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming
Idaho

Texas (El Paso
area)

Arizona (exoep
Yuma a=ea)

ATTN: PMAR
Buildln 310--B
F. Gi!lem
Fo.-r_est Park, GA.-30050
Com: 404-363-5129
AV: 797-5129

Tennessee uer.o Rico
Louisiana Cuba
Hississipp.i
Kentucky.
Alabama
Georgia (western)

ATTN: PMAR
DPDO--Lewis-Puge Sound Branch
P.O. Box 2B
Puge Sound Navy Shipyard
Bremerton, WA 98314
Comm: 206-476-8618
AV: 439-8618

Washinon
North Dakota
South Dakota
Montana
Oregon
Alaska

ATTN: PMR
DPDO Alameda, Bull;ding 6
2155 Mariner S.uare Loop
Alameda, CA 94501
Comm: 415-869-3660
AV: 686-3660

California (norhe--=)
Nevada (northern)

ATTN: PMAR
Building 290, Box 78
NAS No-h Island, CA 92135
Comm: 714-437-5542
AV: 951-5542

California (southern)
Nevada (southern)
Arizona (a area)

Defense Proper*-y Disposal Europe

Reion Europe
ATTN: DPDR-ER
APO New York 9633
AV: 695-1110, ask for weisbaden, GE

314-339-1110, ask for ext. 3833

ENCLOSURE (3)

2
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Namel]cdress/Tele.=hone

Defense P.-opery Disposal
Region Pacific

ATTN: DPDR-PR
Camp H. M. Smith, HI 96861
AV: 462-9888, ask for Pearl

Harbor 477-5238

Area Covered

Pacific

MCO 4555.3C
19 Sep 1983

ENCLOSURE (3)
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c. ++ Cmmmanaers of major commands shall:"

(I) Appoint a ozi.ar wh will

S eE. The n, code, ass, d elephone.ne=
ach ariI be provid to e Cnt
of ee Cos (Ce -2) who will also infoe of yj
ges s desiai.

(2) Local progr will include all of the following as
appropriate co -,he mission and/or assigned equipment and
facilities of the activity:

(a) Publication of a PMEP .imstru.in.

(b) Collecting all sensitized pho=ographic and

oscillograph materials (including boh processed and
unprocessed maer2a!s), silver bearing phoographic fixing and
s-abi!izimg soluuions,-and silver recovered from phcogra.Dhic
solutions for Uurn-in o he servicing DPD0 cr for shlpmen o a

designated collecUion or recove point.

(c) Ensuring ha oher precious metal-benring items

(such as e.xpended or outdated silver or silver oxide batteries)

amy item identified as such by a PMIC are no discarded u
collected, secured, segT.egated, and urned in for recovery of .he

precious metals as described above.

(d) Limiting the sto=age of excess precious

me:el-bearing ims and scrap

(e) eraing and mainlining assigned recove
een.

{f) g perse! in he operaimn cf e recove
eent d im e hang of recovered =recious metes.

() Eslisg mantaing recor of lis

paper ess, daes of silver es andt ested [where

appli=l), d daes of cier

(h) vimg sec’iy for
in-use cisters to preclud pilferage. Refined pcious

metals will be seely s%mred in accordance wi e provisions
of reference



MC0 4555.3C

(i) Establishing and maintaining physical seuri and

audit trail produs for hasted silver, canisters, an
recoverable prm=ions meals from the point of origin to the DPDO,
U.S. Postal Se-vi=e, OZ" l:yo’lc a.-riar, as appropriate.

() Caining a signed receipt for all tu.-n-ins
,he post office, public carier, or DPD0, as appropriate, and

maintaining a file of those receipts fr a period of

(k) Informing ".he PMAR or DPDS-R of local requirements
for equipment, major maintenance, spare pars, or supplies.

d. The Commandant of -,he Marine Corps (Code .LMM-2) has been

designated the Mrine Corps poin of conac’ for he Precious

Meals Recovery Program. Any questions, problems, suggestions,

e=., concTn--ng his program shall be rfe_---ed o -.his poin o-

=o.act by elephone AUTOVON 224-!00 or 225-3981.

This 0_-der is a.Dp!ic-ble :o :he 5arine. ReseeADp!i=i!itY.
Ccs Rese.

H. A. HATC
Deputy Chief of Saff
for ns---lla-icns and Lcgis:ics

DSTR.BUTION: E plus 7D0176 {10)
7000156 (7)

Copy o: 8145001
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MCO 4555.3C Ch 1
LMM-2-dt
30 Jan 1986

MARINE CORPS ORDER_. 4555.3C Ch 1

From." Commandant of the Marine Corps
To: Distribution List

Subj : Recove.-y nd Utilization of Precious Metals

Encl: (1) New page inse_-.s o MCO 4555.3C

1. 1p.ose. To transmi’t; new page ise_-.s .o the basic Order.

2. c-ion. Remote the present pages 1 and 2 of enclosures (1)
and (2) o the basic Order, and replace --hem wi ne correspond-
ing pages conaine in he enclosure.

3. Chane Notav_ion. The paraTaphs denoted by an asterisk (*)
symbol contain changes mot previously pub!!she.

4. Filinc Instructions. This Change trar_mitta! will be filed
immed!atmy following the signature page of he basic Order.

DSTRUTION : E plus 700017 (10]
7000156 (7)

Copy to: 8145001

PCN 102 057605 01

9
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PREIOUS MTAL-BEARING. ITemS

I. recious metal-bearing items, residue, ad matrinl include
but are not limited to gold, silver, platinum, and he plainm

group from prosheic appliances; gold, silver, platinum, and

platinum group rindings and dust; gold or silver lined, cla,
or plated decorations, hedges, awards, meis, buttons, and other

insignia; silver bad,aries; silver and gold wire; platinum and
palladium wire7 silver and gold urns; spen hypo (fir}
solutions; exposed silver-bearing film/paper regardless of format

or condition; ne.-osed outated film/paper; dental amalgam scrap;

elec.rical and electronic hardware containing gold, silver,

planum, or ny of -.he plainum group meals; microfil/miroflche
masers and reproducing paper; precious meal-beari=g so!uions,
su% as silver hi,ate; and isposable e!ectrocardiogrph
elerodes.

2. Naiona! stock =umber iuems which contain potantia!!y
recoverable precious metals a:e so coded in the anagement Data

Lis (MDL) umder the precious metal indicator

3. Sc:ap sour:es are a= follows:

a. Silver Bearin= Materials

.nmodes

-AssembliesElecrical

Silver/Copper Baeries

Silver/Cadmium Batteries

Silver/MagnesiumBatteries

31anking Scrap--unchings

Brazing Alloys

Brushes--Elecric Motors

Chemical Salts

Clad Bi-Metal arts

Contacts

Dental Amalgam

Film

I
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Lt:hographic

Phgtog:apb-lc te.ga:ves.

Flake and Sludge---From Zlect--o!yic Proessing of
Hypos.oluio.n.
Hooks--P!aing-Nodules

jewel_-y Sweeps

Pains--.aste

Paper--Reproduction

Plaed Parts--Elecrical--Elec--’onic

Pla’.ed Serving Pieces

P!aed Uensils

Plated Wire

Powde.-s--Granu!aed

_unchous

Relays--Elect--ica!

Silver-Lined Bearings--Diesel Loccotives and Aircraft

Sludges--Plaing and Precipiaues

Solutions--Plating

Ti Lead Alloys--Contaminated

EI.csuI (1)
Ch I (30 Jan 1986 )

2
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Tn.--nings

Wave GUides

Wiping Rags

Gold Bearin. Material.s.,
Brazing Alloys

Clad Meal

E!ect.-ical Contacts

Dentl Scrap

Dental Sweeps nd Grindings

Diodes

Filled Scrap

_ilters--Plating

Fl,%kes

F!as"hings

oi

Hook--laing--Nodules

Jewelry. Scrap

Jewalry Sweeps and Grindings

Paints and Pase

Peelings

Placer Gold

Plated Pars--Elecrica!

Plated Wire

powders

Prined Circui Boards

Pried Circuit Boards wih Components

MC0 4555.3C
ig Sep 1983

ENCSOSUIE (!)
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Resins--Plating

Salts--Chemical

S!uges--Plaing

Solutions

sponge

Tin Lead Alloys--Conaminaed

Tr=n$isors

Wiping Rags

wire

Plainum Bearing, Maseria!s.

Catalyss

Chemicals

Clad Me:imls

Contacts

Dental Alloys

Der.tal SCr_D

Dental Sweeps and Gindings

Jewelry Scraps

jewelry Sweeps

Laboratory ware

Magneto Points

Powders and aste

)010/021

---CLOSD’T-tE (! }
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Soluions--lating

Spark Plus--Aircraft
Thermocouple Wire

Palladium Bearinaterials
Catalysts

Clad Materials

Contact PoinS$

Denal Alloys

Denal Scraps

Denal Sweeps

Jewelry Scrap (Sweeps)

Pase

Plated ars

Powders

Re!ays--Elecica!

Sals--Chemicn!s

Sludges

Sc!utions

WiFe

e. Scra= Conainin Combinations of ?reciou$ Mea!s (Gold.

Silver, Plam, and Palladium)

Elec=cnic Scrap

High Temperatu=e Resisan Alloys

Pints

Pase

CLOSERE (I)

5
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Pcders

Relays--Elecrical

ngs

So!uions

Telephone Switching Scraps

Ti

ENCLOSURE (i)
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PRECZOUS METAL SCRA RECOVERY’PERCENTAGES
Conversion

ounds to
Silver Troy 0es
percentage of AticipaUed
{By Weight Precious Metals
in Pounds} {See Note)

Silver-Bearin-Scrnp-Desi.qhations

* Used anodes, drillings from aodes

and grain silver, wire for welding
or brazing, silver flakes and sludge

from elecrolyic processing of
hyposoluions, and all oher silver

of a puricy ccnent of 90 percent
or beer 90 13.13)

Silver foil bat%cry, plaes
separated by magnesium plates and

silver ohioride sheets (primarily
MK 61-0 amd MK 67-1 batteries)

X-ray film, exposed industrial
and aerial film, millimecer
film, and all types of shredded
or cu-up film

BazZery cell secions consisting

of a p!asic contaiaer
(approximately I/8-in=h thick); smme
ceils containin a siler chloride
so!uticn (primarily ME 53-0,
42-0, 58-0, and 66-0 baeries}

Si!ver-bering amalgam

Silver-bearing plated electrical
components such as leads,
capacitors, and o’her silver
plted or bonded materials

Silver sludge and silver-bearing

ash

Silver-bearing m/ssile batteries
encapsulnted in eposy-type plastic
with metal cases and ata=hments

41 (5.98)

! (.!5)

15 {2.2)

24 (3.50)

22 3.21)

lo

ZNCmOSmE {2)
Ch 1 (30 an 1986 )

I
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vr_Be+iq-’craD-D+sianaions- Icon. )
Sl

Silver :ecovery cartridge
consis.in o a spun metalli’c
filter 7.hou.h which spent hyposolution
has been filtered

Desa!%e Kis

Gold-Berimu Scrap Desi=naticns

Dental scrap

Met-=llic (foil, leaf, wire, castimg,

and brazing alloy)

Dental sweepings

Electronic scrap (plate or washed)

Integrated circuits/ssemblies and pins

(no boards or ransistors) p_ns are

fe.ro magnetic)

Electronic circuits/assemblies and srips

hardware, pin and connectors

Rives (gold-plated)

Eiec;ronic chassis pars

Eyeglass. frames (gold-filled)

Buttons

nsignia and medals

Silver

(By Wi.ht
in Pounds)

4

24

4O

65

15

4"0

12.

6.50

.50

.90

.i0

Coversion

Troy Ounces

l>recus
(See Note)

(3.5)

(5.8332)

(9.4790)

(2.15S)

(.0583)

(i.7500)

(.9479)

(.0875)

(.0729)

(. 0292)

(.5832)

(.1313)

(.0146)

mcsu (2)

2
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Gold-Beamin craD Desinnions

Gold =olu=ions, 8.3 ib per
(.7 roy oun=es per ga!)

Silver

in ounds_)

Conversion

Tro Ouncas
of nicipated
Precious M=als
(See Noe

.60 (.0B75}

NOTE: Conversion faco=s shown in parentheses when used

as multipliers applied o nhe n=mber of avoirdupois
pounds o s6rap will produ=e a reasonably ac=urate
estimate of ".he silver or gold cn=en equaued
troy

3
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

BO 4555.1D
BEMD
" ’.

BASE ORDER 4555. !D

Prom:
To:

Commanding General
Distribution List

Subj RECLAMATION AND UTILIZATION OF PRECIOUS METALS FROM SCRAP
AND WASTE MATERIALS

Ref (a) MCO 4555.3C
(b) AC/S, Log itr 5200 LOG of 9 Aug 93

Encl (1) Silver-Bearing and Gold-Bearing Scrap Descriptions
(2) DD 1348-IA Sample Turn-in Document

I. Purpose.

a. To provide information and instructions in establishing
an effective Precious Metals Recovery Program within Marine Col-ps
Base (MCB), Camp Lejeune and Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS), New
River, hereafter referred to as the Installation.

b. These requirements are applicable to all organizations
aboard the Installation to include: any comnd active, or
reserve component; staff organization; supposing agency which is
affiliated with the United States Marine Co_ps, Depa.--ment of he
Navy, or Department of Defense. This section also applies to
organizations organic to or tenanted aboard the Installation, and
those in transit or oherwise emp.orarily resident because of
training or mobilization commitments.

2. Cancellation. BO 4555.1C.

3. Back;ound. Reference (a) requires activity commanders to
designate a local Precious Metals Recovery Coordinator to
internally implement, monitor, and coordinate the activity’s
Precious Metals Recovery Program as prescribed therein.

4. Information. While the Defense Printing Service,
Photographic Laboratories, and Medical/Dental Facilities are the
most probable sources for recovery of silver from solutions used
in processing photographic and x-ray film (fixing baths), there
are other sources where silver bearing material is generated.
Enclosure (I) contains a list of silver and gold bearing scrap
descriptions.
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5. Policy

a. Maximum participation in the Precious Metals Recovery
Program is required by all MCB, Camp Lejeune and MCAS, New River
activities, including photographic, medical/dental laboratories,
printing facilities, etc. Expenses incurred by activities
participating in the program are not reimbursable.

b. Generating activities are responsible for the
transportation of precious metals scrap (film, recovery
cartridges) and harvested silver to the local Defense
Reutilization Marketing Office (DRMO). Transportation costs are
not reimbursable.

c. The DRMO ms responsible for accepting all excess and
surplus precious metal or precious metal-bearing .materials,
including scrap or haz-vested silver generated by the military
services.

a. Per reference (b), the Assistant Chief of Staff,
Environmental Management Department (AC/S, EMD), is designated as
the.coordinator for the Precious Metals Recovery Program for
commands located on MCB, Camp Lejeune. The Commanding Officer,
MCAS, New River is designated as the coordinator for Precious
Meals Recovery Program for commands located at MCAS, New River.
Appointed Environmental Compliance Coordinators, (ECCs) will
serve as the point of contact for their command for Precious
Metals Recovery. The ECC guided by the instructions contained in
reference (a), will establish an effective Precious Metals
Recovery Program to consolidate and monitor the precious metal
recovery efforts within their command.

b. Activities generating precious metal bearing materials

(h,osolution greater han_5 parts per million (ppm)), but not

having a recovery unit at heir activities will obtain written
permission from the cognizant ECC prior to transporting any
precious metals material uo a recovery site. Hyposolution shall
not be transported on any public highway by the generating
activity. Request for transportation of hyposolution will be

processed by the unit’s ECC. Once permission has been obtained,

the owning activity wi!1 observe proper change of custody between
the owning activity and the receiving activity. A log record of
all precious metals recovery shall be maintained by each
activity. Change of custody shall reflect the following
information:

2



Date and Time

BO 4555.1D

] 4 APR 1999

(2) Owning Activity/Name of Individual/Rank

() Receiving Activity/Name of Individual/Rank

(4) Quantity, number gallons, pounds, etc.

c. Those activities turning in precious metal bearing
materials to DRMO will identify on the turn-in document
(DD-1348-1A), the type o@ metals being turned in and the precious
metal content. The turn-in document will be prepared as shown on

enclosure (2). After turn-in of material, DRMO will provide a

final .copy of the DD 1348-IA to the generating unit through the
cognizant ECC.

d. All generating and/or processing (recovery) activities
shall have complete accounting records of all precious metals
activity in their commands. The above procedure shall be
conducted utilizing a log book entry.

e. Defense Reutilizauion Marketing Office will provide
generating activities technical assistance, as required, to

ensure visibility of precious meal generations,
collection/recovery training requirements, and adequacy of
co!lecion/recovery methods, systems, and equipment.

f. Commands will not discharge fixer (hyposo!ution) directly
to the sanita-y sewer. Hyposo!uion will be collected and
analyzed with a field test kit approved by the AC/S EMD; when
determined to be less than 5 ppm, fixer may be discharged to the

drain.

7. CoDcurrence. This Order has been coordinated with and

:oncurred in by the Commanding Generals, II Marine Expeditionary
Force; 2d Marine Division; 2d Force Service Support Group; and

the Commanding Officer Marine Co.--p.s Air Station, New River.

DISTRIBUTION: A plus BEMD 5
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SILVER-B.ARING AND GOLD-BEARTNG SCRA9 DESCRIPTIONS

I. Silver-Bearinu

Class

Scrap Designations

Estimated Silver
Percentaae

CLASS A

Consists of used nodes, drillings from
anodes and grain silver, wire for welding
or brazing, silver flakes, .silver exracted
from spent hyposolution by the.electro!yric
process, and all other silver of a purity
content of 90 percent.or better.

90

CLASS B

Consists of silver foil battery plates
separated by magnesium plates and silver
chloride sheets (primarily MK 61-0 and
67-1 batteries).

49
C.5) !/

CLASS C (Reserved)

CLASS D

X-ray film, exposed industrial film
and aerial "=i!m, millimeter film, and all
types of shredded or cut-up film.

CLASS E

1
(I .5) !/

1.5
(2.22) !/

CLASS F (Reserved)

CLASS G (Reserved)

CLASS H (Reserved)

CLASS K

Silver-bearing amalgam.

CLASS L

33
(4.8) !/

8
(:Z.Z4) i/

ENCLOSURE (1)
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Estimated Silver

Silver-bearing plated electrical components,
such as leads, cmacitors, and other silver
plated or bonded materials.

CLASS M 31
(4.47) !/

Silver sludge and silver-bearing ash.

CLASS N

Silver-bearing missile batteries
encapsulated in epoxy-t.ype plastic
with metal cases and attachments.

10
(1.46) .,I./

CLASS P

Silver recovery cartridge consisting of
a spun metallic filter through which the
spent hyposo!ution has be_en filtered.

8
(1.14) I/

ASS R

Desalter kits.

NOTE: !/ Conversion factors shown in parentheses
when used as mutip!iers applied to the
number of avoirdupois peunds of scrap will
produce a reasonably accurate estimate of
the silver content equated to troy ounces.

2. G0id-bearinm Scrap Desimnations

Class Description
Est. Gold %
by Weiqht

A Dental Scrap 40.00%
(5.8332)

A-I Metallic (foil, leaf, wire,
casting,and brazing alloy)

65.00%
(9.4790)

A-2 Dental sweepings 15.00%"
(2.1875)

ENCLOSURE (I)

2



B

B-I

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

C

D

E

Electronic scrap
(plated or washed)

Integrated circuits/assembly
and pins (not boards or
transistors) (pins are
ferro magnetic)

Goid-bearina Scrap Desiqnations

Electronic circuits/assembly
and strips

Electronic hardware, pins
and connectors

Rivets (gold-plated)

Electronic chassis pars

_ames (gold filled)Eye glass =

Buttons

Insignia and medals

Gold solutions, 8.3 pounds
per gallon (0.7 troy ounces
per gallon)

0.40%
(0..0583)

12.00%
(1.7500)

BO 4555.1D
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Est. Gold %
by Weiqbt

6.50%
(0.9479)

0.60%
(0.0875)

0.50%
(0.0729)

0.20%
(0.0292)

4.00%
(0.5833)

0.90%
(0.i313)

0.10%
(0. 0146)

0.60%
(0.0875)

ENCLOSURE (i)

3
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DD 348-A SAMP_LE TURN-IN DOCUMENT

List Point of Contact (POC) in Block 27.

cell is wet or dry in Block 17.
Indicate whether silver

CmOSlB’R (2)
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BAS.. ORD 6240.

UNITED STATES liARINE CORPS

BO 6240.5B
BEMD

Fro:
To:

Commanding General
Distribution Lis

Subj: HAZARDOUS WASTE AND HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Ref (a) Resource Conse:ation and Recovery Act (42 USC
6901-6987)

(b) North Carolina dministrative Code Title 15, Chapter

13, Subchapter !3A
(c) MCO P5090.2-(NOTAL)

Encl: (i) Common Terms and Definitions
(2) Record of Training

1. Purpose

a. To eszabiish procedures and general responsibilities for

uh disposal of hazardous material (HM) and hazardous waste

nder environmental permits and authorizations held by he
Commaiing General, Marine Corps Base (CG, MCB), Camp_ Lejene.

b. These re_cuiremens are applicable Uo all organizazions-
aboard MCB, Camp. Lejeune o include: any command, active, or
___e_--v_ =omDonen, szaff organization; or SUDDorzin acencv which

is affiiiaed wiuh he United Staes Marine Corps (USMC),

Deparmen of the Navy. (DON), or Departmen of Defense (DcD).

This section also applies uo orgam.izations organic to or ----"
aboard MCB, Camp. Lejeu_ne and those in transit or otherwise

zemporari!y .residen because of training or mobi!izaion
commitments.

2. Can.ce!laion. BO 640.5A.

3. Back=round

.a. Environmental management enuails he aministraion nd

supervision of the interrelated programs enumerated in references
(a) and (b). Reference (c) provides comp_rehesive guidance on a

broad range of environmental laws and regulations applicable to

he managemen of hazardous materials within the DoD. The United
Staes Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Stae of

North Carolina administer specific environmental regulaoz-y
programs relaed o the reamen, storage, and disposal of HW.
These agencies are empowered to take civil and criminal actions

o enforce these re_cirements. Compliance with these
requirements is critical to ensuring protection of MCB, Camp.
Lejeune personnel and prope-cy.

_J
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b. Through logistics support agreements and HW disposal

contracts the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO),
Camp Lejeune is tasked with providing long-term storage of HW
awaiting final disposal and transporting waste off-site.
Enclosure (I) contains the terms and definitions applicable to
this Order.

c. Hazardous waste is a sub-category of both solid waste
and hazardous material as is regulat_ed under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Hazardous Material
Transportation Uniform Safety Act (RMTUSA) The Commanding
General, MCB, Camp Lejeune, is permitted by the EPA and the State
to generate, store, and transport HW. The Command.ing Officer,
Marine Corps Air Station (CO, MCAS), New River, is also
registered with the EPA and the State as a generator and
transporter of HW. The DRMO, Camp Lejeune operates a long-term
HW storage facility which supports HW disposal generated byboth
commands.

d. As EPA/State permit holders, the CG, M._CB, Camp Lejeune,
and the CO, MCAS, New River have the responsibility and authority
.to.establish regulations for the management of several HW
management programs. Commands tenant to MCB., Camp Lejeu.ne must
comply with this Order and all federal and state regulations-
pertaining to HW management. Commands tenant to the MCAS, New
River must comply with the Air Station Order. Violation of
federal and state HW laws is punishable by severe civil and
criminal penalties. This.0rder deals with that aspect of
environmental management related to the management, storage, and
disposal of hazardous materials and associated waste at MCB, Camp
Lej eune.

4. HazardQs Waste Personnel Traininq Requirements

a. Federal and state [egulations promulgated under the RCRA
require military and civilian personnel involved in any aspect of
HW management to be provided HW training enabling them to carry
out assigned HW duties safely and in compliance with HW
regulations.

b. All personnel filling HWpositions will be assigned in
writing by the organizational commanding officer within one week
of assignment.

5. Traininq Records ad Certification Rcuirements
a. Training records will be maintained for each individual

and shall be retained for a period of at least three years upon
closure of a HW generation or storage facility or at least three
years following reassignment from HW duties or end of active

service.
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b. Environmental Compliance Officers (ECOs) and supervisors

will conduct an annual review with each individual in HW

positions uo identify required refresher training.

c. The ce-cificanion statements of the training record are

a criti=al component and in_/_’cat that an RCRA required review

has been saUisfactorily complete Initial certifications will

be signed by both the ECO and the subject named individual.

-d. Enclosure (2) is the training record format for use

MCB, Camp Lejeune.

6. !tllation Hazardous Waste Msnaaement Pr0c’ra.m. Listed

below are the required elements of the Installation Hazardous

Waste Management Program (-HWMP).

a. Stnrd ODeatin= Procedures (soPs. Each major

subordinate command and organizational element routinely

generating or handling HW or disposing of HM will develop an SOP

for HW management. A a mimimum, the SOP will provide

fo iowin=

(I) Names nd ’_e!eDhone numbers of the cognizan

Environmental Compliance Coordinator (ECC) and ECO.

(2) ,-=. records {Curr_en). Name, rnk/gr_ade, title,

duties, and HW traiming records for each current employee.

(3) Traininc records (Archived). Name, rap_k, itle,

duties, and HW traini-ng records for each employee - a in- billet

for he past three years.

a we_.v insDec’-ions of
-.SDe S(4) 7 CoPies of "

storage areas and containers’performed during the preceding 36

months.

(5) Gu dance. Gui"nce p[ovided by the ECC and/or EC0 to

imp!emenU HW/HM disposal program."

(6) Location Map. Location map for each HW generation,

accumu!aUion, and storage area.

(7) Materi_! Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)_, or allow

immedia=e access to the Hazardous Material In:ormation System

Data developed per MCO 5100.25 for all HW generated.

(8) HWPS DD-1930. Copies of the HWPS DD-1930 for those.

wastes generated.

3
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(9) CoDieS O Completed Hazardous Waste/Material DisPosal. Copies of Completed Hazardous Waste/Material
Disposal Worksheet for each HW generated and disposed of during

the preceding 12 months.

(I0) Ut SDill Continuencv Plan (USCP). Copies of

up-to-date USCP for each site. At a minimum the USCP will

contain the following:

(a) st of Dolnts of contact, and phone numbers of

the ECC, ECO, and those ical unit personnel authorized to

partake in the response.

(b) Arranuements with local authorities.
purpose contacting the Fire Protection Division (FPD)

satisfies this requirement at the unit level.

For USCP
at 911

(c) Actions trained unit personnel will take. These

actions will be strictly defensive (!st Responder Operations) in

nature and commensurate with the personal protective equipment
available at the time of the incident.

(d) EciDment required to conduct defensive actions.

This information is found in the personal protection information

section of the chemical specific material safety data sheet.

(e) vacua$ion and Staainu. Evacuation routes may be

the same used in the fire escape plan as long as access is not

impinged by the hazardous waste/materials release. A staging
area is defined as a predesignated area out of the potential area

of danger where personnel will assemble in the event of an

emergency. The USCP must state a minimum of two staging areas in

the event of an emergency.

(I!) Hazardous waste Aumulation/storaue Areas List.

current list of all Hazardous Waste Accumulation/Storage Areas

within each command.

A

(12) Rosters.
personnel.

Current rosters of all command HW

b. Unknown Chemicals. In addition to the liability
associated with improperly identified HW, DRMO, Camp Lejeune is

prohibited from accepting any HM or HW that cannot be identified

by NSN or chemical name. If HW/HM is unidentifiable, a sample
must be collected and sent to a laboratory for analysis.

(i) Units with containers of unidentified, potentially
hazardous chemicals should immediately contact Assistant Chief of

Staff, Environment Management Department (AC/S, EMD), the
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cognizant safety office, and the Base Fire Protection Department

(Base FPD) for guidance in proper storage and handling of the

materials until identification is accomplished.

(2) If a need exists to have a material sampled and

analyzed, a written request should be sent to the Commanding

General, MCB, Camp Lejeune (AtLn: AC/S, EMD) via the chain of

command. The request_ for analysis will cite evez-y.ng than. is_
known about the mate, ial, to include where and when it was rout=,

possible contenus, and the results of any investigations

conducted. Unidentified wastes are an indicator of improper HW

management. Because of the severe, civ.i.!_.,an._d. cm=-..a!__, -v- of
--l-ations of improper management or ml un u=== = =

not occur.

7. Hdous Wate, Universal Waste UW), and Si!er Storage

Recovery, Accumu!aticn, and Storaue Areas

a. Types cf Acmn!aic=/Scre _eas. The MCB, Camp

Lejeune Long-term HW Storage Facility is pe_ued by the State

of. North Carolina. is the intent of this Order that uhere

shall be one such long-term storage faci!iCy and ha such

faci!i=y will be operated by the DRMO-Lejeune under the oversighu

of he Assistan C_b/ef of Saff (AC/S), Environmental Management

Debarment (EMD). The Long-e.n HW Storage Facility shall be

utilized o store HW/HM awaiting disposal generated by MCB, Camp_

Lejeune and tenan commands. AC/S, va!idaes the need for

accumulation or scrage areas prior to authorization issuance as

well as reauthorizes/va!idaes he need on a yearly basis.

Listed below are the zypes of temporary ac=umulation and storage

sies:

(I) 90-Day Site. An AC/S, EMD authorized area used o

temporarily store HW. HW must be removed from he 90-day HW

accumulation areas within 90 days of the accumulation start date

(ASD) marked on the container.

(2) satellite Ac=umulation Area (SAA), is a term

ned bv the EPA o designate a work site which may_generate

normally applicable to non-permitted HW storage facalitles. Tn

purpose of establishing this special category f H. st?rage is to

assist those generating HW at a slower rate. revlous+/-y,

generators were required uo dispose of paruially filled

containers, thereby increasing the volume of HW generated. Any

work site routinely generating a HW at arae of less than one

full container per 60 day innerval may benefit from being

designated as an SAA.

5
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(3) UW Site (UWS). The purpose of establishing a special

sub-category of HW storage is no assist the generators of UW to
track and manage UW. Since UW is a sub-category of HW and
remains regulated by Federal and State regulations, UW will be
collected and managed in the same manner as HW with the exception
of the terminology used f.or identification. UWS’s are subject to

the same HW inspection and personnel training requirements as
standard HW Sites.

(4) Silver Recovery Site (SRS). The purpose of an SRS is
no centrally collect and manage silver particles from silver
generating processes. Although silver is a regulated HW in
excess of 5.0 rag/l, by virtue of a compliant Silver Recovery
Program, silver residues_and solutions are exempted from Federal
and State regulations. RS’s are subject to the same HW
inspection and personnel training requirements as standard HW
Sites.

b. Accumulation and storaae Areas Authorization and
Op@rstion. Each 90-Day Sine, SAA, UWS, and SRS existing aboard
MCB, Camp Lejeune, must be authorized by and registered with the
Commanding General, MCB, Camp. Lejeune. Establishmenh of new
sites requires prior approval of the Commanding General, MCB,
Camp. Lej eune.

(!) Lists of currently authorized sites are available
from the AC/S, EMD, MCB, Camp Lejeune.

(2) Establishment of new or temporary accumulation area
or storage areas will require prior approval as follows:

(a) The initial recommendation for designating a new
accumulation area or storage area will be made by the ECO in

consultation with the cognizant ECC.

(b) Proposals for temporary accumulation area or
storage area aboard MCB, Camp_ Lejeune, shall be submitted in
writing via the chain of command to the Commanding General, MCB,
Camp Lejeune (Attn: AC/S, EMD).

(3) The number of accumulation areas or storage areas
should be limited no the minimum number practical within mission
constraints.

(4) Access to sites/areas will be limited to properly
trained personnel to the maximum extent practicable.

6
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c. Container Selection

(i) Only .Department of Tr_ansporation (DOT) or military

specified approved containers will be used for accumulation and

successfully passed rigorous testing requrememu.s esua+/-sae. uy

DOT. Subject containers are identified as such Dy une container

manufacturing markings.

(2) HW generators are responsible for providing the

proper DOT approved container for the accumulation of HW.

d. CQDtainer Maaemenn for HW or UW

(I) Ensure Containers are not damaged, dented, bulged or

have deep pitted rust. Contents of damaged containers holding HW

or UW must be. uransferred to se--viceable DOT or mi!-spec approved

containers.

(2) Bungs and caps must be serviceable and include

serviceable gaskets, rings, nuts; and bolts.

(3) Containers must always be closed (wrench tight)

during storage, except when iz is necessary o a=c or.remove

waste.

(4) Conuaimers filled wih aqueous solutions, liquids,

sludges will have proper outage Uo allow for expansion.

(5) Containers will be stored in a manner precluding

damage by rainwater or f!oding, excessive heat, etc.

(6) Containers will be stored in a manner restricting

access except to properly trained personnel.

or

(7) Containers in EMD authorized accumulation areas or

storage areas will be cheqed weekly for proper closure,

container condition, andevidence of leaks or spills.

Discrepancies will be corrected and promptly reported and noted

to the command ECO.

e. Required Markings on .qW or UW Containers. Every

container of HW or UW will have he following markings affixed to

the container in a pe_uanent manner in contrasr.ingcolor to the

original container utilizing paint markers, medium or large

points, or stencils using pe_uanent paint/ink:

(!) Generatina Unit HW/UW Container Markinu Recuirements

(a) Words: HAZARDOUS wSTE or UNIVERSAL WASTE.

7
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(b) Content: Noun name found on the specific
Hazardous Waste Profile Sheet (DRMS Form 1930) provided by EMD.

(c) Acumulation Star Dae (ASD) If the HW is
accumulated in an SAA, the ASD will only be affixed once the
container is filled. If the HW is colleced in an area other
than an EMD authorized SAA, the ASD must be marked on subject
container the moment a HW is placed into the HW container (e.g.,
90 Day Site, HW Sites established during operations in tactical
situations)

(d) Number of Cntainers. The number of containers

marked reflect the total number of containers disposed of within
the current document (e.g., 1 of i, 2 of 3, etc.).

(2) EMD HW or UW Container Identification Requirements

(a) Pack,no Enve!oDe with DD-1348. This informatioh
is derived from an accurately completed HW/H4 Disposal Worksheet.

(b) DOT Label. A diamond shaped DOT identification
tool used to identify the hazard class of the contents by means
of a .pecific color, class number, and pictorial representative
symbol of the HM. The DOT label will be affixed on the same
surface of the package and near the proper shipping name marking.
DOT Labels are at least 3.9 inches (i00 mm) on each side.

(c) EPA Waste Number. The EPA identification
designator of the type of - contained.

f. Mandatory nspectons. Federal and state HW regulations

re.cuire containers of HW sorage containers/areas to be inspected
weekly. Written records noting discrepancies as well as
corrective actions will be maintained for a period of three

years. Inspections should be accomplished by the cognizant HW
Site Manager or properly trained alternate if the Site Manager is

unavailable.

g. SDil! ReDortin and Response

(!) All spills of HW/HM will be immediately reported to

the FPD at the emergency telephone number 911.

(a) Emergency spill reporting phone numbers will be

prominently posted at each site along.with "No Smoking," and
"Authorized Personnel Only" signs.

(b) Signs will be posted at each entrance to the site

and will be legible from a distance of 25 feet.

8
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(2) Spill reporting and response ac:ions required of Site

Managers, Handlers, and other personnel should be documented in

he USCP for each site where HW/HM/UW are handled and suored.

(a) The generating uni’c is responsible for developing-
and psting a site specific USCP which ties into the Insta!laUion

response plan.

(b) Plans will be made readily available to personnel
a each accumulation area or storage area.

(3) US’s must. also specific!!y address provisions

petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) storage sites, unde__ound
storage Uam.ks (UST)., and above ground storage uanks (AST).

h. /._=M/UW Turn-In Procedures. Or_=anizauiona! ECO’ s are

responsible for coor;-izauing efforts to ensure proper
identification, handling, storage, ad tu_----in of HW/._=M/UW. The

ECO of an organization having physical c-suody of HW/HM/UW is

respcsibie for ensuing t’u----in for disposal .is accomplished
ccmp.liance wi-_h .:he following’..

(!) preparation. The HW/r--/M/UW will be properly
coniinerized, marked, and placed on a s:andard size (40" x 48")

pallet, incompaibie .:D/.qM/UW will no: be co-lccaed on :he same

paile_.

(2) -’---W/:.M.-/UW DsDosa Wcrkshee:. Each ECO shall ensur

all z,,__--n-ins of HW, q., and UW are ac:omplished u:ilizing

,,rren: Hazardous Waste Disposal Worksheen and applicable
ins,c:ions f=r i=s preparation.

(3) Or=aniza.-.icm! Turn-in Recuiremenns. A HW Disposal

Worksheeu shall be prepared for each conuainez- or batch of

containers of the same waste, and delivered uo AC/S, EMD, MCB,

Camp. Lejeune not !aUer han 45 days after the ASD for all

h-/HM/UW generated by MCB, Camp. Lejeune and ?.’_uant commands

re_quiring storage at MCB, CampLejeune Long-term HW Storage

Facility. The following procedures will be suric!y followed for

zu,-m-in of all Insua!iauion HW/HM/UW requirin disposal:

(a) Properly trained unit personnel will prepare and

submit he Hazardous Waste Disposal Worksheet to he cognizant

ECO. The signature will certify the ac,-nracy of
identification and estimated weight of the HW/HM/UW being

=urned-in.
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(b) The cognizant ECO (or his/her properly trained

authorized representative) will physically inspect the HW/HM/UW
and take apprQpriate action per these guidelines to ensure the

accuracyof the identification and the adequacy of containers and

associaUed markings and/or labels.

(4) HW/HM/UW DsDosal Worksheet Delivery. After physical
inspection and correction of any discrepancies, the ECO or ECC

authorized representative will ensure the ECC receives the

worksheet, electronic mail delivery of the worksheet is

acceptable.

(5) EMD Responsibility. Upon receipt of he worksheet,

AC/S, EMD, MCB, Camp Lejeune will prepare he.DD-!348 and
coordinate delivery of the HW/HM/UW to DRMO, Camp Lejeune or

oher appropriate disposal authority.

(a) Normally, all discrepancies in marking and

packaging mus be correcuedby he generator prior to

DRMO-Lejeune accepnance.

(b) The generating uni will properly store and

perform weekly inspections of all containers until

deficiencies are corrected and the wases are transporned o he.
Installaion Long-term HW.Storage Facility or pickup by a DRMO,

Camp Lejuene contractor or other disposal authority.

(c) EMD will arrange for he transportation of the

HW/HM/UW to he Installation Long-term HW Storage Facility if

re_uired.

(d) Under no circumsnances will HW be transported on

public highways by Installaion units.

(6) DRMO, Cam Lejne Refusal Authority. f HW/HM/UW is

o be picked up by he DRM Camp Lejeune contractor or other

HW/H/UW disposal authority directly from the generator facility,

DRMO, Camp Lejeune or other appropriate disposal authority

representative will inspect prior to loading and is authorized o
refuse any container if discrepancies exist.

(a) The DRMO, Camp Lejeune will immediately notify

AC/s, EMD, MCB, Camp Lejeune of he nature of he discrepancy and

corrective action required.

(b) If the problems canno be promptly resolved, the

generator will be provided a written rejection notification.

(c) The generator will implement required corrective

acnion and request he cognizan ECC o_arrange reinspecion and

pick-up of he HW/HM.

!0
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(7) DRMO Refusal Requirements. If an HW/HM/UW is

transferred =o the MCB, Camp I.jeu.e Long-ter.’m HW Sto,r_a_gae=:__
is authorized to refuse any container zr scr_epancas .

"(a) DRM0, Camp Lejeune will immediately notify AC/S,

EMD, MCB, Camp Lejeune and T.he HW generator of their refusal to

accept the HW.

(b) The transporting vehicle wi!1 be secured and will

not be moved ouuside the immediaue vicinity, of_.he DRMO, Camp.

Lejeune faci!izy" except for an emergency s’-uuau-on involving risk

to public safeUy or .o propey.

(c) DRMO, Camp. Lejeune and AC/S, EMD, MCB, Camp

Lejeune will cooperate in making an immediaue decision on

corr_ec_ive action.

(d) Nc-.ma!!Y, if :he deficiencies are uhe resu! of

generator neg__ge-c-, errors or omissions, he cocizan ECC

will be notified. The ECC will ensure generz-__c uni-s zake

appropriate corrective ac-_io=.

(8) ;/:_IM./UW Acceczance. The accepuuce and physic=-i

mastody of am. HW/HM/UW by DRMO, Camp. Lejeune or o:her proper

authority sig.ifies -_he generacing um_i: has c-mp,ieted its

..-/.u24/UW disposal responsi!ities in comp_iiace wi:h this Order.

. RSPONSZ--- ._-LT’_--S

a. The pu_--p_ose 3f .-_s sec:ion is o ido--utify the command

and saff re_cui-emen:s, and responsibilities for the

implementation and managemen= of he =-W and -_--M MnagemenZ Program

aboard MCB, Camp_ Lejeune. .All cr.=anizations shall:

(!) Conduc: all operations and tra:_zi.ng aboard MC3, Camp_

Lejeune in comD!iance wi=h-he mandates of en.vironmenta! law

applicable to ihe preven.0n of pol!uuion f he environmenU by

HW/HM.

(2) Ensure commanders, officers-in-charge (OICs), and
HW/HM/UW, minimizemanagers place priority on. prop.or disposal.o

he volume of HW generate=, an= prevenu an rp=-

pills.

(3) Appoin all personnel with environmental

assignment. Positions or envzronmenal

!!
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but are not limited to the following: ECC, Assistant ECC (AECC),
ECO, Assistant ECO-(AECO)t Hazardous Waste Site Manager (HWSM),
and Hazardous Waste Handler (HWH)

(4) Ensure cognizant ECC’s and ECO’s have sufficient rank
(determined by CO/OIC), authority, and resources to properly
manage the organization’s HW/HM/UW management program.

(5) Ensure all HW personnel (primary and assistant ECC’s,
ECO’s, HW Site Managers ad Handlers) are appointed in writing by
the organizational commanding officer. An appointment letter
must be kept on file and a copy forwarded to the AC/S, EMD, MCB,
Camp Lejeune within one week of assignment.

(6) Ensure training of HW personnel is accomplished
within six months of assignment.

(7) Implement an environmental awareness training program
in accordance with this Order.

(8) Maintain a current listing/directory of facilities
where HW is generated, handled, and stored and ensure each
fac!ity is operated in compliance with this Order.

(9) Require ECO’s to develop and implement a written SOP
for each accumulation and storage facility.

(10) Ensure the HW SQP is readily avaiab!e to all HW
personnel and personnel participating in emergency response.

b. Commandinu General, MCB. Camp Leeune. Provide guidance
for the Installation to comply with federal, state, and Marine
Corps HW regulations through the MCB, Camp Lejeune HW/HM
management program.

c. Assistant Chief O St$f. Environmental Manauement

(I) Serves as the principal staff assistant to the CG,
MCB, Camp Lejeune, on HW/HM management issues.

(2) Ensures proper Installation registration with and/or
permitting by the EPA and the State for generation,
transportation, and storage of HW/HM at MCB, Camp Lejeune.

(3) Coordinates the approval of HW generation sites and
temporary storage areas within the cognizance of the Commanding
General, MCB, Camp Lejeune. Provides technical assistance to
ensure that the operation of these sites/areas are in compliance
with applicable regulations.

12
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(-4) Publishes Base bulletins and other directives and

provides technical assistance uo organizations aboard MCB, Camp
Lejeune as required, to ensure safe, efficient HW/HM disposal in

compliance with MCO P5090.2A and related Federal, State and local
environmental regulations.

(5) Provides t.he principal point of contact with

Headquers Marine Corps and other federal, state, and local

agencies on all matters pe-caining to HW management.

(6) Exercises staff cognizance over he review and
environmental approval of proposed and ongoing actions and

projects. Projects and actions are normally reviewed to identify
and prevent potential HW violations and to promote hazardous
material pollution prevention.

(7) Oversees the development and imp!emenuation of a plan
for the esuab!ishment, training, and operation of a hazardous
substance s-pill response team and will ensure the following:

(a) The plan addresses HW operations of MCB, Camp.
Leeue, and all tenant organizations.

(b)-On-Scene Commanders are kept informed of the HW
management and compliance imp!icauions of spill containment and
clean-up activities.

(c) The plan provides a system for coi!ec-ion am.d

disposal of non-RRA waste peUro!eum products and moni-oring for

wauer and air pollution.

(d) Timely submittal of required repoz-cs to the Joinn

Public Affairs Office, outside regulatory agencies and higher

headquarters.

(8) Participates in ,he implementation of a hazardous
substance spill contingency plan by serving as On-Scene Commander

in the event of the absence of the AC/S, Installation Security

and Safety (or representative) or by providing or directing

others who provide professional and technical advice to other

senior command officials serving in the capacity of the

designated On-Scene Commander.

(9) Maintains necessary agreements with DRMO-Lejeune for

the disposal of HW/HM and initiates action to obtain contract

services for the recycling, treatment, and disposal of HW/HM not

otherwise available from the DRMO-Lejeune.
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(I0) Ensures the availability of the MCB, camp Lejeune

Long-term storage facilities for storage of HW generated by MCAS,
New River, consistent with the applicable support agreements and
RCRA permits and provides technical assistance in all phases of
HW management (to include sampling and analysis) on the same
basis and terms as is provided to MCB, Camp Lejeune tenant
commands.

(II) Reviews and updates this_ Order periodically to
ensure compliance with new regulations.

(12) Provides management support required to ensure the
effectiveness and timeliness of HW disposal support services to
installation HW generators, including, but not.limited to:

Manager.
(a) Provide a primary and assistant Base HW Program

(b) Ensure Base HW Program Manager maintains records
of HW/HM turn-in transactions nd prepares HW reports to
regulatory agencies.

(c) Ensuring that the MCB, Camp Lejeune Comprehensive
Environmental Training and Education Program (CETEP) training is.
available.

(d) Coordination with the DRMO, Camp Lejeune and its
higher headquarters on routine matters related to new or required
changes/improvements to existing DRMO HW/HM disposal services.

(e) Ensures the transportation of HW is in compliance
with all regulatory requirements applicable to a licensed HW
transporter in the state of North Carolina.

(f) Performs environmental compliance evaluations of
the HW activities aboard MOB, Camp.Lejeune to determine and
improve the status of compliance with federal, state, and Marine
Corps environmental laws.

! Evaluations will be scheduled, conducted, and
reported per BO 5041.2R, and related Headquarters Marine Corps
environmental compliance evaluation guidance contained in MCO
P5090.2A.

Compliance deficiencies and appropriate
corrective action will be incorporated into formal written
reports and provided per BO 5041.2R to the Base Inspector, MCB.
Camp Lejeune and the inspected organization.

14
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(g) Oversees participation in the review and
environmental approval of proposed actions and other requests for

assistance and National Environmental Policy Act. (NEPA)

procedures.

(h) Implements an environmental awareness training
program for the. Insallation and assists tenant commands with the

conduct of their respective awareness programs.

d. AssistaNt Chief Of Staff, Facilities

(i) Designs and constructs new facilities with adequate
provisions for B4 and HWmamagement and maintaim and repairs
existing HW/HM storage facilities to ensure compliance with

appropriate HW/HM storage and handling regulatory requirements.

) Provides contraczuai suppor for HW management and

disposal when required.

(3) Provides engineering e.uuipment and operators for oil

and hazardous substance s-pill response and clear, up, as required

by-Base FPD.

e. Assistant Chief Of --ff tal!ation Security _And

Safev

(!) Participates in response and cleanup of spills of HW

hrough implementation of the oil and hazardous substance spill
cnuingency plan and re!aed spill prevention.

(a) Serves as On-Scene Commander and directs others

who serve as On-Scene Coordinator.

(b) Provides traffic and crowd control supporu for

oil and hazardous substance (OHS) spill response.

(c) Provides adequate security
access, if necessary for he protection of
environmen during an OHS spill response.

for restricted area
human health and the

(2) Responds o repor-ed incidents of unauthorized

disposal or abandonmen of solid waste, HW, and HM aboard the

Installation and conducts preliminary investigations. Makes

notification of findings to the CG, MCB, Camp Lejeune. When

directed, refers such incidents to he Naval Criminal
Investigative Service or other appropriate law enforcement

agencies.

15
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(3) Oversees the operation of the Base Safety Division

and ensures safety support is provided relative to implementation
of the Installation HW and HM disposal program and related
emergency response. Provides support to the HW training programs
of respective commands relative to the Occupational Safety and
Health Agency (OSHA) and Marine Corps safety standards for HM
handling and storage and related emergency response. Conducts
annual safety inspections of command HW/HM long term storage
facilities and notifies cognizant officials of unsafe HW/HM
storage and handling incidents that are in violation of
applicable OSHA or other safety standards.

(4) Provides safety, specialists to serve on the
Installation OHS spill response team as provided in this order,
applicable logistics support agreemenus with MCAS, New River, and
other pertinent regulations.

(5) Oversees the FPD, provides personnel to serve as
On-scene Commander for OHS spill response aboard MCB, Camp
Lejeune and outside flight line areas aboard MCAS, New River.

(6) Coordinates the raining of the OHS spill response
and maintains associated uraining records.

(7) Assists in the prevention of HW/HM spills and related
.emergencies by inspecting work sites and notifying cognizant
officials of incidents of improper storage and handling of HW/HM
likely to result in a spi!l,.explosion, fire, or similar imminenn
threa to human health, environment, safety,, or property.

f. Assistant Chief of staff, Louistics. Serves as the

principal agent on matters peruaining to the transportation of HM
regulated by DOT.

g. AsBistt Chief of Staff, Rserve Affairs/Reserve SUDDOr

Unit. Ensures that reserve units conform to the requirements of

this Order.

h. Assistant Chief of Staff, Trainina. Education. and

(1) Informs the AC/S, EMD, Camp Lejeune a minimum of 180

days prior to the arrival of any unit scheduled to conduct
training or participate in exercises, which is not organic to or

tenanted aboard the Installation.

(2) Programs environmental awareness training as an

annual subject in Professional Military Education (PME) sessions

scheduled for the senior military and civilian leadership of the

Installation.

16
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Provides audiovisual training support for HW

CoOrdinates emergency planning and response programs
EMD, Camp Lejeune OHS plan.

i. Co,,a-_ina Officer, Naval HosDita!. Camp Lejeune

(!) Provides ambulances and related emergency health care

suppor to OHS spill response actions and industrial hygienists

to serve on he OHS spill response team.

(2) Provides echnical assistance in conjunction with

AC/S, EMD, Camp Lejeune Uo HW generators on occupational heal=h

matters related uo the collection and disposal of HW/HM and

medical waste.

j. Defense Reuilizaticn and Marke!nc ==- Camp Lee’-ne

(i) Ensures compliance wih Treazmen Storage Disposal

Facility (TSDF) RRA Par B permit. FuzT..ishes all information

re_chaired for EPA/State reposing re.cuesued.

(2) Provides MCB, Camp_ Lejeune safety representatives
access to he TSDF pon re.cuest.

(3) Maintains records of HW lab analysis resu!Us
applicable uo the u_-n-in. f HW nd the opermuion of the TSDF.

(4) Insp_ecUs HW and accepts physical custody as per the

Defense ReuUi!izauion and Marketing Service instructions.

(5) Operates he TSDF aboard MC3, Camp Lejeune as per the

appiihable Federal and State R-%Apart B pe-/ conditions and

Marine Corps Hazardous Waste manaemen requirements.

(6) Immediae!y reports all HW spills uo the Base FPD by

(7) Tests and maintains emergency preparedness and

prevention equipment.

(8) Ensures training of personnel in he handling,

packaging, and storing of KW. Notifies AC/S, EMD, MCB, Camp

Lejeune staff in advance of any changes in personnel working at

the TSDF.
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(9) In the absence.of authorized Base personnel, prepares

and signs as generator, all federal and state manifests for

shipping hazardous property and tracking waste from MCB, Camp

Lejeune to the disposal size. Ensures copies of all manifest

transactions for shipment rom the TSDF to the disposal site are

provided to AC/S, EMD, including final certificates of

disposition or destruction.

k. qmnna Generals or Commanq Officers of Tenant

j. Ensure all organizational elements within each command

complies with all requirements of this Order.

i. MC, C- LeSe-e Ha.zardous Waste (HW) Proqram Manaaer

(I) Serves as Command point of contact with Federal and
State agencies, and other Marine Corps Installations on routine

matters pertaining to HW collection, treatment, and disposal.

(2) Keeps abreast of emerging Marine Corps, Federal, and

State HW regulations and HW management technology and initiates

action required for the efficient and orderly conduct of HW

collection and disposal operations.

(3) Monitors ongoing HW collection, treatment, and

disposal activities as required to identify, evaluate and provide
environmentally sound, efficient program operation and timely

support to Installation HW generators.

(4) Assists Director, Environmental Compliance Division,

in the preparation and submittal of periodic budget projections
for HW disposal costs and associated handling equipment and

facilities improvements to.the AC/S, EMD for inclusion in the

.Annual Operations Plan and/or other appropriate budget-ary
submittals.

(5) Oversees the day-to-day collection, treatment, and

disposal of HW in compliance with all relevant regulations and

this Order and provides the following technical assistance and

management support:

(a) Provides MCB, Camp Lejeune HW management policies

and procedures to the Head, Environmental Quality Compliance
Branch, Environmental Compliance Division.

(b) Carries out those ECC HW duties outlined in this

Order relating to HW operations of the commands and organizations

of MCB, Camp Lejeune.
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(c) Receives, processes, and maintains records of

HW/HM Disposal Worksheets delivered by Base ECO’s, and tenant

command ECC’s as .per this Order.

(d) Coordinates HW transpoz’cation services required
to transfe Base tenant commands’ HW to the Base Long-term HW

Storage Facility and HW management and disposal se-vice contracts

administered by MCB, Camp Lejeune.

! Performs qualiy assurance inspections for

generating activities at MCB, Camp Lejeune to ensure compliance
with regulatory packaging nd documentation requirements prior

transp,oing to DRMO.

Complies with federal and state HWmanifesting

and/or associated recordkeeping requirements.

.r_ovides, or otherwise ensures, a properly
rained and authorized individual signs manifests as the HW

generator and HW transporer for spmens to off-site contractor

facilities.

(e) Coordinates .he ac=eptance of all HW by DRMO and’,

for MCAS, New River, subse.aen Transportation to he

installation’s Long-term . Storage Facility.

(f) Paicipates in the development of HW/HM site

specific IqW SDl continmency Dlans and associated HW sDili

pevenion, control, clean-up, nd disposal activities.

(6) As re_cuired, assists in the conduc of environmental

compliance evaluations and oher inspec:ions of HW generation and

storage sites.

(a) Assists in the developmen and implementation of

corr_ec:ive acuions.

(b) Provide tec.hnical assistance to HW generators
and o HW managemen suppor organizations re_quired o implement

recommended corrective actions.

(c) Participates with HW generators in correcting HW

management and related environmental compliance deficiencies.

(7) Maintains accurate records of HW management

activities and prepares annual HWrepors and related routine HW

generation and disposal submittals as required for compliance

with MCO P5090.2A, this Order, and other pertinent regulations.
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m. HW Generator

(I) Develops and maintains command SOP as per this Order
to implement the HWmanagement program and command specific
requirements. HW management efforts should promote HW
minimizationand other pollution prevention objectives to the
maximum extent practicable within mission and resource
constraints.

(2) Ensures HW generation and storage are limited to
those types of HW for which MCB, Camp Lejeune is authorized to
generate and store, and for which hazardous waste profile sheet
(HWPS) has been issued by EMD.

(a) ECO’s and HW Site Managers should continuously
review HW generation and update changes in waste stream
composition.

(b) Any new HW stream generated for which no HWPS
should be reported immediately to the Base HW Program Manager.

(3) Ensures that ECO’s, HW Site Managers, HW Handlers,
and other environmental staff required are appointed in writing
and trained.

(a) All HWpersonnel will be furnished a written
description of their HW duties.

training.
(b) Ehclosure (2) will be utilized to document HW

(4) Ensures HW generation sites, (e.g., 90-day, UW and
SAA’s) are registered with the AC/S, EMD.

(5) Base tenant HWgenerators should send appointment
letters no the AC/S, EMD.

n. Environmental Compliance Coordinators

(I) Serves as command point of contact for matters

involving environmental issues to include management of HM, HW,
UW, or Silver Recovery operations and compliance with this Order.

(2) Schedules and participates in the conduct and follow-
up of environmental compliance evaluations of HW operations as

per this Order, MCO PS090.2A, and Federal and State regulations.

(3) Ensures discrepancies identified through environ-

mental compliance evaldation(s) are corrected.
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(4) Develops and maintains command SOP as per this Order

.to mplement the HWmanagement program and ccmmmnd specific
requirements. HW management efforts should promote HW

minimization and other pollution prevention objectives to the

maximum extent practicable within mission and resource
constraints.

(5) Oversees and participates in the implementation of

command HW collecion, handling, and disposal and ensures all HW

operations are carried out in strict compliance with the

requirements of this Order, MCO PS090.1A, and Federal and State

regulations.

(a) Coordinates the review and authorization of new

HW generation and ac,mu!ation areas by EMD.

(b) Consolidates HW Turn-in Disposal Worksheets from

generating units.

(c) Ensures HW Turn-in Disposal Worksheets are

comp!eue and accurate.

kd) Inspec:s contens agains .-n-In Disposal

worksheets.

(e) Ensures submission of HW.-hrn-In Disposal

Worksheets to E.

(f) Main:ains appropriate records of HW/HM Disposal

Document submissions.

(g) Monitors progress of removal of HW/HM and

notifies EMD when remains on-site in excess of 75 days of ASD

on any container.

(h) Provides assistance to EC0’s and Site Managers in

resolving HW management problems affecting disposal.

(i) Ensures all re.cp/ired HW inspections are

conducted. Cmpletes quaerly inspection of all HW, UW, SRS

accumulation areas. In the absence of uni= ECO conducts required

inspection.

(6) Monitors the respective environmental training

program to ensure personnel in positions of environmental

responsibility are trained as per the Base CETEP.

(a) Participates and ensures those personnel in

positions of environmental responsibility attend HW training

essions and workshops conducted.by the command ECC and the AC/S,

.21
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(b) Reviews annually ECO HW duties and training,

submits requests, for additional HW training to AC/S, EMD.
and

(c) Assists command ECO’s review of HW Site Managers’
HW dutiesnd HW training at intervals of not more than 12
months, and submits requests for additional HW training to AC/S,
EMD.

enrollment
respective

(d) Submits training requests as per the CETEP
procedures for subordinate organizations within their
commands.

(e) Maintains current HW trainingrecords for
themselves, ECO’s, and--AECO’s within their command.

(f) Retains former command HW personnel HW training
records as per Federal and State regulations and Marine Corps
Orders.

(7) Identifies facilities’ deficiencies to the
appropriate Installation authorities.

o. EDvoDmental COmliance Officers

(I) Serves as command point of contact for matters

involving environmental issues to include management of HM., HW,
UW, or Silver Recovery operations and compliance with thisOrder.

(2) Develops and maintains command SOP as per this Order
to implement the HW management program outlined in this Order and

command specific requirements. HW management efforts should
promote HW minimization and other pollution prevention objectives
to the maximum extent practicable within mission and resource
constraints.

(3) Keeps HW Site Managers and key personnel informed of
any changes in regu!ations-ffecting HW activities within the
ECO’s cognizance and ensures that HW SOP’s and USCP’s are

up-to-date and readily available for review by personnel involved

in the HW management.

(4) Maintains a list of the location of all HW generation
sites, SAA’s, UW Sites, 90-day Sites, and Silver Recovery Sites

within the command. Provides a current copy of this list to the

cognizant organizational ECC, Base HW Program Manager on a

monthly basis.
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(5) Conducts monthly inspections of HW and UW inventories

in command 90-day sites and performs and documents follow-up

actions required to ensure correction of container management

deficiencies andtiMely removal of HW.

(6) Informs ECC when unavailable to conduct required

inspections.

(7) Ensures all re_auired inspections are conducted when

Site Managers or Handlers are unavailable.

(8) Oversees and paricipates.in the implementation of

command HW co!lection,.hand!ing, and disposal and ensures all HW

operations are carried out in compliance with the requirements of

this Order.

(9) Notifies cognizant ECC’s by telephone with written

follow-up anytime HW or UW remains in the 90-day Site in excess

of 75 days of ASD on any container.

(!0) Ac:ive!y promotes the reduc:ion of volume and

toxicity of ./UW/HM produced, within the ECO’s organization.

(!!) Promotes :he proper management and segregation of

used’POL uo minimize contamination with water, antifreeze, and

other contaminants.

(12) Oversees the m,nagement of organization HW training

programs including, but non limited to the following:

(a) Maintains a current roster and .qW training

records of all HW Site Managers and HW Handlers within the

contend.

!=_nsures that HW training records for HW

personnel uransfe-r-ing uo another instailauion or being released

rom active duty are transferred to the appropriate official for

retention per RCRA regu%aUions. Tenants of MCB, Camp. Lejeune,

will forward the HW training records to the cognizant Command

ECC.

Ensures HW training for MCB, Camp Lejeune

Personnel Office for entry into the savy clvzmzan ersunn Data

System (NCPDS).

(b) Participates in and ensures HW Site Managers ad

HW Handlers participate in regular HW training sessions and

workshops conducted by he command ECC and EMD.
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1 Reviews annually HW Site Managers’ HW duties,

and submits requests for additional HW training Via the cognizant
command ECC to EMD.

Assists HW Site Managers’ annual review of HW
Handlers duties, and submits requests for additional HW training
per guidance contained in this Order via the cognizant command
ECC to EMD.

p. W Site Manaaers. For the purposes Of this Order, OIC’s,

Noncommissioned Officers-in-Charge (NCOIC), and civilian
supervisors of work sites where HW, UW, or precious metals
(Silver .Recovery) is generated, handled, or stored shall be
considered "HW Site Managers." Additionally,the HW Site Manager
must be assigned in writing by their respective commanding
officer or supervisor within one week of assignment.

(1) Ensures MCB Camp Lejeune and command management
requirements are implemented for each type of HW, UW, or HM
routinely collected and managed for disposal.

(2) Ensures that only authorized, properly trained, and
supervised HW personnel are allowed to handle HW or perform
associated inspections and record keeping:

(a) Schedules initial HW training for each newly
assigned assistant HW Site Manager or HW Handler.

(b) Provides, or ensures other qualified, trained HW

personnel provide direct supervision of each assistant HW Site

Manager or HW Handler until adequate initial HW management
training is provided and documented.

(3) Conducts annual reviews of HW training records for

unit HW personnel.

(4) Conducts and properly documents weekly inspections of

90-day Sites, UW, and SAA"s per Federal and State HW regulations
and performs and documents follow-up actions required to ensure
the following are accomplished:

(a) Ensures all containers are clearly marked with

appropriate marking requirements.

(b) Ensures HW containers comply with requirements of

this Order. In the event a HW container does not meet the noted

requirements corrective action will be taken.

(c) Ensures all leaks, releases, or spills are

managed according to this Order.
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immediately upon

(a) The generation or he proposed generation of a

new nype of HW or UW.

(b) Exisning or poUennial violations of this Order or
deficienciessusp,ecued of posing a nhrea of a HW spill, fire,

explosion, or ouher danger uo human hea!uh and safeny or o.
prope--y.

(c) Visits or proposed visins no the work place by a

represenUan.ive of Federal or Sane environmanta! agency.

(d) The presence of HW in uhe 90 Day Sine wih an ASD

over 75 days old which has non been processed for removal.

(6) Ensures Uhe day-to-day col!ecuion and storage f HW

and excess awaiting disposal. 7nitianes acuion to dispose of

accumulaued HW or excess HM.

(7) Provides insurucnions and supelision _e_cuired uo
ensure all HW and disposal acnivinies shall be ca-Tied oun in

compliance wih his Order.

(8) Ensures that all HW and special wastes are managed in

a manner which prevents conaminauion by unknown items, damage,
vandalism, fires, spills, explosions, or ouher situations likely

to pose a hazard o human hea!uh or the environment.

(9) Checks HW generaUion sites and .’- snorge connainers

weekly for deficiencies and perfo-s follow-up when re_cuired o
ensure uha prcb!ems are crrecued.

(i0) Ensures containers of HW are confined to authorized

and approved SAA’s and 90-ay accumulation areas.

(I!) Ensures mandanory weekly inspecnions are complened
and than insp.ecnion follow up action is taken and docmenued.

(12) Initiates disposal of HW/HM as per guidelines

provided in this Order.

(a) HW/HM/UW Disposal Worksheet will be properly

prepared and submiuned no Uhe cognizan ECO within five working

days after a connainer of HW/HM becomes full.

(b) HW/HM/UW Disposal Workshee will be delivered to

the command EC0.
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(c) Provides personnel, equipment, and supplies

required to repackage the contents .of unserviceable containers of
HW/HM/UW,

q. HWHandlers. Are all personnel, handling HW for the
purposes of storage, transportation, or treatment, not assigned
as a HW Site Manager, ECO, or ECC. Additionally, all Handlers
must be assigned in writing by their organizational commanding
officer or supervisor within one week of assignment. Duties of
the HWHandler include:

(i) Properly preparing HW for containerization, storage,
and transportation.

(2) Marks all containers with appropriate markings.

(3) Transfers or overpacks contents of unserviceable HW
containers to serviceable DOT or approved mi!-spec containers.

(4) Reports all leaks or spills as perthis Order.

(5) Collects and stores HW and excess HM awaiting
disposal as per the direction provided by the-Site Manager.

(6) Handles, stores, or otherwise prevents HW and special
wastes from becoming contaminated by unknown items, damage,
vandalism, fires, spills, explosions, or other situations likely
to pose a hazard to human health, or the environment.

(7) Inspects HW generation sies and HW storage
containers weekly for deficiencies and reports all discrepancies
to the HW Site Manager.

(8) Informs HW Site Manager or ECO if unable to conduct
mandatory weekly inspections.

(9) Stores containers of HW in authorized and approved
SAA’s and 90-day accumulation areas.

(I0) Informs Hw Site Manager when a container of HW
becomes full and reires disposal.

9. Reserve Aoolicabi!iv. This Order is applicable to the
Marine Corps and Naval Reserves.
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i0. Concurrence. This Order has been coordinated wiuh and

concurred in by the Commanding Genera_is, .II _Marine. Ep_edi.i_on=ary
Force; 2d Marine Division; 2d Force Se_r.ice_ u.ppor .Gro_up., an=

he Commanding Officers, Marine Corps Air Saulon, ew ver ana

Naval Hospital.

DISTRIBUTION: A plus BEMD 5
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COMMON TERMS AND DEFIqTITIONS

The following terms and definitions are applicable co his Order:

I. A_cumAauimn scarf Due .(ASDI. The dae any ammun of RW is firs placed

into a cmnn.iner ac ay loaion oher han a Sanel!ie Accumulation Area.

The ASD mus be affixed ac he poin in ime when a container is filled wih a

Universal WuUe in a .Saellite Accumulation Area. The ASD is also he ate

any amoun of EW is placed into a cmnriner aca Universal Waste siue. The

ASD will be mamked in he day/month/year format.

2. . A device comsiscin of rune or more elecnrically cnnected

electrochemical cis w dsied co =, score, d deliv

, ele, pl cei (ei

y d uo i cl uo li or recve ecri e.

3. Dispose!. The discharu_e, deposit, injection, dumping, spi!l-ng, leaking,

or placing of ay solid waste into or o any land or water so -hac .he solid

waste or any conscluuanu pa- of -he solid waste may enter che environment or

be emitted into he air or discha.ed uo any water, including gro%ndwaers.

4. nvir_,,! ComD!_ance Coo.-dinanor (ECC) An ividua! wir.h sufficient

rank, assigned by. --he respective CCm"wng General,. Head of a Base tenant

command/organization, or by ".he Cg Officer, MCAS, New River

responsible for he mnagemenu and imp.lementaion of -,he command en_ronmen--a!

program.

5. nvircnmenz! CmD!iance Oicer (ECO). An iz.ividual wih sufficient

acailon, separate comp_ny level and baserank, assigned ac regimental,
agency. (or e.uuivaienc) responsible for the management and implementation of

he command envirmmenai program.

6. Envircme M.,,e DeDa_rTm-enC (EM) AuC-rization. A site

aur.horizacimn document issued by EMD identifying specific areas co include:

Satellite Ac.-nnulacion Area (.SAA), 90 Day Site, Universal Waste Site, and

Silver Reoove---y Site.

7. Excess HM. Unused HM for which its custodian has no requirement. This

ype of material =n frequan-ly be reuu.-ned co he supp__iying org-anizacion,

redistributed, or recycled.

8. Generator. Generator means any person, whose act or.process produces HW

or UD.iversal w identified or listed in 40 CR parts 261 and 273, or whose

act first causes a EW o become subjecn to regulation. The Commandin
General, MOB, Camp Lejeune and he Commanding Officer, MCAS, New River are

registered wiLh he EPA as he generators of HW produced aboard heir

respeccive insa!!ations. For purposes of implementation of his Order

EN_.OSURE (1)
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abSard MCB, Camp Lejeune and MCAS, New River complex (hereafter referred to as
he Insallation), and for aministrative purposes to facilitate he
understanding of responsibilities of Connanders, Department Heads,
Officers-in-Charge, and Supervisors, Generators are identified as follows:

a. Commanding Generals of II Marine Expeditionary Force, 2d Marine
Division, and 2d Force Service Suppor Group

b. Cong Officers of he Naval Hospital; Naval Denl Center;
Marine Corps Engineer School; Weapons Training Battalion; Field Medical
Service School; Marine Corps Service Suppor Schools; Reserve Suppor Uni;
School of Infantry; Headquarters and Suppor Battalion, MCB, Camp Lejeune nd
any subordinate or3anizaion requiring an ECO.

c. Heads of he followi MCB Camp Lejeune organizations: Facilities
Department, Base Maintenance Division; Logistics Department; Marine Corps
Community Services; Training, Education and Operations Department; Manpower
Depa.ument; EMD; Management Suppor Department and any subordinate
organization requiring an ECO.

d. Group and Squadron Commnding Officers at MCAS, New River.

e. The Resident Officer in Charge of Construction, Jacksonville; Office
in harge of Facilities SuPport Contracts, Jacksonville; and oher
Insta!lauion contracting officers are considered he HW generator for any
waste generated by contractors operating under heir cognizance.

f. Commanders or chief supervisors of any organizanicn aboard the
Installation., no otherwise lised, who generate, handle, or store HW.

9. Hazardous Material (RM}. A chemical compound or combination of compounds
posing or capable of posing a significant risk to public healh, safety, or
the environment due uo its qantity, concentration, or physical/chemical,
and/or infectious properties, and/or characneristics.

!0. Hazardous Waste

a. A solid waste, or combination of solid wastes, which because of
quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characterisnics
may:

(!) Cause, or significantly contribute to, an increase in morality or
an increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible illness, or

(2) Pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human healLh or
the environment when improperly treaed, sored, transported, or disposed of,
or oherwise managed.

b. The two methods used by Federal and State agencies_o determine if a
solldwase is hazardous are:

ENCLOSURE (1)
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11. RW DeCerminanicn. The process sed co evaluate whether a mauerial being

disca-ed is a solid wasue eeuig e regulaUory finiuion of a RCRA

rec3ulaued HW. The decision is based0 user knowledge and/or scienuifia-!y

conu.-olled Uesuing of the mauerial uo be discarded.

12. W Gene-auicm SiCe A specific location where a HW is scored, handled,

or deuermined uo be no longe usable for its inuended pu_-pose. Normally -hac

area of real prope_y in r.he immediaue vicini=y of process which prduce.d

"he waste.

a. . Under Federal and Scare HW regulauions, HW generaurs

may ac.unulace W for up. to 90 days or less wi-Rouu having to obua-u a HW

suoage pe_--miu. Yai!ue .o -..-ansfer. a HW conuainer from a 90-day SiUe u uhe

3ase !ng-Term Universal Waste Storage Facility operated by DRMO or an

off-sie permiuued ureatment, storage, or disposal faci!iuy wit.bin 90 days of

-be ASD on r.he conuainer is a violauion of --PA and SCaue reulanis.

b. Sated!ice Acumulaicr. Area {SAA). A .W generation poinu at Which

wasue may be accumulated "utl! ",he RW storage container is full. A filled

_onuaLuer musu be u----nsfe---ed wi-._i 72 hotuTs o an approved 90-day SiUe

iong--erm HW suorage faci!iuy.. Failure ,= comply s a viclauion of EPA and

Staue regulations. An EMD Authorizauion for a SAA musU be obtained and

ac the site to preclude a 90-day suorage violation. EMD aur,horizauion -’

esuab!ish individual limits for each SAA. No SAA auLhorizaUions will exceed

.=5 gallons of HW or 1 qua of a-tely

13. =W Handler. An individual assigned in wri-ing by c.heir respec’-ive

commanding officer chat specifiz!ly prepares HW for Uranspol-ation, suc.-age,

reacmen, or disposal.

14. Hazardous WasZe Mana=emenc. The sysUemaCic con-__-ol of r.he co!!ecui=n,

source separation, storage, transpo_-uaci, processing, eaCmen, recovery

and disposal of hazardous wastes.

15. HW CoCe rkin= Requirements. EPA and State regulaUions require

specific markings for ctainers used for he sUorage of HW. Every container

of HW musu be marked wiLh r.he information listed in 10304. 7.

ENc"r,osI3RE (!)
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16. HW Profile Sheet (HWPS) DRMS 1930. A form requested by he Defense
Reutilization and Marketing Service (DRMS) which lists the physical and
chemical characteristics of a waste as well as generator information. This
form is required and used by the Defense Reutilizatio and Markeuing Office
(DIU) to assure, proper identificauion of HW. The HWPS is prepared by EMD.
Units generatin W must obtain he specific RWPS from EMD prior Uo generauing
a HW. Updated HWPS will be maintained by he HW Site Manager, ECO, and ECC.

17. HW Site Mana=er. The HW Site Manager is he 0IC, NCOIC, or civilian
supervisor in immediate charge of he work site or shop where Lhe HW is being
generaued or stored.

18. Hw Transportation. The differences between two categories of HW
transportation must be Undersuood to assure efficient movement of wasues in
compliance wih Federal and Sate HW regulations:

a. Off-Base Transportation. Transportation of HW on public highways is
strictly controlled by Federal and State HW recjulations. The Commanding
General, MCB, Camp Lejeune, is registered wiuh EPA and he State as a HW
transporter. As a result, MCB, Camp. Lejeue can legally transpor HW on
public highways. Examples of public highways are: US-17, NC-24, NC-210, and
secuions of NC-172 off-base..-Transporauion of HW on public highways will be
performed by .he Transportation Section, EMD, or by a properly lioensed
couercial HW transporter.

b. "-On-Base Tanspora.ion. Transp_oraUion of HW on Base highways, which
includes NC-172 from Triangle Outpost to nhe Sneads Ferry GaUe, is not

considered HW transportation as defined in the RCRA. HW generators are
authorized to transport HW on highways within MCB, Camp Lejeune, provided
public highways are not used or crossed. All HW moved by the generator will
be carried out under he direction of -he cognizant ECC. Vehicle operators
will have proper HM safety, healh, and HW management training; and an
appropriaue vehicle operator’s license.

The Head of Lhe Resource Conservation and Recovery Branch, Environmental

Compliance Division, Environmental Management Department, MCB, Camp Lejeune or
his/her authorized representative.

20. Lonq-Term HW Storaqe. The containment of HW for an indefinite period of
time in a permitted facility designed to maintain HW in compliance with

Federal and State HW regulations. Storage of RCRA regulated HW, unless in an

EMD auLhorized Sauellie Accumulation Area, for longer than 90 days is

considered long-term HW storage. DRMO is the only State permitted facility
for long-term storage of HW aboard MCB, Camp Lejeune.

21. Outaqe. The amount of free space left in a container.

outage is to allow for expansion.
The purpose of

ENCLOSURE (1)
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22. Pe_-son. An individual, corporar.ion, company, association, partnership,

unit of local gover=menu, Sate agency, Federal agency or o-her lecjal entity.

23. . Any+ susua=ce or ,ixure of susUances intended for

as a plant regulaUor, defoliann, or esicant, oher han any aicle .hat:

a. Zs a new animal u FFDCA see:ion 201 (w), or

b. Is an -- dzug UhaC has been de=ermined y regulation of he

Seea--y of Heal.h a Huma Services =or o be a new a=imal dru, or

c. Is an animal feed =uer FFDCA section 201 (x) hac bears or contains

any susuances desc=ied y paragraph (a) or (b) of -,his sc-.ion.

24. She-Life’EDired M. Unused M which has exceeded he useful life

specified by the manufacturer or oher auhoriEy and is n longer suitable for

its ori--Lnal purpose. Under normal =ircumsuances exp.ired, non-ex:endable

shelf-life manerials become W. Refer to he shelf-life mana.-mnt section

eTEP course manuals for de=a/led shelf-life management opera=lug parameuers.

25. Sludq.e. Sludge means any solid, semi-solid, or !i.=uid waste generated

from a muzLicipal, commer=ial, or Lndusurial wasuewauer ureanmenu pianu, wauer

s.upply -_tea=menu plau, or ai- polluUion control faci!iUy exclusive of he

treated -_ffluenC from a wasuewater =reamen= plan.

26. SDecia! wasue. A .iscarded used or uused (Co include residues

e of ills) is no lg le for e or re of

os for e iu acued dw aued

27. Sucra=e. Sorage means ",%he holding of HW for a uemp.orary period, at he

end of whi-.h :he" Universal Waste is u.-eaued, disposed of, o.- snored elsew’nere.

28. . A cempera-re conC.-ol device

in an ampule auached to a bime-I sensing elemnu, and mer-u--y.-conuaini=g

.es -hau have been _-emoved from :hese uemperature con’.rol devices in

oo.=:.liace wi:h .he requirements of 40 CR 273.13 (c)(2) or 273.33 (c)(2).

29. ,"Tea=menu. Trea=men: includes any acnivi:y or process desi_=ned =o change

uhe physical form or chemical composition of HW so as Co .-enter ic less

hazardous or nonhazardous.

30. c SDi!I C_rm_C+/-.encv Plan (USCP). The purpose of he USCP is to

mmze Lhe poUial hazards to human healh, he environment, ad prope.--cy

associated wih hzardous releases. USCP’s are Lhe firs= line of defense

againsu possible releases and ie into higher level plans such as hose

required for HW faciliUies, emergency response plans, facility response plans,

spill prevenuin, control and counnermeasure plans, regional and national

conuingency plans.

ENCLOS0E (I)
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31. universal Waste. Any of he following hazardous wass that are subjec

to Lhe Universal Waste requirements of 40 CFR par 273:

a. Batteries as "described in 40 CFR 273.2; (does no include automotive

wet cell batteries)

b. Pesticides as described in 40 CFR 273.3; and

c. Thermostats as described in40 CFR 273.4.

32. Universal Waste Handler. A generator, as defined in his Order, of

Universal Waste; or he owner or opera,or of a facility, including all

contiguous propery, ha receives Uw from oher UW handlers, accumulates UW,

and sends UW to another UW handler, to a destination facility, or o a foreign
destination.

33. Uiveral Waste Transfer Facility. Any transporation-relaed facility

including loading docks, parking areas, storage areas and or.her similar areas
where shipmenns of niversal waste are held during he normal course of

transportation for i days or less.

34. Universal Waste Transporter. A person engaged in he off-sie

transportation of Universal Waste by air, rail, highway, or water.

35. Used 0il. Any oil Which has been refined from crude oil or synthetic oil

and, Ks a result of use, storage, or handling, has become unsuitable for its

original purpose due to he presence of impurities or loss of original
properties. Used oil may be suitable for further use and is econom/cally
recyclable,.herefore is managed as a separate category of material.

ENCLOSURE (!)
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CHAPTER 11

PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERYPROGRAM

 ENER L

B. RESPONSIBILITIES

1. HQ DLA

aAandmonurhe PMRP

b. Develop plans and policy guidance for admirtksuafion ofthe overall program within DI.,A.

c. Maintain liaison with DUSD (L) and other DoD camponcn otherGoentagzies
and mdus= on policy matters pemiakm the program.

-,

deficieacies, develop and recommend conecfive action.

e. Review and approve rxues, equipment augmcnmfio andmplaccm mquircmcs
in support ofthe PMRP.

DLA tximary level field activities.

g. Conduct and participate in studies, technical reviews, and surveys to easum that current

and futme program operations are compma’ble with, and responsive to, effective and economical
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h. Develop, in coordimtkm with lhe Military Services/Defease Agencies, and GSA, uniform
procedures to implement the policies contained here.

Develop, through the Logistics Data Element Smdardizon 0flce, and in coord/nafion
with the Services/Defev Agencies, and GSA, a system ofsandsrd codes for idemifN
DoDeltlcomain preciousmem

j. Provide program t’ports required by GSA orby DUSD (L).

& Participate in the PMRP.

b. Maintaina focal point to coordina on all matters peztaining to the PMRp. (S
ammlmmm 1 for listing offocal poims.)

c. Maximi th use offm precious rituals for amhorizl imcmal use or as GFM (sec
DoD14140A1, Government-Owned Mamiel AssetsasGovernment-Furnished Material.)

e. rcovcry Rpmetytmdtheir Imrview, and mff
joflyle .D;o 1 f

t o D mj . or
not able ate1 for o; orime
gPfivet j f

Tim- menDO, joy
leorved D bj iofdcleonmDS, m
coon or W DS.

3. Participating Federal Civil Agencies. Federal civil agencies may participam in the DoD
PMRP in accordance with the FPMR, Subpart 101-42.3, and ISAs in effect between
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DLA and individual Federal civil agencies.

4. DRMS

c. Provi& DLA implementing im’ocedums for operation ofthe DoD PMRP in accordance
th policies and lXn’bhe.

e. Establ standards to measure the efficiency and cost effectivens ofrecovery efforts.

h. Develop and implement procedures for nminmJni accountability over atl precious
meml-bcming scrap and residual mater/als received.

i. Provide appropri precious metals mcoveay zpncnt to generating activities when
economically fam’ble andjustifiable., and replac this equipment, as necessary.

j. In coordination with DISC, complete section D, Precious Metals Recovery Program, as
part ofthe PAR, for submission to HQ DLA. Data to include precious metals rccovmtd, isstied,
costs avoided and all PIVIRP expenses

k Develop statements ofwork, solicit, award, and perform post-award functions for
precious metals recovery contracts.

1. Conduct staffvisits to DoD installations and lmrticipating Fedewal civil agencies to provi&
technical assistance and support.

5. DISC
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a. Ftmction as the commodity IMM in the supply and DWCF managneat offine metals
under the PMRP.

b. Receive deposits offree precious metals from DRMS recovery contractors and
reimburse DRMS for inctazed recovery expenses from the DISC DWCF.

is not at least equal orthe demmimtkm cannot be made, DISC is amhodz to in.intact th offering
activity to contact DRMS for disposal insnucfons.

e. Establish DISC DWCF issu prices for each precious metal based on PMRP rc,ovc’ry

corn and surcharges. Prices shall be fixed during the bv.dg execution year. to the

Establish and DWCF xrds ofreceipls, quantity on hand, location, and issues
by pfanary or significant custonms for each lious ritual.

g. Report excess precious metals to GSA fortmns to the national stockpile asrein
4, RmBidag S-ilociap-phB62.

h. Provide data to DRMS fr completion ofSXionD ofthe PAR and necessary reports to

DLA under RCS: DLA(0) 2067 (S), as follows:

(1) Fine pious mmls (m:y ouaees) available for issue: gold, silvex, and the platinum

(2) Isams (troy otme) ofgold, silva, and the platimam family ofmetals.

(3) price ofgold, silver, aad th platinum family ofmetls.

6. Defense Contract Managemeat Command (DCMC)

ao Conduct pnaward surveys and post award precious metal rcovery contract actions, as
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inform contractom ofzequh-ements fortaous metals recovery or changes thereto.

C. TURN IN, RECEIVING, AND PROCESSING

commerce1 cxma-ar. Fortacious metal-bearing mam’ial that nxi.special handling as a
ofte tm-u pzoce see 4, loperty 1qukM Specizl

b. Include on the DTID or attached doctmmnmficm, any available infommtion permin to

the precious metals content; such as, metal type, quantity, location, PMIC, and any
known/suspected hazardous components.

c. Properly segregate precious metal-bearing scrap and waste material before turn in to the
DRMO.

3. DRMOs

a. Guidance set forth in Chapter 3, Receipt, Handliag and Accounting, applies generally to

precious metal-bearing nmtefial, particularly as it relays to receipt and documentation of at

DRMOs.

b. DRMOs shall accept accountab/1/ty for precious metal-bearing material turn-ins except
where acceptance is prevented by law or regulation However, when appropriate storage or
secm-ky facilities are not available, the DRMO shall anange for the generating activity or fiae host
installation to reta/n or accept custody ofthe material until such time as disposition can be
accomplished.

c. When material is rceived that has not been identified as precious metagbea.,-ing
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procedures; or:onmmion to DRMS that the material be assayed.

(I) Scmm for R’I’D as ilms.

gives the net recovery value ofgecious metal conmt inm iron.

(3) Sold ffhigh bid reduced by the estimated cost ofsale meets or exceeds the
established mininmm acceptable Hd price.

(4) Downgaded and processed for precious metals recovery, ffnot eh’onmenmlky
wherever the role ofpropeny is thnmgh use ofthe above compuon, not

to be in Oe best ofthe U.S. Government.

e. Precious metal-bearing scrap shall be processed as follows:

(1) For precious metals recovery when economically feasible. The scrap shall be:

(a) Accumulated, extensively sorted, and segregalecl by type ofprecious metal to
cnlmnce economic recovery.

(b) Shipped, as directed, o a collection sile, or

(c) Held at the DRMO awaiting recovery corm-actor pick up.

(2) Low content, highly conmminamd, precious metal-bearing scrap which is not
conducive to economic recovery shall be offered for sale as precious metal-bearing scrap, and
descn’bed as such in the sale solicimon when DRMS determines that the cost ofrecovery/refining
would exceed the market vlue ofprecious metals to be recovered. Ifthe scrap wss turned in by a
DWCF funded activity and so identified, the proceeds from sale shall be returned to the DWCF
account identified on the DTID.
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D. PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERY EQUIPMENT. DLAprovides precious metals
recovery equipment to generating activities when economically fea..le and justifiable. Equipment
consided tob "precious metals recovery equipment" as used this is addressed at

At.,Im 3 and includes el"trol3c mcov’y units, passive si.lv=r ceBs (PSCs), plastic hypo

E. TRANSPORTATION

1. Camezal. The generafin activity shall pay PCHT costs /ncmred in the shipment or transfer

ofpmdous melxariag matmial fi’om a activity tohsDRMO. Ton
costs incurred in makingDRMS sbipmems ofprecious me-bea-_g from

2. BilliagPmc=im DoDamllmrticitmingF=kral civflageacieswhichuse
DRMS approved PMRP uanspomaion-fimd citatiom for moving txtcious metal-bearing mamial

shaIl forward all shipping documeats with the Bm ofl.ading (GBL) to the Ttmmpca’mtion
Division, DFAS, Indianapolis C_,nmr, Indianapolis, IN 46249-3001. The GBL will cite the fuml

last digit ofhe fiscal yr.

3. Preparation for Skipmeat to a Recovery Contractor

a. Documentation for shipments, DD Form 1348-1A, ofprecious mctabbcmg mamdaI
shall be pmpar in accordance with Chapter 3, Attachment 1, and any special provisions provided
by DRMS.

(1) Dommmtioa shall show, as the docummt quantity, the net avoirdupois weight (in
pounds and ofa pound) ofmaterial shipp

as fully as pom’ble, the conteats ofeach contains.

(3) Two advance copies ofeach shipping doammm shall bc fon,arded to the

designated collection sire or DRMO.

b. Care shall be cxcrcis to use secure, nonporous containers (glass not acceptable) when

shipping precious metal-bearing matcdal. Paper or oodcn containers must not normally be usel to

material that may be susccpU’ble to loss through particle adhesion.
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c. All reascmable’care shatl be takenin the packaging ofmaterial for shipment to r.inimi
the posstlity oftheR or loss through leakage or container damage.

1. C,-eueml. WhenevaDRMOacccpmmiFfm’pmciousmamfial but
the activity mzim custody ofth nmmml, th activi cominuesm be
responsible for tim ca and ofmammal until it is placed in thphysi posseon ofthe
DRMO, ormlmcl’to a conmmmial.

b. Weighing.ofprecious rneml-b-ing mamfial mcpts and shipnmms shall bc
accomplished by a designated weigh" in the pmsn ofa disinterested person (the same
disinm’ested individml must not be allowed to sign for more 2 consecutive days in 1 wek), and
the names ofboth persons must appear on the wgh bill or otlm" processing doanncnt.

(1) This list should bc limimd to nployees with a need to enter, and
posted msick thv entrance.

(3) Access list personnel do not require security clearance.
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G. RETIONOFFINE PRECIOUS METALS

1. General

a DoD components and participating Flal civil agendes shall requisition PlVIRP metals

for pproved conlracts.

b. PMRP metals are priced at the cost ofzovery plus an amhofized adminisWafive

surcharge.

c. It is DLA policy not to procure precious metals from the commercial mazket ffthe PMRP
does not provide sufficient quantities to the DLA Dkn’bufiun Sysm to satisfy customer dmnd.
Therefore, xdring activities are encouraged to call DISC-YAA/GA (’DSN 442-2734; Commercial
(215) 697-2734) asset av ihbnity before mquisitiomg any qmatity ofprecious metal. DISC
shall xserce zequested quantities ofprecious metals for 120 days.

2. DISC cunently manages nine precious metals NSNs, each having a unit ofissue oftroy
ounce"

Norncnclalure NSN

Gold
Silver
Plafinmn
Palladium
Rhodium
Iridium

9660.-00-042-7733
9660-00-106-9432

9660-00-151-4050
9660-01-039-0320
9660-01-010-2625
9660-00-011-1937
9660-01-039-0313

3. The above NSNs are stored at two locations: Engelbard Industries, Isdin, NJ; Handy and

I-laxman, Fairfield, NJ. These commercial firms are lander conWact with DISC to provide no=cost

storage ofpredous metals. Due to the large volume ofbusiness compounding silver alloys that these

companies do for various U.S. Government customers, it has proven cost-effective to maintain silver

stocks at each facility to enable transfer ofPMRP silver to given contracts without the program
incurring the expense ofrepeated small shipments ofsilver to these companies.

4. The following specific procedures shall be used to requisition fine precious metals fixan

DISC:

a A MILSTRIP requisition shall be submitmd citing one ofthe above NSNs. The
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nxluisitionmuci full tn:y ounnot partial quakes. (Quantities cimt in partial ounces .h as
7002. shall be rounded off’.)

(1) An unlassif "ship to" addressgxact location (buildin o:[ace, and
individmO and applicable zip code. The DoDAAC is not always suicient for delivery.

(4) Name and telephone nnmber ofa contact point at the m:luisitioning activity, to
resolve any problem, as

c. The requisition may be by message or letmr, however, demricalonis
preferred. To avoid being mis-mumd, messages shall be addressed to DISC-YAB/GD. Delivery
nomaally shall be accomplished wilhin 2 to 3 weeks afar mipt ofthe xluisifiozL

mode (armored van). Therefore, requisitions to the same destination should be consolidated
whenever posm’ble.

6. Questions concerning the above or availability ofassets should be di.rectcd to the
DISC focal point (see Attachment 4, this chapter).
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ATrl
CHAP 11

PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERYPROGRAMFOCAL POINTS

Reference: Chapter 11, Paragraph B2b

The DoD program for the recovery and use ofprecious metals from excess and surplus end items,

scrap, hypo solutions, and other preious metal-bearing marcels provides for the establishment of

focal points at DoD component levels to coordinate on all maXte pertaining to the PMRP.

(1) Headquarters DLA

(2) Defenseon
Mareti Servi (DgMS)

Defense Indnstdal Supply Center

(4) Army

(5) Army Alternate

(6) Navy

(7) A" Force

DLSC-LC
8725 John J. tgmanRoa ST4133
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-6221

DRMS
74 N. Washington Avenue
Battle Creek, M149017-3092

DISC-OmA/YC (DISC)
700 Robbins Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111-5096

HQ DA (DALO SMP)
5006 Army Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301-0500

HQ AMC (AMC LG MS)
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexaudria, VA 22333-0001

Naval Supply Systems Command
5450 Carlisle Pike
P.O. BOX 2050
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055-0791

HQ AFMC/LGIA

4375 C’ttidlaw Road, STE 6

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-5006
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(8) Marine Corps

(9) U.S. Coast Guard

HQ US Marine Corps (CODE LPP-2)
2 Navy Annex
Washington, DC 20380-1775

U. S. Coast Guard (G-CFM-3)
2100 Scond Street, SW.
Washington, DC 20593-0001
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Multiply

GaUon (US)
Gallon (US)

Gall

ras (troy)
Gra(y)

s(avok)
(y)

()

(y)
(avo)

Po(avo)
Po(avo)
Po(avo)
Tm(o)
T()

CONVERSION FACTORS USED IN THE PMRP

Reference: Chapter 11, Paragraph C3d(2)

3.78543
0.82367

4.546
1.201

0.06480
0.0020834
0.03215
0.03527

15.43
2205
0.001 I023

0.219973

0.2642
0.9115
0.06857

1.09714

31.I03481
28.349527
453.592
0.45351
14.5833
2OOO
907.18486

ATT 2
CHAP 11

to obtain

Liters
us gallon

Troy ounces
Troy ounces
Avdr
ounces

Avoil" pounds

us gallon
Troy ounce
Avoh"

Avoir
OUIlC$

Troy ounces
Pounds
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ATr3
CBAP 11

PMRP EQUIPMVT

Reference: Chapter 11, Paragraph D

ash or residues are requized to be turned-in to DRMOs or released, as directed by DRMS, to a

2. Electrolytic Recovery Units/Passive Silver Celh

solution (hypo) can be accomplished by chemical precipitatkm, metal displacement, or electrolytic
methods. Potential generators ofspent hypo are hospitals, dispensaries, dental clinics, photographic
laboratories, printing plants, microfilm and microfiche woduch faiides, and hobby craft shops.

b. Acqution ofSilverRecew Supplies/EqeiIt.

(1) PMRP generators shall submi requests for PMRP supplies; such as, silver test
paper, PSCs, fittings, conl valves, replac3et parts which are peculiar to rexery equiprnt,
to the appropriate PMRP representative who shall arrange for shipment from stock or forward
request to DRMS foronofa lmmhasing action.

(2) Electrolytic recovery equipment shall be acquired and installed as follows:
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(a) Generating activities shall apprise DRMS (see Auachment 4, this chapter) of
the need for PMRP assisce or recovery equipment to start up silver recovery operations or to
enhance the effectiveness ofongoing silver recovery operations to ensuremaximum recovery.

(b) The PMRP -presentative shall make arrangements to have the

hypo-generating work site surveyed as the basis for specific onsite equipment needs.

(c) DRMS shall procure nd furnish witout cost to authoriz PMRP participants
eleculytic recovery units, PSCs, chemical tanks, and supporting parts and equipment used to

(d) Gctmatiag activities ar respo’ble for silver recovery equipm

_2 When spcc or unusual citm-muc arise, generators shall request

assislznce from the PIVIRP representative (preferably in conjunction wilh actions outlined in

subparagraphs b(2Xa) or Co)).

(3) Mainlmmnce.ofSilv Recovery Equipment

(a) Generating activities are nspon’ble for peorming operating lel preventive
maintenme on recovery equipment in 1heir possession. Pl-vemtiveceincludes

day-to-day adjusnenls, cleaning, replacement offuses and gaskets, and any like aaion which can

be peffon:ned periodically with a minimum ofeffort as a safeguard against excessive equipment
downtime.

shall respond promptly m such notices and make all m’mugemcms necessary to repair or replace
equitanmt in a "dmely manner.

(c) During any period when silver ,overy equipment is deadlined, enerafin

collected and mmcd in o the servicing DRMO along with a generator fund cite for ultimate disposal,

equipment is again operating. Spent hypo solution shall be ban-ned in accordance with all Federal,

state, and local environmental and Wanspormtion rhtions.
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3. Vacuum Sweepers

& Cun scales are not construed to be "precious metals recovery oriented" and am
anlhorized to be fruse by DRMOs and othe DRMS facililics to ascertain precise

ofscrap as needed, for the propose ofinventory and accountability.

b. DLA will not procure gram scales for use by genenti activities tmaiag in scrap for
precious metals recovery.

5. Special SupportingEquipment for Precious Metals Processing and Preparing. Special

lecious metals processing equipment required by DRMOs for the processing or preparation of
precious metal-bearing property may be ptrrchased as needed to support approved precious melals
processing. Such equipnmm would include special power tools, culers, saws to facilitate the sorting,
on,orupofprecious metal-bearing scrap.

6. Accountability for Precious Metals Recovery Equipment

a. When inecious metals recovery equipment is needed, it shall be issued from stock or

tmrchased (with PMRP funds) and shipped to the generating activity concerned. The Accountable
Property Officer or equivalent shall hand-receipt equipment to a Izponsible individual t

generating activky upon delivery ofequipment or, as rathe case ofequilznent already in DoD
component custody, as soon as possle af such equipment is transferred to DR.MS.

b. Precious metals recovery equipment in the possession ofDoD components and

participating Federal civil agencies shall be carried on the property account ofDRMS.

c. DRMS shall maintain a currant record ofall precious metals rt.overy luipment in the

custody ofservicel gaating activities.

d. Generating activities shall contact the PMRP representative for’n in ofprecious metals
recovery equipment. DRMS shall provide instructions to include a document number for turning in
the equipment.
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ATr4
CHAP 11

PMRP REPRESENTATIVES LOCATIONS AND AREAS COVERED

Reference: Chapter 11, Attachment 3, Paragraph 2b(2)(a)

Address and Telephone Areas Covered

OPERATIONS EAST AREA

DRMS Eastern Region
ATTN: DRMS-DEO
926 Taylor Station Rind
Blacklick, OH 43004-9615

United Sues east ofthe Mississippi River plus
Missouri, and I,_erto Rico and Panama

DSN $50-2114/4195

COM (614) 692-2114/4195

OPERATIONS WEST AREA

DRMS Western Regi0r
ATTN: DRMS-DWO
500 West 12th Sheet

Ogden, UT 84407-5001

United States west ofthe Mississippi River, including
Guam, less Missouri

DSN 352-7033/7041
COM (801) 399-7033/7041

EUROPE and ASIA

DRMS International
ATTN: DRMSI-O
Unit 29263 Box 2000
APO AE 09096








